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ANNALS OF SCIENCE

century B.C., it occurred to

Psamtik I, thefirst of the Saitic

kings of Egypt, to wonder which
mightbe the originallanguageofthe
world. Psamtik was, byall accounts,

a forward-lookingruler. He was the
first to open his country to large-scale
immigration,receiving therebya sub-
stantial infusion of Hellenic culture,
and also, not incidentally, the Hel-
lenic mercenaries with which he se-
cured his reign against the claims of
elevenrivals and against the Scythian,
Ethiopian, and Assyrian armies on
his frontiers. Considering that he
undertook his scholarship between
perennial military campaigns, it is
not surprising that his interest in the
Janguagequestion hadterritorial over-
tones: the country possessed of the
lingua mundi would ownan indisput-
able hegemonic legitimacy. Yet he
pursued his question with an unbi-
ased rigor and a devotion to the sci-
entific method which could be seen as
admirably unsentimental, if not down-
right brutal.
As recounted by Herodotus two

hundred years later, Psamtik’s experi-
ment was a simple one: two infants

were taken from their mothers at
birth and placed in the isolation of a
shepherd’s hut. The shepherd was in-
structed not to speak to them. They
were reared on a diet of goats’ milk
and silence until one day two years
later when, the shepherd returning to

his hut, the pair accosted him with
their first utterance. The word they
had developed was “bekos,” which,
after semantic inquiry on the part of
the King, was determined to mean

“bread”in the languageof the Phry-
gians, an Indo-European people of
Asia Minor. With the shepherd’s ac-
count in front of him, Psamtik was
objective enough to abandon his na-
tionalistic hopes and stand by the re-
sults of his research. He announced
that Phrygian was the protolanguage,
and thus established himself as the
protolinguist, the earliest practitioner
of an enduring scientific pursuit.

Sadly—orperhapsfortunately, since
except for the word bekos and a few
texts and inscriptionslittle remains to
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usof the Phrygian language—Psamtik’s
research hasnotstoodthetest of time.
Hehasbeen accusedofa certain meth-
odological informality. There was
no way of ascertaining, for instance,
whetherornotthe children hada nat-
ural grasp of many languages and
were merelyexpressing an innatepref-
erence for Phrygian baked goods.
Historians are satisfied that Phrygia
wasthe birthplace of the flute and the
Dionysian orgy but probably not of
humanspeech, and Psamtik is remem-
bered by science mainlyfor his errors.

Nevertheless, in nearly every col-
lege primer on linguistics and in in-
numerable late-night conversations
amongpracticing linguists, he is re-
membered. Onesuch text, Vivien Tart-
ter’s 1986 “Language Processes,” has
a two-sentence “Conclusion”that reads,
“We still have a long wayto go to
understand language andits process-
ing, and manyexciting years of re-
search ahead. But we have come a
long way since Psammetichos!” The
King’s inclusion in the book,like his
general durability, is evidence to the
contrary. Psamtik is very much with
us. While his experiment was flawed
in fulfilling its declared intention, it
was in other ways brilliant—aninci-
sive bit of scientific prescience. It em-
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bodied both the theoretical questions
and the practical quandaries thatstill
bedevil the discipline. Beyond the
arid statistics and the arcane analysis
that characterize modernlinguistics
loomsa philosophical question: What
makesusspecial as a species? What
part of our essential humanity is
expressed in ourability to communi-
cate with language?Itis in that light
that his scientific sin—his experi-
mentation on children—takes on the
import that continuesto subtly trouble
the science. For his sin was of the
essence: in investigating onepiece of
the humancharter, Psamtik, by his

lack of compassion, did violence to
another.

‘Thescience initiated by the Egyp-
tian king has been revised and rein-
vented manytimes over the millen-
nia, most recently ina Horn & Hardart
on Woodland Avenue in Philadel-
phia, where Noam Chomsky began

working out a set of ideas so revolu-
tionary that their publication, in 1957,
is known amonglinguists as the Event.
Toits credit as a human endeavor,the

science of linguistics has maintained
throughits generations a certain wist-
ful indecision aboutits ambitions. Only
a stalwart linguist—or an especially
myopic one—canavoid the temptation

to look up from the voluminous tabu-
lations of syntax and phonemics for
an occasionalglance into the heart of
human nature, much the wayastron-

omers look through the silica lens at
the origins of time. Linguistics and
astronomy constitute an unlikely sis-
terhood, for they are both constrained
to be more observational than experi-
mental—astronomy because its sub-
jects are too distant to be experimented
on, and linguistics because its subjects
are too human. Nolongerare children
impressed from the crib to serve as
guinea pigs. But the revelations about
how we acquire language still come
from children: wild children, who have
grown up with beasts as their only
companions; abused or neglected chil-
dren whose family histories replicate
the isolation in the shepherd’s hut,
sometimes with far more attendant
horror. The cases are exceedinglyrare
and mostly fleeting. They become the
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property of whicheverresearcheris for-
tunate enoughto be present at which-
ever dark hour. In that regard, no sub-
ject has ever fallen into the lap ofsci-
ence out of a more incomprehensible
world than thelittle girl who limped
through the doors of a Los Angeles
County welfare office in the fall of
1970, accompanied by her nearly blind
andalmost equally traumatized mother.

aes Ciry, California, is in
many waysa typical town of the

San Gabriel Valley, and Golden West
Avenue, which runs due north through
it, is a typical Valley residential street.
It is as straightas a surveyor’s rod, and
you might suppose that its intended
destination is the San Gabriel Moun-
tains, whose shadowed canyons and
snow-panelled peaks rise above the
grid of suburban Valleystreets like the
promise of a wider world. But Golden
West Avenue never reaches the San
Gabriels, near as they are. It ends in

the more prosperous reaches of Arca-
dia, and the San Gabriels
remain a taunting vision, as

distant in their way as the
affluent hills of Hollywood,
fifteen miles to the west.

Heading up Golden West
Avenue from Las Tunas
Drive, Temple City’s main
drag, you pass the parklike
acreage of the civic center
and, a block farther on, the

steepled Church of Christ.
Then the public places are
behind you, and you enter
an orderly regime of small
houses—bungalows, for the
most part—which become
more modest andinsular block
by block. Each house has a
driveway and a yard, and a
numberofthe yards are sepa~
rated from one another by
chain-link fences. Towardthe
Arcadia townline,five royal
palms nearly a hundred feet
high float above the avenue
like an incongruous appari-
tion. They are the neigh-
borhood’s only aristocratic
flourish. For here there are
no rolling estates, no guarded
gates, no Armed Response
medallions such as dot the
curbs of Bel Air and Mul-
holland Drive. The equation
of prominence and privacy
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that prevails in the wealthy precincts
of Los Angeles is here turned onits

head: security lies in a respectful ano-
nymity—an injunction, in a land of
compact privacies, to mind one’s own
business. People don’t come to Temple
City to be discovered, they cometo be
left alone. Golden West Avenue is
aboveall a quiet street of quiet fami-
lies. Before the disruption of that quiet
in November of 1970, the residents of
one small house behind the row of
palms were knownto their neighbors
as the quietest family of all.
The disruption was spectacular—

enough so to earn a week’s worth of
stories in the Los Angeles Times, sand-
wiched betweenaccounts ofthetrial of
Charles Manson,the policies of Gov-
ernor Ronald Reagan, and the bomb-
ing of Hanoi. “GIRL, 13, PRISONER
SINCE INFANCY, DEPUTIES CHARGE;
PARENTS JAILED,” the headline on
November 17th read. The following
day,a story headed “MYSTERYSHROUDS.
HOMEOF ALLEGED CHILD PRISONER”
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featured a photograph of two men
standing in a driveway: the girl’s el-
derly, bespectacled father, clothed in
rumpled khakis and a rumpled hat,
one handin his pocket and the other
loosely holding a cigarette; and her
brother, a tall teen-ager dressed in
black, his arms folded and his face
wadded in belligerent distress.

But it was another photograph that
inflamed the public imagination and
brought the curious cruising along
Golden West Avenuein a slow, neck-
craning procession that lasted the bet-
ter part of a week. The photographis
of a girl’s face, smooth, olive-shaped,
pretty. A strand of dark hair has es-
caped from behind her ear to hang
across her forehead. Her headis turned
with an attentive tilt toward the cam-
era, but her eyes do not meet the lens.
She looks above us, as though some
object of interest were hovering over
the photographer’s shoulder. Her ex-
pression gives nothing away. It is com-
posedbutnot self-conscious, withdrawn

but with no trace of sullen-
ness. Her mouth,its full lower

lip closed against the serrated
curveof the upperin a perfect
Cupid’s bow, turns up at the
ends in what might be the
beginning of a smile, except
that she is otherwise so seri-
ous, so pensive and watchful.
‘The energy in herface is all
in her eyes. Without beseech-
ing, they attract. If her face
has an adult’s earnestness,
her eyes have the straightfor-
ward curiosity of a toddler,
unburdened by any evident
capacity for prejudice or ap-
praisal. Her innocence is in-
congruous with the report of
the epic abuse she suffered.
That her condition was

cause for concern had been
immediately apparent to the
social worker who received
her and her mother in the
welfare office one morning in
early November. Like much
else in the child’s history, her

arrival there wasa fluke. The
mother had come seeking help
not for the child but for her-
self; three weeks earlier, she

had finally managed to flee
an abusive marriage, and was

living nearby with her par-
ents, who wereall but desti-
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tute. Cataracts and a detached retina
had rendered herninety per cent blind
in herleft eye andtotally blind in the
right. She was searching for the ser-
vices for the blind. But, leading her
daughter by one hand and her aged
mother by the other, she had stumbled
mistakenly into the general social-
services office. Theeligibility worker
whom she approached wastransfixed
by the child, a small, withered girl
with a halting gait and a curious pos-
ture—unnaturally stooped, hands held
up as though resting on an invisible
rail. The worker alerted her supervi-
sor to what she thought was an unre-
ported case of autism in a child she
estimated to be six or seven years old.
The supervisor did not confirm the

autism diagnosis but agreed that some-
thing was amiss. The ensuing inqui-
ries found the girl to be a teen-ager,
though she weighed only fifty-nine
pounds and wasonly fifty-four inches
tall. She was in much worse physical
shape thanatfirst suspected: she was
incontinent, could not chew solid food
and could hardly swallow, could not
focus her eyes beyond twelvefeet, and,
according to some accounts, could not

cry. She salivated constantly, spat in-
discriminately. She had a ring of hard
callus around her buttocks, and she
had twonearly complete sets of teeth.
Her hair was thin. She could not hop,
skip, climb, or do anything requiring
the full extension of her limbs. She
showed no perception of heat or cold.
Of most interest to the scientists

whowereto becomeher constant com-
panions was that she could not talk.
Whatthe social worker had mistaken
for an autistic’s abstention from verbal
communication was in fact a complete
inability. Her vocabulary comprised
onlya few words—probably fewer than
twenty. She understood “red,” “blue,”
“green,” and “brown”; “Mother” and
some other names; the verbs “walk”
and “go”; and assorted nouns, among
them “door,” “jewelry box,” and “bun-
ny.” Herproductive vocabulary—those
words she could utter—was even more
limited. She seemed able to say only
“Stopit” and “Nomore,” and a couple
of shorter negatives. Thesocial worker
paid a visit to the child’s home and

convinced the mother that her daugh-
ter neededattention. She was admitted
to Childrens Hospital of Los Angeles,
for treatment of extreme malnutrition.

Anexplanation for the child’sstate
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“I ask that the record show that the witness does not presume
to speak for the animal kingdom butis testifying here strictly

in his capacity as a beaver.”

waseventually pieced together, thanks
to the efforts of the Temple City police
in the days following her discovery
and to the persistent elaborations of
scientists over the next several years.
A doctoral dissertation on the child,

written by Susan Curtiss, a graduate

student at the University of California
at Los Angeles and the linguist who
was to spend the mosttime with her,
begins, “To understand this case his-
tory, one must understand [the] fam-
ily background.” And, indeed, every
scientist involved with the unfortunate
child would be drawn again and again
throughthat background, much as the
rubberneckers had been drawn down
Golden West Avenue—hopingto find
in the neighborhood, the house, and
the story of the household some answer.

Like most personal histories, the

child’s preceded her by years. Her
parents migrated to the Los Angeles
area from differentparts of the country
but from similarly impoverished cir-
cumstances. Clark, her father, was a
native of the Pacific Northwest, and

Irene, her mother, was from Okla-
homa. Irene’s family had moved west
to escape the dust bowl. Like other
real-life Joads, they ran out of conti-
nentbefore reaching the promised land,
andthe children approached maturity
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with little prospect except the assur-
anceofa restricted future. When Irene
wasin her early twenties, she found
a traditional solution for her predica-
ment (and, traditionally, her parents
opposedit): like her mother, she mar-
ried a man twenty years her senior.

Clark had a goodjob as a machinist
in the aircraft industry, and was good
at it. He bet moderately on the horses
at nearby Santa Anita racetrack. In a
photograph taken during their early
years together, Irene and Clark ap-
pear to be a happy couple, even bit
glamorous. They are leaning against
a shining black sedan; Clark’s crisp
fedora is tipped onto the back of his
head as he and his wife turn to each
other with broad smiles. Butthe felici-
ties were all on the surface; Irene had
run headlong out of a confining up-
bringing into a confining marriage.
She wouldlater say that herlife came
to an end on her wedding day.

Prominent among Clark’s restric-
tions washis express desire not to have
anychildren. For onething, they were
noisy. Late in Irene’s first pregnancy,
five years into their marriage, Clark
beat her severely. In the hospital for
treatment of her injuries, Irene went
into labor and gavebirth to a healthy
daughter. The infant’s crying infuri-
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ated Clark, and she wasplaced in the
garage, where, at the age of two and
a half months, she died. Irene later
protested that the girl had been put
there only to spare her the noise while
the linoleum was being removed from
the kitchen floor, and that once in the
garage she had beenstruck with “quick
pneumonia.” The likelihood is that
behind the euphemism was a case of
death by exposure. A subsequentinfant
was moreliterally a victim of the cou-
ple’s incompatibility: it died of Rh
blood poisoning soonafter birth. Irene’s
third pregnancy produced a healthy
son. Hesurvived infancy, but his de-
velopment wasstifled by an approxi-
mation of the neglect that had killed
his oldest sibling. He was slow to walk,
and at three years of age was not yet
toilet-trained, but he was saved by the
intercession of his paternal grand-
mother, who took him in and kept him
for several months, long enough to get
him back on track. In April of 1957,
Clark andIrenehadtheir fourth child,
a girl. She, too, had Rh blood poison-
ing, but she was given a transfusion
soonafter birth. She went on to suffer
the same developmental fate as her
older brother, but this time there was

no paternal grandmotherto rescue her
at the critical moment.

Clark had an extraordinary attach-
ment to his mother, surprising in the
light of his upbringing: he had spent
most of his early years in orphanages
and foster homes, and few with her.
She was a flamboyant woman—atone
time, she had managed a brothel—and
was given to travelling armed. It is
said that she thought her son
intolerably straitlaced. But
straitlaced or not, he was slav-

ishly devoted to her, to the
point where Irene never be-
came more than a secondary
allegiance in his life. In De-
cemberof 1958, Clark’s mother
wasstruck by a car and killed as she
crossed the street with her grandson to
buy an ice-cream cone. Clark arrived
soon after the accidentto find his moth-
er’s bodystill in the road and nosign
of the vehicle that had hit her. A teen-
ager was arrested the next day and
chargedwith hit-and-run and drunken
driving. He received a probationary
sentence. The court’s leniency fuelled
Clark’s fury. He decided that a world
without his mother, a world that did
not care enough to punish her murder
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adequately, was a world he could best
do without. He quit his job and moved
his family into his mother’s two-bedroom
house, on Golden West Avenue, where
he wouldlive out the last decade of his
life as a recluse, with his family as
virtual prisoners.

Irene’s world closed in on her se-
verely at this time. Her encroaching
blindness made her almost completely
dependent on her tormentor. Their
son wasallowed out of the house to
attend schoolor to play with a neigh-
bor but for little else, and within the

house he waseffectivelya hostage. He
slept on the living-room floor; his
parents alsoslept in the living room—
his mother on a couch and Clark in an
easy chair in front of a defunct tele-
vision set, sometimeswith a gun in his
lap. The main bedroom,according to
someaccounts, was keptas a shrine to
Clark’s mother. But it was the daugh-
ter—twenty months old whenthe fam-
ily moved—who bore the brunt of
Clark’s renunciation.“In essence, Clark
appointed himself a guardian to his
family,” Jay Shurley, a professor of
psychiatry and behavioral science at
the University of Oklahoma, who be-
cameinvolvedwith the case, explained
to merecently. “His delusion was that
his daughter was retarded and was
going to be very vulnerable to exploi-
tation. He dreaded the idea of people
taking advantage of her.”

After one of the child’s rare early
medical examinations, a pediatrician

noted on her records that she was
“slow,” and pronounced her a “re-
tarded little girl with kernicterus’—a

condition that sometimes re-
sults from a botched transfu-
sion for Rh incompatibility.
“Clark amplified that to de-
lusional intensity—that this
girl was profoundly retarded,”
Shurley told me. “He was
convinced that she would need

his protection from the evil of the
world, and that no one was better

prepared than heto recognizeits evil.
He didn’t reckon, of course, on his
own evil. These people never do.”

Clark’s idea of protective custody is
described in Susan Curtiss’s doctoral
dissertation, which was published as a
book—“Genie: A Psycholinguistic Study
of a Modern-Day ‘Wild Child’ ”—in
1977, by Academic Press. In both the
dissertation and the book, the girl is
referred to not by her real name but
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by herscientific alias, Genie—the name
used in the symposium papers,the psy-

chology magazines, andthe textbooks,
and contrived in order to protect the
child’s identity. Curtiss’s account agrees
with that of other investigators. She
wrote:

Inthehouse Genie wasconfinedto a small
bedroom, harnessedto an infant's pottyseat.
Genie’s father sewed the harness, himself;
unclad except for the harness, Genie wasleft
to sit on that chair. Unableto move anything
except her fingers and hands,feet and toes,
Genie wasleft to sit, tied-up, hourafter hour,
often into the night, day after day, month
after month,yearafter year. At night, when
Genie was not forgotten, she was removed
from her harness onlyto be placed into an-
other restraining garment—asleeping bag
whichherfather hadfashionedto hold Genie’s
armsstationary (allegedlyto prevent her from
takingit off). In effect, it was a straitjacket.
‘Therein constrained, Genie was put into an
infant’s crib with wire mesh sides and a wire
mesh cover overhead. Caged by night, har-
nessed by day, Genie wasleft to somehow
endure the hours and years of herlife.
There waslittle for her to listen to; there

was no TVorradio in the house. Genie’s
bedroom wasin the back of the house next to
[the master] bedroom and a bathroom...
‘Thefather had an intolerance for noise, so
whatlittle conversation there was between
family membersin the rest of the house was
keptat a low volume. Exceptfor momentsof
anger, when herfather swore, Genie did not
hearany languageoutside her door, and thus
received practically no auditory stimulation
of anykind,aside from bathroom noises. There
were two windowsin her room, and one of
them was keptopen severalinches. She may,
therefore, have occasionally heard an air-
plane overhead or someothertraffic or envi-
ronmental noises; but set in the back of the
house, Genie would not have heard much
noise from thestreet.

Hungryandforgotten, Genie would some-
times attempt to attract attention by making
noise, Angered, her father would often beat
herfor doing so. In fact, there was a large piece
of wood left in the corner of Genie’s room
whichherfatherusedsolely to beat her when-
ever she made any sound. Genie learned to
keepsilent and to suppress all vocalization. ...

Just as there waslittle to listen to, there
was not much for Genieto touch or look at.
The onlypieces of furniture in her room
werethe crib and the potty seat. There was
no carpet on the floor, no pictures on the
walls. There were two windows, but they
werecovered up exceptfora few inches at the
top out of which Genie couldsee the sky from
oneandthesideof a neighboring house from
the other. There was one dim,bareceiling
lightbulb,a wall of closets, and anotherwall
with the bedroom door. The roomwasa dirty
salmoncolor. Occasionally, twoplastic rain~
coats, one clear andoneyellow,hungoutside
the closet in the room, and once in a while
Genie wasallowedto “play” with them, In
addition, Genie was sometimesgiven “partly
edited” copies of the TV log, with pictures
that her father considered too suggestive re-
moved (like womenadvertising swimming
pools, etc.). She was also given an occasional
emptycottage-cheese container, emptythread
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spools, andthelike. These were Genie’s
toys; and together with the floor, her
harness, and her body, they were her
primary sources of visual and tactile
stimulation.

Genie’s diet was equally limited. She
was given baby foods, cereals, an occa~
sional soft-boiled egg. Under pressure
from the father to keep contact with Ge-
nie to a minimum, she was fed hur-
riedly, usually by having food stuffed
into her mouth. Should Genie choke and
spit out some of her food, she would
have her face rubbedinit... .

Genie’sfather was convinced that Ge-
nie would die. He waspositive that she
would notlive past theage of twelve. He
was so convinced of this that he prom-
ised his wife that if the child did live
beyond twelve, the mother could seek
help for Genie. But age twelve came and
went; Genie survived, but the father re-
neged on his promise. The mother, too
blindto even dial the phone and forbid-
den underthreat of death to contact her
ownparents (wholivedin the area),felt
helpless to do anything.

Finally, when Genie was 13% years
old, Genie’s mother,after a violent ar-
gumentwith her husband in which she
threatened to leave unless he called her
parents, succeeded in getting her hus-
bandto telephone her mother. Later that
day Genie’s mother took Genie and left
her homeandher husband.

Curtiss went on to relate the
girl’s discovery: how she wastaken
into custody by the police; how the
parents were arrested and charged
with child abuse; how the child was
admitted to the hospital. The family
history is wrapped up, like Little
Dorrit’s, with a breath of exultation:
“She had been discovered, at last.”

Butthe real epitaph to the era was
written by Clark himself. On the
morning of November 20, 1970—the
morning that he and his wife were to
appear in court on charges of willful
abuseor injury to the person or health
of a minor—he spread out a blanket
anda sheetof cellophane ontheliving-
room floor and shot himself through
the right temple with a .38-calibre re-
volver. He was seventy years old. He
left two notes, scrawled with a ballpoint
pen. One was forthe police and read,
in part, “My son... is out in front
with friends. He hasn’t the slightest
idea of whatis going to happen.” The
second was to his son, and included
these instructions:

Don’t take that shirt back. Its for myfu-
neral. You know where my blue shirt is,
Underwear in hall closet... 1 love you.
Goodbye and be good.

—Dai

Clark did not leave a note for his
wife or his daughter, but he did in-
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“This is definitely the last time for Chapter Seventeen!”

clude in his farewells a sentence that
seemedaddressedto the public at large:
to the press that had exposed his fam-
ily’s disarray; to the people in the auto-
mobiles, whose finger-pointing parade
had distressed him tremendously; to
the scientists and doctors who had
taken his daughter and renamed her.
He wrote, “The world will never
understand.”

Alreadyin court that morning,Irene

had heard her counsel enter a plea of
not guilty, on the ground that she had
been forcedinto her role by an abusive
husband. Then the judge received a
message and summoned the lawyers
into chambers. Irene’s counsel returned
to tell her that her husband was dead.
She was visibly shaken, the lawyer
later recalled, but did not break down.
“She just sat there, silent,” he said.
Her plea was accepted.

‘Thesuicide—reported,like the par-
ents’ arrest, on network news—did

nothing to lessen interest in the case.
Thepress had set up camp on the lawn
of Childrens Hospital, where Genie
was now residing. Childrens was, and
is, one of the most prominent, expen-
sive, and up-to-date pediatric facilities

on the West Coast, and one accus-
tomedto security concerns, since among
its clientele are a numberofthe chil-
dren of Hollywoodcelebrities. Freed
from herlittle room and placed in the
most competentof professional hands,
Genie was, in the view of the doc-
tors and psychologists and others who
were now becominginvolved with her
progress, liberated. If such a thing was
possible, she was to be given a chance
at a new life, with new surroundings,
a new future—even a new mission—
to go along with her new name.

YY the summerof 1988, when Susan
Curtiss and I first met, Curtiss

had become an associate professor of
linguistics at U.C.L.A. She was shar-
ing a small office in Campbell Hall
with two of her graduate students.
Her desk was crammed into a far
corner of the room, and over it were
several pictures, tacked to an orange
room divider. There were photographs
of her two daughters, aged five and
one,andthere was a drawing of Curtiss
herself, done by Genie almost fifteen
yearsearlier. The drawing was stick
figure, made with a series of quick
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crayon strokes. It wasn’t easy to decide
whether the rendering was immature

for an artist in her middle teens or, in
a primitivist way, accomplished,forits
portrayal of its subject was accurate:
Curtiss is painfully thin, and as ner-

vous as summer lightning. Sheis also
extraordinarily focussed, in the iron-
clad mannerof one who haslong done
battle with the hectoring distractions of
the academic world.

In 1971, when Genie entered her

life, Curtiss was twenty-two years old
and first-year graduate studentin the
Linguistics Department. “I
wasone ofthe few linguists
on campusstudying language
acquisition in children,” she

told me. “It seemed to me
that once we cameto under-
stand language acquisition,
we would have answers to
most of the central questions of lin-
guistics. Besides, I love children. It
seemed as if it would be fun to have
them be mysource of data.”

Her interests had put her in the
right place at the right time. She re-
members the spring afternoon when
she was summonedinto the office of
her faculty adviser, Victoria Fromkin.
Fromkin, who is now a_ professor

emeritus, began discussing develop-
ments in a case of an abused and
linguistically deprived child. Curtiss
had already heard ofthe case, but now
she wasbeinginvited in on the ground
floor. “As a new student, I found
myself presented with an opportunity
that changed my life in every way,”
she told me. “Personally as well as
academically. Because the case is an
important one, it shaped myfuture
research, right down to today. I was
just starting on the core curriculum
then. I hadn’t been exposed to many
of the issues that Genie presented to
me. I wasn’t even awareofthe critical-
period hypothesis.”

In 1971, the science of linguistics
was perplexing to some of its old
hands as well. Thecritical-period hy-
pothesis—the idea that there are cer-
tain distinct periods in a person’s de-
velopment during which skills like a
first language can be learned—was
just one of a host of new contentions.
As the questions changed rapidly,
there was also a shift in who was
asking them. Curtiss’s field—the ac-
quisition of language by children—had
previously been the carefully guarded
purview of psychology departments.
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Linguistics is arguably the most hot-
ly contested property in the academ-
ic realm. It is soaked with the blood
of poets, theologians, philosophers,
philologists, psychologists, biologists,
and neurologists, along with whatever

blood can be got out of grammarians.
Each discipline has at one time or
another set its flag in the territory,
knowing that its internal orthodoxies
would be partly determined by who-
ever owned the language question.
Susan Curtiss was in the vanguard of
the newest of a hundredraidingparties.

Until the High Renais-
sance, European philosoph-
ers had related the language
question, along with most
other questions, to the Bible.
‘Then Descartes made a he-
retical attempt to prove the
complete independenceof the

soul from the body, and therebyhelped
to establishthe science of biology. There
was impressive historical testimonyin
favor of including language in this
new,naturalist science. In the third
century B.C., Epicurus,the first Greek
philosopher to address the origins of
language, felt that it was the creation
not of God or of man’sintellect but of
a farless interested party: nature. Lan-
guage,he said, was a biological func-
tion, like vision or digestion. But his
view was anathema to the tenor of
later times, when language was con-
sidered an integral part—perhaps the
keystone—ofman’s soul, or (lesslikely)
man’s reason. Orboth:in the late sev-
enteenth century, Leibniz proclaimed
language ability to be a gift of God,
withits form of expression determined
by natural instinct—except for Chi-
nese, which, he suggested, was the in-
vention of a wise man. Thuslinguis-
tics was left standing with one foot on
the theological dock and the other in
the naturalist boat.

‘The discomfort was relieved some-
whatby therise of the social sciences,
at the end of the eighteenth century.
If language was somewhere between
theology and biology, then perchance
it could be considered a problem for
anthropologists, with linguists playing
a backup role. The voyages of explo-
ration and colonization had shaped the

public imagination the way the Cru-
sades had in earlier times, but with
a moreutilitarian grail. Comparative
linguists quit worrying about the ques-
tions of the Vulgate text and got busy
cataloguing new languages. Butbythe
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late nineteenth century the bulk of the
questions concerning the relationship
of language and man had disappeared
into psychology—a discipline that the
questions helped create. And that’s
where they stayed until the Event—
the publication of Noam Chomsky’s
“Syntactic Structures,” in 1957, the

year of Genie’s birth.
The galvanic effect of Chomsky’s

innovation wasdescribed to me by Cath-
erine Snow,a professor of human de-
velopmentand psychology at Harvard
University. “There was a barrenness
in the study of language acquisition
through the nineteen-forties and most
of the fifties,” she said. “Until 1957,
linguists believed that all there was
to think about was vocabulary. Then
Chomsky made syntax central, and
for the first time the questions be-
came compelling, interesting. It was
like driving across a prairie and all of
a sudden seeing the Rocky Mountains
jump out at you.”

Chomsky and his adherents found
that the complex variety of syntactic
structures within a language could be
distilled into a small set of core prin-
ciples. Though the grammarsof differ-
ent languagesdiffer widely, the prin-
ciples applied equally to all. This
suggested an astoundingunity: accord-
ing to Chomsky, sentences of diverse
languages—of Japanese, with its in-
verted phrases; of Finnish, which ex-

presses cases the way Latin does; of
Lithuanian, among modernlanguages
the one closest to Sanskrit; of Spanish,
in which the subject of a sentence is
commonly omitted—arenot fundamen-
tally different from English sentences.
Somelinguists have speculated, basing
their hypothesis chiefly on similarities
of vocabulary and pronunciation, that
all languages derived from a common
ancestor. Chomsky doesn’t think so.
Onthe syntactical level that Chomsky
is concerned with, languages don’t
just have similarities—they are iden-
tical. The source of such uniformity,
Chomskyargues, mustbe soughtcloser
to homethan an ancientprotolanguage.
It mustbe contained within us—within
the species. The rules of languageare
either the product of an unparalleled
achievement of human cognition or
ingrained on a level more basic than
thought. The question is no longer
“Howis language designed?” but “How
does languagereflect the way we are
designed?”
The pervasiveness of Chomsky’s
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influence on modern linguistics has
brought him detractors as well as dis-
ciples. Every working linguistcarries,
involuntarily and sometimes unfairly,
a vest-pocketvita summarizinghis life’s
work as “pro-Chomskian” or “anti-
Chomskian.” Thereare those who ob-
ject to Chomsky because of his promi-
nencein thefield, and those who object
to his prominence outofit, in endeav-

ors suchaspolitics and philosophy. But
mostof the contention centers on theory.
The school of linguistics associated
with his ideas—a school described,
variously, as “nativist,” “generative,”
“innatist,” and “rationalist”—quickly
met with heated opposition from the
school of “environmentalists” or “em-
piricists,” who hold that a child learns
languagefrom its interaction with the
world and from the speechofits par-
ents. Both schools have since frag-
mented, and their ideas and observa-
tions have mingled overthe years, and
these days the contest looks decidedly
esoteric from the outside. “I love the
pro- and anti-Chomsky debate,” the
filmmaker Gene Searchinger told me
not long ago. “It reminds me of the
joke where the guy says, ‘I don’t like
So-and-So. He’s a Communist,’ And
the other guy says, ‘He’s not a Com-
munist, he’s an anti-Communist.’ And
the first guy says, ‘I don’t care what
kind of a Communistheis,I still don’t
like him. Truth is, most of these
people are operating on Chomskian
precepts, even whenthey disagree with
him on the details.” Searchinger has
spent the last five or six years mak-
inga seriesoffilms about linguistics—
a project so extensive that it seems
to somepeople as thoughthe language
question were now being
taken over by filmmakers.

Since the mid-nineteen-
fifties, Chomsky has taught
at the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology. I caught
up with him there one day,
in a steeply pitched lecture hall—a
kind of theatre, whose orchestra pit
was lined with movable blackboards.
Hewas sitting in the front row, speak-
ing into one of Gene Searchinger’s
movie cameras. “Recently, this rather
common auditorium was filled with
many young linguists debating the
central issues of the science,”he said.

“Thirty years ago, the numberofpeople
who could even have conceived of
these questions was virtually nil.”

Searchinger yelled “Cut!” and the
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camera went dead. Chomsky, a shy
matchstick of a man, crumpled back

into his chair and beganchatting with
Searchinger while the crew adjusted the
lights. Searchinger had the appearance
of a stockbroker on two telephones.

Grip (to Searchinger,yelling): “Is
that good?”

Searchinger: “Yes. No. Moveit up.”
Chomsky (to Searchinger): “What’s

more sacrilegious than religion?”(Grip
raises lights.)

Cameraman(to Searchinger): “The
chair back is lit. Is that what you
want?”

Searchinger: “That's O.K.”
Chomsky(to Searchinger): “.. . but

perfection? There’s no such thing, un-
less you're religious.”

Cameraman(to Searchinger): “He’s
got a halo. Is that O.K.?”

Searchinger: “That’s O.K., too.”
Finally, Searchingersaid “Sticks,”a

slate marked “Take 5” was held in
front of Chomsky’s face and snapped
shut, and Chomskyreturned to the
subject of his life’s work and Search-
inger’s film.

“Languageis a tool,” he said. “The
tool has no limits—in the sense that we
commonlycreate and understand sen-
tences that we have never heard be-
fore. How do we do it? Languageis
like a hammer:it can be used in many
ways, and whatit does depends on the
person using it. Nevertheless, it is a
system with a structure. Anything with
structure has to have limits. It must;

otherwise,it wouldn’t work. If a ham-

mer were an amorphousblob, it would
not be useful.

“Theproblem arises when you look
carefully at that structure—when you

start to take language seri-
ously.... If you have suc-
ceededin findingsome struc-
ture, you’ve just begun.
You're readyto ask new ques-
tions of the world. There
wasa basic assumption ofthe

studyof language and humanbehavior
in the nineteen-fifties—that we should
concentrate on what people do and
produce. There is a major new per-
spective: a shift in focus to the inner
mechanisms of mind that account for
behaviors. Whatare the inner mecha-
nisms?
“Now, I’m enoughof a materialist

to think that language is in the brain.
If you cut off someone’s foot, he can
still speak. In fact, it is useful to think

of language as an organ ofthe mind.
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The brain is like every other system
in the biological world: it has special-
ized structures with specialized func-

tions, and languageis oneofthese. But
did we invent language because we
were sentient? No more than wein-
vented our circulatory system. What
seemsto be true about languageis that
its basic design is in the genes. The
genes determinethe structure and de-
sign of language. As far as we know,
it is plausible to say that there is no
variation in the computational sys-
tem—intheprinciples that determine
the organization of the series of noises
that makes sense to us. All this hap-
pens in a veryrigid manner,as rigid
as the computation in your personal
computer.”
“No, no,” Searchinger objected.

“Would youstart that again? It sounds
too wordy.”

Chomsky looked momentarily baffled.
“Te’s comparable to walking,” Search-

inger prompted him.
“Well, take, for example, the fa-

cility of walking,” Chomsky wenton.
“If a child is raised by a bird, does he
endup flying? No. Orif a dogis raised
by a person,doesit end up walking on
its hind legs? No. That we are de-
signedto walk is uncontroversial. That
we are taught to walk is highly im-
plausible.”

Listening to the explanation unfold,
I was reminded of why different dis-
ciplines have wished so fervently to
keep hold of the language question:it
is a hard one to divide up and share.

Chomsky started out talking about
language,andpretty soon he wastalk-
ing about the nature of man. He had
already gored a sacred precept: moth-
erhood. According to Chomsky’s in-
natists, children weren’t learning lan-
guage from their mothers, or from
anyoneelsein their environment. They
were bringing language with them.
The contention affronted common

sense, and though it is now widely
accepted it still draws fire. “The in-
natists think that languageis acquired
very fast, very easily, and that it’s
very much the child’s responsibility,”
Catherine Snow, who considers her-
self a non-Chomskian, explained to
me. “They also see language as one
large problem. We onthe otherside
think that learning languageis a long
slog, which requires from the child a
Jot of work. Andthe child is working
as hardas he can,fifteen, sixteen hours

a day. Wethinkit requires a relation-
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ship with an adult, and a whole set of

cognitive abilities. We also think that
the child is refining onelittle bit of the
language system at a time. People who
are inclined to fall back on innatist
explanationsare falling back on a met-
aphor.It’s an exciting metaphor. The
image that transfixed them wasthatof
the child as linguist: in his every ut-
terance, he is the perfect speaker of an
exotic, weird language. But even the
most rabid innatist cannot point to a
gene or cell for language. And even
the most rabid environmen-
talist must concede that lan-
guage doesn’t get learned by
every species, and thatif too
muchofthe brain is missing
you won't learn language.
Thesolution lies somewhere
in the middle. The problem
is takingit out of the realm
of mystery. The Princeton
psycholinguist George Miller
said, “The trouble with lan-
guage acquisition is that the nativists
have proved thatit’s a mystery and the
environmentalists have proved thatit’s
impossible.’ ”

In the M.L-T. lecture hall, Noam
Chomsky and Gene Searchinger were
finding it impossible to proceed with
the filming: a scheduled class was ar-
riving, and a professor had come in
and nodded timidly in Chomsky’s di-
rection before turning and writing
“Developing Amphibian Oécytes” on
the blackboard.

“Supposethat a child hears no lan-
guage at all,” Chomsky was saying.
“There are two possibilities: he can
have no language,or he can invent a
new one.If you wereto putprelinguistic
children on anisland, the chances are

good thattheir languagefacility would
soon produce a language. Maybe not
in thefirst generation. And that when
they did so, it would resemble the

languages we know. You can’t do the
experiment, because you can’t subject
a child to that experience.”

Thelights flashed off, and the film
crew began hurriedly packing up
cables and microphones. “Of course,”
Chomsky commented to Searchinger
as the two pushed against an incoming
tide of undergraduates and headed for
the M.I.T. quad, “there are natural
experiments.”

HE luckthat befell Susan Curtiss
when she was invited into the

Genie case by Victoria Fromkin was
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greater than sheatfirst knew,for the
competition for access to Genie was
fierce. Even by early Mayof 1971, six
monthsafterthe girl’s discovery, there
was no assurance that any linguists
would be included amongherscientific
observers. And the scientists weren’t
the only ones trying to gain entry.
“Immediately, there was such interest
in Genie, such publicity,” Howard
Hansen, whowasthen the headof the
Psychiatry Division of Childrens Hos-
pital, told me. “We had calls from all

over the world—press, doc-

tors, do-gooders, kooks. We
tried for anonymity. But we
had to keep her in the hos-
pital. She was a wardof the
court at that point. If we had
discharged her, she would
have gone to Juvenile Hall,
andthat would not have been
right. So David got active on
a research design, and we
put togethera little money.”

“David” was David Rigler, a pro-
fessor of pediatrics and psychology at
the University of Southern Califor-
nia andthe chief psychologist in the
hospital’s Psychiatry Division. He had
been with Childrens a year, having
worked previously as an evaluator of
grant applications for the National
Institute of Mental Health, in Bethesda,

Maryland. His experience proved
useful in helping the hospital secure
initial funding for research on Genie
from two foundations and, in February
of 1971, a contract with the N.I.M.H.

itself for twenty-one thousandfive hun-
dred dollars. The N.I.M.H.contract
wouldrun until the following Septem-
ber, during which time a number of
consultants were to be invited in for
preliminary research and a conference
was to be mounted to debate long-
range plans. Hansen and Rigler acted
as gatekeepers for the process, with
help from another hospital psycholo-
gist, James Kent. Kent’s presence,es-
pecially, seemedto bode well for Genie.
Hewasanauthority on child abuse—
a phenomenonall too familiar now but
not often acknowledged twenty years
ago—and in 1972 he would be ap-
pointed to a White House commission
studying the problem.

Kent was the doctor originally in
charge of following Genie’s case. “I
was supposedto give Genie therapy,”
he recalls. “But mostly that entailed
watching her improvement, document-

ing her progress. I became more her
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Boswell than her therapist.” The day
after her admission to Childrens Hos-
pital, he paid her a visit. She had ar-
rived in diapers, and was having them
changed when he walked in. When
she had been successfully outfitted in
a new set of pajamas, she got out of
bed and shuffled toward him, appar-
ently attracted by what he had brought
with him: a magazine, drawing paper,
crayons, and a Denver kit—a set of

toys used to gauge the developmental
level of young children. He was amazed
at the skill with which she flipped
through the magazine. It seemed that
all her dexterity was in her fingertips,

for tests had shown her to have, in
general, the motorskills of a two-year-

old. As Kent removeditems from the
Denver kit—a bell, a block, a small
doll—she took each one and held it
momentarily to her cheek but then
laid it aside. She made good eye con-
tact with him, seemed very curious
about her environment, and wasatten-

tive to sounds, moving about the room
to determine the source of each. This
Kent found promising. But his over-
all assessment was bleak. “As far as
I’m concerned, Genie was the most
profoundly damaged child I’ve ever
seen,” he told me. “There has been
nothing in other cases to approachit.
It was orders of magnitude worse.
Genie’s life was a wasteland.”
The question for Kent—and, even-

tually, for Susan Curtiss—was what

this damage meant for Genie’s emo-
tional and intellectual state. Because

she couldn’t talk, testing her intellect
was almost impossible. But she was
expressive of emotion: Kent noticed
her fear when he pulled a puppet
from the Denver kit. Genie started,
yankedthe puppet from his hand, and
threw it on the floor. Kent feigned a
horrified concern andsaid, “We have
to get him back.” Tohis astonishment,
the child repeated the word “back” and
gave a shrill, nervous laugh. Encour-

aged, Kent began slapstick panto-
mime, picking up the puppet andlet-
ting Genie throw it again, which she
did with bursts of laughter. She was
playing, and was quick to enjoy his
reciprocating play.

She showedlittle beyond this, and
Kentreported in a 1972 symposium
paper that “apart from the peculiar
laugh,frustration was the only other
clear affective behavior we could dis-
cern.” The frustration was just as
peculiar. She would scowl, tear paper,
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THE SKELETON OF A TROUT IN SHALLOW WATER

wedged between two stones
near the bankof a rushing stream
startled the old man with the shock
of white hair who uncoveredit
while stoopingto pick watercress.
Fora long time he examined the skeleton—
skull, ribs, and spine polished clean—
before dislodging it with his cane
and watchingit spin away
into the fast current
and disappear through the shadows
of the overhangingtrees.
Then,with the sun beating down

on his head and bleaching
thefields that stretched away
to the mountains, he released

the dripping clumpof watercress
he had been clutchingall that time
and watcheditfloat away,too,

dark andtangledin the clear water.
—Nicuoras CurisTOPHER

or scratch objects with her fingernails.
When she was very angry, she would
scratch her face, blow her nose vio-
Jently into her clothes, and urinate.
But she would not make a sound, and

she would not turn her anger outward,
toward another person. Her usual
comportment, Kentnoted, was a “som-

bre detachment.” If not deliberately
engaged, she drifted around in her
new physical world, walking with bent
elbowsin her strange “bunny walk,”
spitting into her clothing or into a
curtain hem, far more aware of the

room thanof the people in it. In fact,
she seemedhardly ableto differentiate
betweenvarious visitors. Some observ-
ers referred to her as “ghostlike.”
Amongthefirst of the consultants to

fly in was Jay Shurley. “Thatfirst trip,
I paid my own way,”he recalled. “I
spent a week with her, examining her
clinically. I determined for myself that
she was the genuinearticle—that she
had suffered the most extreme long-
duration social isolation of any child
that had been described in any litera~
ture I could find.”

Shurley had sent the bulk of his
luggage overland—six hundred pounds
of state-of-the-art equipment for in-
vestigating brain activity. For three
nights running, on three of his early
visits, he wired Genie to an array of
meters, measuring her brain waves
while she slept, lookingfor any anoma-
lies that would imply abnormal brain
development. “Genie was about the

richest source of information you can
imagine,” he said. “I responded to
this, because I’m an investigator on a

fundamental level. There were all
kindsof questions that I felt she might
shed some light on. Naturalistic cases
of intense isolation don’t come along
often—not with a period ofisolation as
extensive as that.”

Shurley had a charterinterest in the
isolation question; he had grown up
unusual, in a hardscrabble Texas farm
family. “I was a black sheep,” he told
me. “Myfamily are all ranchers. I’m
the first one that wanted to go to
college and become an academic.” After
graduating from the University of
‘Texas Medical Branch, at Galveston,

Shurley went to Pennsylvania Hospi-
tal, in Philadelphia, for his psychiatric
training. After a brief stint of private
practice in Austin, he was drafted into
the Army, where he taught psychia-
trists who were accompanyingthe troops
to Korea. After this tour of duty, he
became the chief of the Adult Psychi-
atric Branch of the N.I.M.H.; there
he spent his off-hours helping to de-
velop the warm-water sensory-depri-
vation chambers that eventually made
their way from science to parapsychol-
ogy. Throughthe late nineteen-fifties
and early nineteen-sixties, first at the
N.LM.H.and then at the Veterans
Administration hospital in Oklahoma
City, he used the tanks to experiment
on himself, floating in their null en-
vironment until he experienced the
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ADVERTISEMENT

Thelargest underwater cave system

in the world — over five miles long, in

the Bahamas’ LucayanNational Park

— is under the protection of the

BahamasNationalTrust. In the Cay-

man Islands the endangered iguana is

as important to the Cayman National

Trustas its splendid reefs and abun-

dant marinelife. The only tropical rain

forest in the United States, El Yunque

in Puerto Rico,is being vigorously pre-

served by the National Park Service.

There is a new realization that the

flamingos of Bonaire,the frigate birds

of St. Lucia, the archeologicalsites of

Anguilla’s Fountain National Park and

Aruba’s Arikok National Park,the Ani-

mal Flower Cave of Barbados, the

ancientrelics beneath Saba’s waters,

the /andhuisen Dutch plantation hous-

es of Curagao, and the Indian ceremo-

nial parks of Jamaica are as important

for tourism asthe pink and

white sandsof Antigua and

St. Thomas, the elegant

hotels of Jamaica and St.

Bart’s, the dive resorts of

the CaymanIslands, and

the splendid yachts, sail-

boats, and cruise ships
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search of

the past

etl stele mens

in archeo-

that ply the waters around and

between them.

Yachtsmen who charter boats in

St. Vincent and the Grenadines,

Antigua, and theBritish Virgin Islands

know the beautiful anchorages and

fine shore facilities of these islands as

well as they know the wind, weather,

andsea. Lately, in established as well

as remote and rarely visited yacht

havens,they're encountering antipol-

lution measures and a host of other

regulations governing mooring and

dumping.

Fishing enthusiasts who've seen

unchecked development erode

promising areasin other parts of the

hemisphere are cheerfully accepting

limits on where, how, and when some

fish may be boated. Codperating with

international conventions on drift net-

ting and endangered species protec-

tion, the island nations of

the Caribbean are ensuring

the future of this precious

sea and of the teeming

schools of tropical beau-

ties that delight snorkelers,

divers, and underwater

photographers.
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Vacation on an island
the travel writers haven’t

discovered yet.

If you're looking fora private
vacation island, come to Bonaire in
the Dutch Caribbean. Here you'll
discover HarbourVillage,an inti-
mate,luxury resort where the guest
rooms are magnificent. Also, gour-
metdining underthestars, a palm-
studded beach,charterfishing and
sailing boats, wonderfuldiving and
thefriendliest staff in theislands.
See yourtravel agent orcall toll-
free (800) 424-0004.

(A)
HARBOUR VILLAGE 
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TORTOLA. BRITISHVI
Tortola’s beach reso

»t with a choice of deluxe
accommodations,the Island e

food, and nearly a mileofsecluded beach. —
For call your travel agentor

1-800-729-9599.

  
    

Ever wish you could

Live in |
| the Caribbean?

Wiggrecitizgin wisfr
fillment. Readers of our

monthly newsletter seeking a
‘home, land or business in the
tropics learn about the eco
nomic and political climate,
duality oflife, purchase proce”
dures, investment opportuni-

ties on each Caribbean Island, Costa Rica and Belize,
Every issue includes pages ofproperties forsale. But we

accept no paid advertising, so we're fre to tell you
truthfully what it's like living here.

Subscription rate is $44/year with a 90-day moneyback
guarantee. MC/VISA’Diner’s accepted. Orsend $3 check

! for sampleissue. Our 8th year.

\ R Island Properties Report

 

  2257ND Boston Post Rd, Guilford CT 06437
Credit card phone ordets. (203) 458-3449
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Bonaire's

flamingos

are as

important

 

as the pink
 

  The Ecotropics

beckonthe mostactive

travellers with wide-

ranging options in

outdoor pleasures.

Climbers can find a

mountain to match the

level oftheir skills: Pico Duarte in the

Dominican Republic, Jamaica's Blue

Mountain Peak, Dominica’s MorneDia-

blotin, Puerto Rico’s Cerro de Punta,

or Saba’s MountScenery. Hikers and

trekkers find equally varied trails,

requiring differing levels of skill and

endurance, throughout the region.

Jamaica’s Blue Mountains and Hell-

shire Hills, Dominica’s Middleham

Trails, TrafalgarFalls, and Boiling Lake,

St. Eustatius’s Quill, St. Croix’s Rain

Forest Park, the Cordillera Central of

the Dominican Republic, and the

Soufriére Hills of Montserrat are

among the most popular. Andthere’s a

real welcome being extended to

campers in the Virgin Islands,

Jamaica, Dominica, Trinidad, and

Martinique. On manyislandslocal hik-

ing, climbing, and camping groups

offer assistancein finding guides, sup-

plies, and even companions.

For those who wantless arduous

but equally rewarding outdoorplea-

sures, there’s plenty to do besides

sands of the

islands.

lounge on the beach.

Day hikers can climb

the 1,064 handhewn

steps from Windward-

side to Mount Scenery

on Saba or picnic by

Grenada’s Grand Etang.

Cyclists can bike the Parc Naturel route

in Guadeloupeorparticipate in the

Round the Island Tour on St. Martin.

Surfers head for the steep Atlantic

rollers off Antigua’s Half Moon Bay or

Trinidad’s Salibia Bay. Spelunkers

explore the caves of Puerto Rico,

Anguilla, Barbados, Aruba, Jamaica,

and Trinidad and Tobago. Equestrian

enthusiasts come to Arubato ride

horses descended from those import-

ed decades ago from South America,

to St. Kitts for miles of trails and excel-

lent riding facilities, and to Jamaica for

horsebacktreks through working sug-

ar and bananaplantations.

Scuba divers from all over the

world have always knownabout the

Cayman Islands, Bonaire, and the

British Virgins, with their coral-

encrustedreefs,rich and varied marine

life, and crystalline waters. But other

islands less well known for the excel-

lence of underwatersites, the variety of

wrecks, andthelimitlessvisibility of

local waters have begun establishing
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‘The most popular resorts in paradise, Bolongo
Beach Resorts, proudly introduce Elysian,
the most elegant of all Caribbean vacation
experiences. Ourheavenly new resort presides
‘overone of the most magnificent sites in
the USVI, and offers selective vacationers
luxurious rooms & suites with commanding
views. Ourextraordinary resort features: the
most innovative restaurant in paradise » grill
and gelateria e luxurious health spa « compli-
mentary water sports « beachside pool
+ unlimited tennis » complimentary breakfast
+ shuttle to other Bolongo Beach Resorts
with access to 3 beaches, 4 ‘swimming pools,
6 restaurants, & all amenities. I's pure splendor
in paradise! Ask about our beautiful new

the Caribbean.
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  andits simply
enchanting resort:
Beeld

Brochure: 800/223-1108 Nationwide & Canada
or call yourTravel Agent

  

  
    

    

“Our privatland reso
has many lovers..

 

call8002251108 Natori’&Canada
_orcall
 

RUeeereca
Brochure: RalphLockeIslands,Inc.

108 Nationwide & Canada
meena

 

  “The best small hotelin the American
Virgin Islands.”
~ Andrew Harper’ Hideaway Report

“St. Croix’s top,small luxury
beachfront resort.”

~Caribbean Choice
1-800-548-4460 o

St. Croix, US.Virgin Islands

 

    

&PAVILIONS:PAVILIONS Your own secluded
gardenpavilion and

&POOLS ©yourown private
Sehomaa  S¥imming pool,

callusat
Rt. 6, St. Thomas, 1-800-524-2001
USVI 00802 or 809-775-6110   
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marine parks and divefacilities, too.

There are plenty of new options for

Caribbean-bound divers who think

they’ve seen it all — Curagao, the

Turks and Caicos, the Family Islands of

the Bahamas, Saba and St. Eustatius,

Antigua and Barbuda,and Trinidad and

Tobago among them.

For those who don’t dive but do

swim, the clear waters of the

Caribbean offer an introductionthat’s

Safe, easy, and can be enjoyed by peo-

ple of all ages. Snorkeling in beautiful

lagoonsin Antigua, Martinique, Virgin

Gorda, and the U.S. Virgin Islands of

St. Croix and St. John provides a

close-up look at the varied marinelife

and lush coral gardens ofthe region;

many snorkelers eager for an even

closer look discover how easyit is to

learn to scuba everywhere in the

islands. Die-hard beachcombersfind

treasures tossed up by the waves on

the Atlantic side of many islands.

Even dedicated trekkers,climbers,

and hikers think of the beach first

whenthey think of the Ecotropics, and

there are so many spectacularstretch-

es of pink, white, golden, even black

volcanic sandthatit's hard to pinpoint

the bestin class. But surely the thirty-

two miles of Anguilla’s coastline would

be among them, as would be the

shores of Antigua and Barbuda,the

idyllic powdery edges of Tobago, Puer-

to Rico’s secluded Culebra Island, and

Magen’s Bayin St. Thomas.

Fortheless active butstill environ-

ment-conscioustraveller, the Ecotrop-

ics is home to thousandsof rare and

beautiful creatures, plants, and flow-

ers. Many can be seen and enjoyed in

nature preserves,bird sanctuaries, and

splendid public and private gardens.

There’s whale watching during the

annual spring andfall migrations off

Anguilla, St. Bart’s, and the Dominican

Republic;flamingo reserves in Bonaire

and the Bahamas;frigate bird colonies

in St. Lucia, Barbuda, and the British
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SOME THINGS
SHOULDN'TBEPUT OFF.

+ Tennis
*Dining
+ Shopping

+ Beaches
+ Golf
*Spa
+ Entertainment

Allonthe premises.
Contact Ralph Locke

P.O. Box #800» Waccabuc, NY 10597
PHONE NATIONWIDE 800-223-1108

A BUCCANEER.....
‘ST CROIX, US. VIRGIN ISLANDS.
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A luxury resort, sensibly priced,
where all the roomsare privatevillas!
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CeCLLee
1°800°223°1108, U.S. & Canada  
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ADVERTISEMENT

under cultivation. But everywherein

the Ecotropics there are the fragrant

bloomsof hibiscus, orchids growing

fromtree trunks, and the divi-divitree,

whose characteristic leaves are

shapedlike elephant ears and whose

dramatic contours are sculpted into

otherworldly shapes by the omni-

presenttrade winds.

Thosein searchofthe pastwill find

it in Arawak, Carib, and Amerindian

archeologicalsites. There are petro-

glyphs throughoutthe islands, and

tools, pottery shards, and artifacts

preserved in local museumsand his-

torical societies. Throughout the area

there are reminders of the rich ethnic

heritage of the Caribbean, in the Cre-

ole culture that exists everywhere and

also in curious little villages that

reflect the background of Europeans

who settled them. There are sham-

rocks and blarney stones and even

soda bread in some restaurants in

Montserrat. On St. Barthélemy, wom-

enstill wearthestiff, starched bonnets

and long dresses of Normandy. Deep

in the Jamaicaninteri-

or, Maroons drum

ancient rhythms.

Papiamento,a local

dialect of Aruba,

Bonaire, and Curacao,

  
  

  

  

The nations

of the

Caribbean

   are ensuring

owes as muchto its Dutch ante-
cedentsasit doesto the influence of

the Spanish. In the French West

Indies, you can dine on cuisine that

Parisians would be proud of,orcele-

brate Bastille Day with a Gallic flavor.

The Spanish colonial heritage of Puer-

to Ricois strong in historic San Juan

and colonial Santo Domingo.

Finally, and eternally, there are

thosetravellers whoseidea of environ-

mental vacationing is bargain hunting

for local crafts, and carting them

homealong with memories and pho-

tographs. There are the famous Lara-

nia straw hatsofSt. Bart’s, new issues

of stamps from Nevis, the colorful

Newcastle pottery of St. Kitts, the

Arawak and African designs on the

ceramics of Barbados, and one’s duty-

free allowance of island-produced

comestibles, from Jamaica’s Blue

Mountain coffee to the liqueurs of

Curagao — not to mention a bottle or

two of the ubiquitous rum punch.

Jane Adams writes often about

Caribbeantravel. She

is currently working

on her book, /’m Still

Your Mother, which

will be published next

year by Delacorte.
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vivid hallucinatory state of the disem-
bodied mind. Some of these dream

states reminded him of reports he had
heard in the military—the accounts of
test pilots whoflew the new reconnais-
sancejets so high that they could see
neither clouds nor horizon andso fast
that they escaped the sound of their
own engines. The Air Force denied
that its pilots were hallucinating in
flight, but the pilots themselves had a
name for the point at which they
seemedto depart from reality and enter
the dream state—“the breakoff.” Sim-
ilar dislocations were reported by sol-
diers stationed at lonely DEW-line
outposts, and by released American
P.O.W.s returning from North Ko-
rea, where they had been kept in sol-
itary confinement. Shurley realized that
what he was experiencingin the tanks
wasreally a combination of two phe-
nomena, which he wished to tease
apart. “You cannot achieve sensory
isolation without social isolation,” he
explained. “For an intact, developed
human being, the richest source of
sensory contactis input from fellow
humanbeing.”

Tostudy the effects of social isola-
tion independentof the sensory, Shur-
ley went to places where there were
few humanbeings. He studied seamen
on small ships, and in thesixties spent
three summers in Antarctica, record-

ing the metabolism, sleeppatterns, and
psychosocial behaviorofscientists and
work crews sent there for thirteen-
month stints by the National Science
Foundation. He became sucha fixture
on that continent that the National
Geodetic Survey named a mountain in
the Pensacola Range Shurley Ridge.
Students at the University of Okla-
homa named his graduate course the
‘Twenty-Foot Stare in the Ten-Foot
Room. The equipment he hooked up
to Genie wasstickered with bills of
lading from the South Pole.
Of his first visit with the child,

Shurley remembers that she treated
everything, including people, as ob-
jects. “If you gave her a toy, she would
reach out andtouchit, holdit, caress

it with her fingertips, as though she
didn’t trust her eyes,”he told me. “She
would rubit against her cheek to feel
it. So when I met her and she began
to notice me standing beside her bed,
I held my hand out and she reached
out and took my hand andcarefully
felt my thumb and fingers individu-
ally, and then put my handagainst her

archives.newyorker.com/?i=1992-04-13#folio=080b
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cheek.” His clinical experience pro-
vided a context for this odd behavior.

“She was exactly like a blind child,”
he said. “She didn’t integrate tactile
andvisual information. Even the bunny
walk—hands in front. Its what we
call a blindism. It’s what people do
when theydo notentirelybelieve their
eyes.”

Shurleyarrived on the scenein time
to note some of Genie’s initial progress.
“When I saw her first, there was
pendantflesh hanging aroundher but-
tocks where the hole of the chair had
been. It was bruised black. There’s
no record of this except in my mem-
ory. Three weekslater, it had been
reabsorbed, and the bruises had gone
from blue to yellow.” When he re-
turned some two monthslater, he noted

other, less encouraging transforma-
tions. “From being a totally neglect-
ed waif at the time I did my consul-
tation, by the time I came back Genie
had become a prize,” he told me.
“There was a contest about who was
going to investigate her, and how—

about where to go with the treatment
and research. You can’t go every-
where. There were several leads, and
after my initial sleep study I was try-
ing to figure out where J wanted to
go. Language acquisition was part of
what I was interested in, but not a

predominant part. Victoria Fromkin
had declared an interest in the cogni-
tive area, but if Genie turned outto be
a mentallyretarded child—genetically
or because of her diet—she wouldn’t
be a good case for study ofcognitive
development. Thepotential for cogni-
tive development would notbe there;
there would not be a flowering. This
girl had lived on gruel and on milk
from nursingbottles. I thoughtit would
be easy to investigate whether her
brain had suffered deprivation nutri-
tionally, informationally, socially. I
wanted to know whatthe effect was on
her growing brain and, secondly, on
her growing personality. I was more
interested in the socioemotionalaspects
than in the cognitive. An issue that I
thoughtcould really be explored was
whether she could be reattached to a
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maternal figure. I thought it impor-
tantto put her in contact with someone

she could bond with. This case was
something that was not duplicable. It
wasimportantthatit be exploited fully
and properly—and I don’t mean ex-
ploitation in a pejorative sense.”
To Shurley, the prospects for a prop-

er handling of the case seemed dim.
“Tt was a politics-ridden situation, a
matter of internecine warfare, almost

from the word go,”he said. “Childrens
Hospital was an extraordinary loca-
tion for pursuing a process that should
be quiet and calm. It’s supported bythe
celebrity community. There wasa glitz
factor. Anything that happened there
was tainted by who wasgoingto get
the publicity, who was going to ben-
efit—morethan in anyother pediatrics
hospital I know of. Andso,very soon,
that engenderedthis breakdown—this
conflict between doctor and hospital,

between teacher, school, psychiatry,
psychology. It became almost an armed
camp, very quickly.”

Genie, for one, seemed oblivious of
the battles behind the scenes. For the
first time in her life she was being
treated relatively the same as other
children, and was,relatively, thriving.

Her mental and physical development
had begun almost immediately on her
admissionto the hospital. By her third
day, she was helping to dress herself
and was voluntarily using the toilet,
thoughherincontinence problems were
to persist. After two weeks, she seemed
ready for another expansion of her
world, and wasreleased into the hos-
pital’s Rehabilitation Center, a single-
story building with a yard and a play
school, set apart from the hospital proper.
There she was free to wander or
watch, or to join in playing games and
using arts-and-crafts materials along-
side much younger patients, While
they learned creative discipline, she
learned freedom. She discovered that
when she dropped things, even things
that broke, she was not admonished,

and might, in fact, be encouraged to
repeat the action. Herresponseto this
license was what James Kentcalled
“the most spontaneous and sustained”
of her affective reactions.

“She entered quickly into a ritual
play,” he reported in his 1972 sympo-
sium paper, “during which she would
eventually destroy the object. The
nervous, tense laughterfirst associated
with these episodes gradually changed
to a relaxed and infectious laugh that
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would sometimes double her up and
bring tears to her eyes. She would
often accompanyher ownactions with
cries of ‘Stop it—burst out laughing
and repeat the action.” Despite the
disapproval of some on thestaff, who
feared that Genie would go too far in
this atmosphere of permissiveness (as
she indeed seemed to do one day when
she gleefully jumped all over her new
eyeglasses and threw them onto the
roof), Kent condonedher small orgies
of destruction, seeing them as “at-

tempts at active mastery of formerly
traumatic situations.”

Actions that would have earned a
normal child a spanking seemed in
Genie to be healthy signs of emer-
gence. One dayin early spring, she
made hitting gestures at a new girl
in the Rehabilitation Center, much to
the surprise and pleasure of her ob-
servers. Previously, her rage had been
directed inward. Susan Curtiss wrote
in her dissertation, “Genie would erupt
and have a raging tantrum, fiail-
ing about, scratching,spitting, blowing
her nose, and frantically rubbing her
face and hair with her own mucus,
all the time trying to gouge or other-
wise inflict pain on herself—all in
silence. Unable to vocalize, Genie would
use objects and parts of her body to
make noise and help express herfrenzy:
a chair scratching against the floor,
her fingers scratching against a bal-
Joon,furniture falling, objects thrown

or slammedagainst other objects, her
feet shufiling. These were Genie’s
noises during her sobless, silent tan-
trum. Atlonglast, physically exhausted,
her rage would subside, and Genie
wouldsilently return to her undemon-
strative self.”

Now,finally, Genie had turned some
anger outward, aiming it at a source
of frustration. She was upset with the
new girl because she was wearing a
dress from the hospital laundry which
Genie had formerly worn; the episode
wasthefirst indication that Genie was
developing a sense ofself.

She already had a sense of pos-
session; she hoarded found objects—
books, paper cups, and anything made
of plastic. Gradually, she showedsigns
of extending that possessiveness to
people. From thestart, her routine had
includeddaily walks aroundthe grounds
with James Kent, and, on most days,
a drive with him to a local store or
park. As was her habit, she seemed
curious about him and glad to see him

archives.newyorker.com/?i=1992-04-13#folio=080b
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when he arrived but did not show in
any way that she distinguished him
from anyone else or mourned his
absences. A month passed before a
fleeting facial expression indicated that
she registered his departures; finally,
after another month, she reached over

one day and took his handto detain
him. From then on, she would pull
him back downto sit beside her when
it was time for him to go. She cared
not at all for other children; her at-
tachments were to adults—especially
to men who,like Kent and Shurley but
unlike her father, wore beards.

She made friends with women as
well—particularly with a woman named
Jean Butler (“Miss Butler”to the chil-
dren, a title Genie abbreviated to
“Mibbi’”), who administeredthe special-
education program at the Rehabilita-
tion Center, underthe aegis of the Los

Angeles Public School District. Genie
also befriended the center’s handy-
manand coupleof the cooks, andit

wasto the latter that she turned early
one morning when an earthquake hit
Los Angeles. Runninginto the kitchen,
she began verbalizingso profusely that
oneof the cooks commentedlater that
if there had been one more tremor
Genie would have achieved normal
speech on the spot. And she was achiev-
ing speech, if not quite on the spot.
Hercuriosity about her new surround-
ings sent her on a constant quest for
the names of things. She would lead
one or anotherofhercaretakers around,

using their fingers to touch or point
to objects, while they said the corre-

sponding words. “Hungry to learn the
words forall the newitemsfilling her
senses,” Susan Curtiss wrote, “she
would at timespoint to the whole out-
doors and becomefrustrated and angry
when someonefailed to immediately
identify the particular object she was
focused on.”

Yet, although Genie’s vocabulary
increased, her speech stayed limited to
a few short utterances; it soon became

clear that she was understanding more
than she could produce. Duringa class
at the Rehabilitation Center one day
in May, Jean Butler asked a boy who
was holding a couple of balloons how
manyballoons he had. “Three,” the
child said, and Genie, lookingstartled,
handed him theextra balloon he need-
ed to make his answercorrect. Intel-
ligence tests were now being admin-
istered to her, and she was showing
remarkable progress, gaining in some

APRIL13, 1992

areas a year in developmentevery few
months. She showed what experts in
child development refer to as scatter:
on someskills—in the performance of
such routine tasks as bathing herself,
for instance—she scored the same as
an average nine-year-old; on others,

such as her almost complete inability
to chew food, she scored as a toddler.
Withinthescatter, language remained
near the bottom.

She was, at any rate, exceeding
expectations, and in Mayherprogress
suddenly accelerated. Her vocabulary
quest became moreassertive, and her

spontaneous(iflargely incoherent) ver-
balizing more frequent. She gained
confidence in her movements, and began
actively engaging in horseplay. She
wanted to be carried piggyback, or to
be swung around in the air like a
whirligig. She wasthrilled when some-
one holding her pretended to let her
drop. “A great change from the child
we saw at admission who shrank from
most physical contact,” Kent noted in
his symposium paper.

M* of 1971 was also decision
time, when, underthe terms of

the N.I.M.H. contract, the consultants
who had beenobserving Genie were
scheduled to convene to consider her
future. Several less formal meetings
had beenheld, but this was the official
one, on which the decisions about
therapy and research and the applica-
tion for a long-term grant would be
based. David Rigler and Howard Han-
sen sent out the invitations; partici-
pants were booked into the Hollywood
Plaza Hotel, on Vine Street. Thefirst

evening—Sunday, May 2nd—they
were invited to Hansen’s house “for
drinks and chatter.” The next morn-
ing, the chatter over, the discussion

began in earnest, in the boardroom of
Childrens Hospital.
The stakes were clearly high. From

time to time, closet children (as im-
prisonment cases like Genie’s have
been called) and wild children (chil-
dren abandoned asinfants in the wil-
derness) have surfaced, and they have
traditionally given rise to very visible
science. Visible, difficult, and usually,
in the long run, dubious.

The first feral child to come to
the attention of what might be called
modern science was Victor, the Wild
Boy of Aveyron, a pitiable creature
discovered in January of 1800 lurking
naked in front of a tanner’s cottage in
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the Languedoc region of southern
France. He was almost completely
wild, having reached an age of ap-
proximately twelve in a state of inde-
pendent savagery, living in the woods
and eating acorns and pilfered pota-
toes. He had no language; his last
human contact seemed to have been
with whoever had cut his throat and
left him to die when he waslittle more
than a toddler. “Rescued,” he was
brought to Paris, to the Institut Na-
tional des Sourds-Muets, there to be
observed, taught, tormented, and loved

by a young physician named Jean-
Marc-Gaspard Itard. So varied and
fruitful was Itard’s careerthatit gives
an impression of professional profli-
gacy; he has beencalled the father of
child psychology andthefather of the
study of ear, nose, and throat disor-

ders. Victor was his most celebrated
and most frustrating subject.
The emotional connection between

the ambitious teacher and his strange
student is apparent from Itard’s notes.
Itardtells of the remorse he felt when
his pressuring induced quiet tears or
sobbing tantrums, of how he would
sit immobile for minutes while Victor
sat before him fondly caressing and
kissing the teacher’s knees. Even so,
Itard could not refrain from using the
boy’s affection as a tool—challenging
his trust by terrorizing him with a
Leyden jar (a sort of battery that can
deliver a shock), and unfairly punish-
ing him over his lessons to test his
sense of justice. Victor knew enough
aboutjustice to be outraged, and Itard

found the outrage edifying. Under
Itard’s aggressive instruction (he once
dangled the boy from a fifth-story
window to frighten him out of his
recalcitrance), Victor made some hard-

won headway. He learnedto spell the
French word for milk, andonvisits to
a neighbor’s home would take along
the appropriate letters from the institute’s
metal teaching alphabet so that he
could spell out “LAIT” while downing
a glass of it. But he never learned
to talk.
He was nonetheless influential. In

1912,the Italian educator Maria Mon-
tessori called Itard’s work “practically
the first attempts at experimental
psychology,” and she based some of
her innovations on his experience with
Victor. The metal cutoutsofletters and
shapes still common in Montessori
classrooms are descendants of the ones
that Victor used. In other ways, too,  
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the world is different for Victor’s hav-
ing come underscientific scrutiny by
men who understood methodology and
the merits of objective observation. Even
so—as Thierry Gineste, the reigning
expert on the Wild Boy, contends in
his book “Victor de PAveyron: Der-
nier Enfant Sauvage, Premier Enfant
Fou”—the useful knowledge arising
from the case was limited by how lit-
tle was learned about the boy’s past
andabouthis potential. He remained,

finally, an enigma.
Amongthewild children discovered

over the last seven centuries, more

than fifty have been documented. The
list includes the Hesse wolf-child;
the Irish sheep-child; Kaspar Hauser;
the first Lithuanian bear-child; Peter

of Hanover; the second Lithuanian
bear-child; the third; the Karpfen bear-
girl; Tomko of Zips; the Salzburg
sow-girl; Clemens, the Overdyke pig-
child; Dina Sanichar of Sekandra;
the Indian panther-child; the Justedal
snow-hen; the Mauretanian gazelle~
child; the Teheran ape-child; Lucas,
the South African baboon-child; and
Edith of Ohio. Investigations of these
cases were generally marred by an
excess of enthusiasm and a lack of
methodology on the part of those who
could have turned the children’s mis-
fortunes into revelation; by Genie’s
advent, a sorry pattern of missed op-
portunities had beenestablished.“When
an experimentlike this comes along,
there is intense excitement, and in-

tense pressure,” Jay Shurley remarked
to me. “People tend to operate in
these situations much more withtheir
thalamus than with their
cortex.”

Onthefirst day of the
conference, Shurley gave
the results of his sleep stud-
ies. Genie’s brain waves,
he said, had showna large
numberof whatare called
sleep spindles—artifacts that may in-
dicate retardation. Others’ observations
were more subjective, less technical.
Jean Butler reported that Genie was
euphoric on holidays and weekends,
when shegotto leave the Rehabilita-
tion Center on chaperonedtrips; that

she often said “No” but didn’t mean
it; that she called people “peepa”; that
“dert” meant“doctor.” She had had no
problem withurinesoiling since Christ-
mas, She had been afraid of some boys
who one day camepast the classroom
windowscarryingrifles. She was ter-
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rified of big dogs, and of all men
wearing khakis. She thought thatsing-
ing was exclusively for her benefit.
Videotapes were shown of Genie in
the Rehabilitation Center, and Rigler

described a party that had been held
there to celebrate her fourteenth birth
day. It had overwhelmedher,he said,
and her anxiety had mounted with
eachpresent opened, until at last she
had to leave the room andsit in a
corner holding Rigler’s hand while
she calmed down.
The second day was reserved for

“deliberationsof the consultantpanel,”
meaningthatit did not include those
people seen only as caretakers, like
Butler and the Rehabilitation Center
cooks, who had been invited to par-
ticipate on Monday. (“So Genie re-
sponds well to your intrasupportive
initiatives?” a scientist had asked one
of the cooks. “I just gives her love,”
the cook had replied.) Tuesday was
for scientists only; besides Shurley,

Rigler, Hansen, Kent, and Fromkin,
there were somefifteen psychologists
and neurologists from all over the
country. When they convened, their
discussion was shaped as much by an
event of the evening before as by the
first day’s testimony.

It is one of the resonantcuriosities
of Genie’s story that her discoveryco-
incided with the Los Angeles premiére
of Francois Truffaut’s “The Wild
Child,” a movie thattells the story of
Itard and Victor, l’enfant sauvage de
L’Aveyron. Between the newspaper ac-
counts of Genie’s rescue on page | and
the cinema ads in the entertainment

section, art andlife seemed
to be doing a do-si-do. At
four-thirty Mondayafter-
noon,the day’s testimony
on Geniefinished,the sym-
posium members adjourned
to a movie theatre a few
blocks from the hospital

for a private screening of “The Wild
Child.”

“No one hadseenit before,” Shurley
recalled. “I hadn’t seen it. The impact
on the whole group was stunning. At
first, there was silence. It was very
moving—no one could say anything.
Once people overcame the shock, the
questions began to flow.” The ques-
tions flowed through dinner and into
the next morning’s session, but any-
one who may have hoped that the
film would promote accord among
the attendees was quickly disabused.
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“There were so many things com-
mented on,” Shurley said. “All of
us saw in the movie what we were
prepared to see to confirm our own

biases.”
The biases concerned two areas:

what Genie could bestrevealto science
and what,in the course of that reveal-

ing, science could ethically ask of
Genie. Shurley’s handwritten notes of
the Tuesday meeting include the sen-
tence “Rigler talked on second day on
constraints on research, legal and

moral.” After the movie, even more

than before, moral concerns seemed to

be on everyone’s mind.
“My pitch was—and some others

agreed—thatthe interests of the girl,

in termsof therapy, would haveto be

uppermost, andthat anything we might
learn from her should be a secondary
consideration, and should be done
within the context of her therapy,”
Shurley told me. “Otherssaidthatthis
wastoo greata scientific opportunity—
that research had to be primary.”
Three months after the conference,

Rigler elegantly expressed the interde-
pendence of the two themesin letter
to Jean Butler. “Justification for these
[N.LM.H.] funds was thescientific
importanceassociated with the study of
this child, study that was based essen-

tially upon successful rehabilitation,”
he wrote. “Theories of child develop-
menthold that there are essential ex-
periences for achievement of normal
psychological and physical growth. If
this child can be assisted to develop in

cognitive, linguistic and social, and
other areas, this provides useful infor-
mation regarding the critical role of
early experience which is of potential
benefit to other deprived children. The
research interest inherently rests upon
successful achievement of rehabilita-
tive efforts. The research goals thus
coincide with [Genie’s] own welfare
and happiness. Conversely, if our re-
search methods were to interfere with
[her] development, they would defeat
the very purpose of the research.”

In Shurley’s recollection of the
conference, science was already inter-

fering. “Dr. Rigler and others argued
for the primacy of research—couched,
of course, in ethically sensitive terms,”

he told me. The meeting ended in
what one conferee called “some con-
siderable confusion.” Rigler was left
with the chore of digesting all the
debate and deciding the nature of the
final N.I.M.H.-grant proposal—what
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kind of work the grant should fund
and who should do it. The advice he
hadreceived was, perhaps, more than
he hadbargainedfor. “He looked like
a man who’s thirsty for a sip of water
and is handed a fire hose,” Shurley
recalled. In a post-conference letter,
Rigler and Hansen thanked the con-
ferees for an “enriching exchange,”
and solicited their reactions to the
proceedings.

Thosereactions soon rolled in, and
some had a warningtone. David Elkind,
a professor of psychology at the Uni-
versity of Rochester, wrote, “Although
languageis not my area, I would like
to reinforce the words of caution I
expressed at the meeting. Too much
emphasis on language could be detri-
mental if the child came to feel that
love, attention, and acceptance were

primarily dependentupon herspeech.”
David A. Freedman, a professor of
psychiatry at Baylor College of Medi-
cine, in Houston, argued that the ac-

quisition of speech might be dependent
on whathe, like Elkind andthe cook,
called love. Herejoiced in the evidence
of Genie’s progress which was pre-
sented in the videotapes, noting the

“very dramatic... change in her ap-
pearance from apathy, to a wan and
pitiable appearance, to an at times
animated and involvedlittle girl, which
seemedto correlate with the passage of
time.” Buthis clinical experience with
other unfortunate children had taught
him to be cautious of the varnish that

videotape and optimism can apply to
such cases. He was unconvinced by
surfaces. He was looking for a thaw
at the center, and a visit he had had
with Genie had disquieted him:

WhenL arrived she was having her break-
fast. Although shesat at the table with two
other children who were engagedin fairly
typical childish conversation and play, she
had nothingto do with them.It is difficult to
put into words the feeling I had about what
she did. I don’tthink it would be accurate to
say she actively ignored or rejected them.
Ratherit seemedto methatit was as though
for her they were no different from the walls
and furniture in the room. . .. The question
becomes how to go about inducing in this
child the ability to be aware of both herself
and others andfeel an interest in and need
for others. My prejudices saythatif this goal
can be achieved she stands a chanceof lead-
ing a relatively normal life; if [it] can’t, she
will remain an automaton. My prejudices
also say that to achieve this goalit will be
necessary for Genie to establish a particularly
close relation with some one person whose
care for her will include the provision of a
good dealof body pleasure. I’m referring to
something analogousto what any good mother
automatically and unconsciouslyprovides her
infant as she bathes, feeds, and diapers it.
Obviouslythis won't be easy to do fora fourteen-
year-old.Yet, I believe a necessary precursor
to anyeffective educative process would be
her development of an intense, dependent
attachment to some one person whom she
would be interested both in identifying her-
self with and pleasing. . .

Withoutthe creation of such an attach-
ment, andall it implies with regardto Genie’s
needto attemptto maintainit, I doubt whether
shewill have the equipmentto integrate what-
everskills she develops. I believe something
alongthis line was implicit in the sense of the
group when we wereall in accord thatit
would not be indicated to attempt to train
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Genie in talking... She should be, in my
view, bathed, clothed, toileted, massaged,
kissed, cuddled, and fondled all by one per-
son. Otherpeople should be available but ina
distinctly secondary role. Out of such an in-
tense relation should grow both an awareness
of herself and of whoeverit is whois caring
for her. Such an awareness,to reiterate, seems
to me to be the necessary first step in her
education.

Later that summer, Rigler madehis
grant decision, and its focus was on
language acquisition—not teaching
Genie language so much as watching
how she learnedit. The main benefi-
ciary was the scientist whom Shurley
remembers as having hadthe least to
say at the Maysession. “It was a
surprise when I learned that Victoria
Fromkin initiated a major study,” he
told me. “But Rigler thought a lan-
guage study was a good idea—though
he later came to doubtit.”

Shurley fully understood why the
case might be perplexing. “At first,
confronted with this child, we didn’t

know what questions to ask her,” he
told me. “Genie was an absolutely
beautiful example of a process: when
confronted with nature—human na-
ture—in the raw, you stumble around
and come upwith one or twoquestions
to ask. If they are the right questions—
whichisto say,if they are the relevant
questions—then you get aroundto the
content, and you begin to read what
waswritten there all along. The ques-
tions come out of your culture. The
Wild Boyof Aveyron—Victor—came
along when all the questions of the
Enlightenment were being asked. And
they were asked of him. But he didn’t
answer them.”

‘TRUCK though Shurley and the
otherconferees were by Truffaut’s

movie, they could not have imagined,

as they sat in the otherwise empty
movie theatre, how deep wouldrun the
parallels between the two so distant
cases—the boy abandonedto the for-
ests of revolutionary France and the
girl trapped in a twentieth-century
American suburban bedroom—or how
insistently the similarities would sur-
face. Indeed, simply by viewing the
movie the committee was aligning the
case in hand with the one on the
screen: in 1800,thescientists deciding
the fate of the Wild Boy had also
sought counsel from popular entertain-

ment. Theyattended a play, then the

rage in Paris, about a fictitious enfant
sauvage. The melodrama was called

APRIL 13, 1992

“The Forest’s Child,” and Victor was
namedafter its protagonist.

Like Genie, Victor seemed on dis-
covery to be impervious to heat and
cold: he pulled potatoes outof the fire
with his bare hands, and he cavorted

naked in the snow. Like Genie, he
seemed not to make distinctions be-
tween whatcould best be perceived by
feel and whatbysight, suffering from
what one attending scientist termed
“a dissonance of vision and touch.”
Like Genie, he was substantiallyoblivi-
ous of the existence of anyone but
himself. (“I am dismayed to see the
natural man so egotistical,” reported
J.-J. Virey, one of Victor’sfirst observ-
ers.) As would be the case more than
a century and a halflater, the egotism
seemed,at least on the surface, gradu-

ally to melt. Like Genie in the Reha-
bilitation Center, Victor adopted as a
favorite activity the setting of the table.
One day, he set a place for the just
deceased husband of his loving care-
taker, Mme. Guérin, and her tears
astonished him;it washis first encoun-
ter with humangrief. Heput the place
setting in the cupboard and never
brought it out again.

As with Genie, Victor’s discovery
occasioned a sideshow,though on some-
thing of a granderscale. His arrival in
Paris from the departmental capital of
Rodez—thetrip, by coach, had taken
a week, during which the boy was kept
on a leash—created a public furor.
Rumorsflowed through the crowd sur-
roundingtheinstitute grounds that he
wasperhapsthe long-lost Louis XVII,
who,like some premonitory Anastasia,

had survived the execution of his royal
parents and wassaidto have fled into
the forest; however, the foundling’s
age seemed wrong. Oddsmakersset up
shop, taking bets on whether the boy
would evertalk, everbecivilized. News-
paperscarried the betting charts. Itard
sequestered Victor from the more in-
discriminate attentions; later, however,

he acted as Victor’s chaperon among
the perils of Parisian high society.
‘Whenthe twoaccepted a summonsto
dine with Mme. Récamier, the ravish-

ing young socialite whose attentions
conferred social beatification in the
capital, Victor left the table and ran
into the yard, tore off his clothes, and

climbed a tree; he wasnot invited back.

Onanotheroccasion, he met the Mar-
quis de Sade—an encounter that the
official history of the Institut describes
as “vraiment un rendez-vous manqué.”
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The public’s interest in Victor was (Advertisement)
notjust morbid. Modern children who
are abused or neglected draw our at-
tention because we see them, usually,

as disturbing exceptions, albeit symp-
tomatic ones, to society’s prevailing
order. In France in 1800, order was
not presumed; the Committee of Public
Safety and the Reign of Terror had
taken care of that. Evenin the prevail-
ing orderofearlier, calmereras, chil-
drendid notenjoy their currentcosseted
status. The Enlightenment’s emphasis
on the worth of the individual had
been extended to individual children,
but in a grudging sort of way, and the

expedience of leaving them—atleast,

the unwanted ones—to die in the woods
was not unheard of and not altogether
shocking. The boyfound nakedin the
tanner’s doorway was interestingto his
country’scitizens not becausehis brutal
history astonished them but because
the Enlightenmentand the Terror had
honed an appreciation of certain ques-
tions that the boy might be able to “Room #21007-A.”
address—questionsaboutthe nature of

Sw
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appointed a doctor, Philippe Pinel, to
run Bicétre, instead of the usual po-

liceman. Pinel would become known
as the father of psychiatry. Like Abbé
Sicard, the director of the Institut

National, he played a role in Victor’s
education: the two proclaimed him
unsalvageable,a true and irremediable
idiot. After that harsh dismissal, the
boy languished for monthsin a limbo
of neglect, until Itard, disagreeing with
Sicard, his mentor, took on the task of
proving Victor’s potential.

Like bronze, French science is a

useful amalgam oftwoslightly softer
elements. Descartes set out the basic
scientific method, rooting it in a rig-
orous adherence to what canlogically
be inferred; he trusted the corporeal

senses the way a Bedouintrusts the
shimmerof silver in distant sands. A
centurylater, the philosopher Etienne
Bonnot de Condillac adopted a more
generous opinion of outward experi-
ence. Taking his cue from the empiri-
cism of John Locke, Condillac con-
tended that our minds are blankslates
at birth and are tutored entirely by
our surroundings. The world lived
in Descartes; Condillac lived in the

world.
Much scientific endeavor of the

eighteenth century was aimed at de-
termining the physical distinctions be-
tween manandbeast. It had long been
held by some that the physiological
feature most innately human was the
fanny, or perhaps the calf—or,atleast,
the upright posture that had created

both of them. But then the voyages of
exploration reached Borneo, where
Europeans encountered upright and
eminently fannied orangutans, and the
distinction collapsed. Articulation of
vocal sounds was another promising
criterion, except that magpies could
also doit pretty well, and New World
parrots marvellously. Andtheability to
express emotions was the property of
any pet. So hotly contested was the
border between men andanimals that
the Indians discovered in the West by
Columbus werenot accepted as human
until they were conclusively decreed to
be so by a papal bull, in 1537. In
Condillac’s time, the orangutan’s pos-
sible humanity was so seriously con-
templated thatit was proposed that one
be mated with a prostitute to see what
progeny would ensue.

Clearly, some defining event was
needed. Thescientists of the age, like
physical anthropologists of a later day,
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sought a missing link—in this case, a
living one, someone or something

perched squarely on the species’ fron-
tier. By their orthodoxy, that would
have to be either a talking ape or a
human being reared without human
contact, like an animal in the wild.
So distinct from humanity were feral
children considered that Linnaeus,
in his “Systema Naturae,” accorded
them status as a separate species,
Homo ferus.

Victor, even before he reachedParis,
was debunking some of the prominent
theories. To the dismayof the upright-
stance advocates, he was seen, dur-
ing one of his several escape attempts,
to cross a field on all fours, running
close to the ground, like an animal.
J.-J. Virey found no sign of another
“Snnate” human trait: “Is our young
Aveyronnais capableofpity?” he asked.
“Personally, I venture to believe that
if this young mancould . . bring some
interest to bear on the things around
him, then he would be inclined to

commiserate as much as children
ordinarily are.” Like Genie, Victor
hoarded what he cherished, and he

refused to share. Like Genie, he warmed

only slowly to adults and notat all
to other children. Having given thelie
to physical rectitude and empathicfeel-
ing as defining characteristics, the boy,
like Genie, was called to preside over
a grander mystery—the mystery near
the center of the web.

Montaignesaid,in an essay of 1580,
“TI believe that a child brought up in

complete solitude, far from all inter-
course (which would be a difficult ex-
periment to carry out), would have

some kind of speech to express his
ideas,” and he implied that the in-
herent enigma wasstill that of Psam-
tik: Which language wouldthe child
speak? The Enlightenment tortured
new subtleties out of that question.
Wasournative language that of the
soul, of society, or of the intel-

lect? Did thought lead to language,
and language to society? Some in-
verted the progression:society was our
most innate characteristic, they said;it

 

enabled language; language enabled
thought. Did the child in the woods
not think, then? Was it possible to
think with something other than lan-
guage? Was it impossible to think
alone? Or was thinking alone the
necessary precursor to all else? The
questions outlived the age. By the end
of the nineteenth century, the Ger-
man philologist Heymann Steinthal
had concluded that language was
not meant solely for communication.
“Languageis self-awareness,”he said.
“Thatis, understandingoneself . . . as
one is understood by another. One
understands oneself: that is the begin-
ning of language.”

ForVictor, all this distilled into a
make-or-break equation: no matter
whether he crawled or crept, if he
could talk he would be judged human.
The equation was different, but hard-
ly less compelling, for Jean-Marc-
Gaspard Itard. If he could resurrect
the boy from savagery, he would pro-
vide what he termed “concrete proof”
of Condillac’s theories. He would dem-
onstrate that man brings nothing with
him, that education is all.

However,for the young teacher and
his young charge the beginnings of
language weredifficultto locate. In the
drafty apartments of the Institut Na-
tional, the twosuffered together through
one or another draconian teaching
scheme for two years before Itard
finally developed a system that showed
some promise. Hetrained the boy to
recognize certain written wordsandto
connect those words with individual
objects—the word chaussure, for in-
stance, with a particular shoe. This
accomplishment led to a game—a
combination of flash cards and hide-
and-seek, in which Itard wrote a word
andVictor ran aroundtheir chambers
seekingits correlate. Then Itard took
the game a step further, depriving
Victor of the specific shoe and making
him seek others, thus forcing him to
form a generalized notionof the word’s
meaning. For a while, the boy was
off on a rocket ride of comprehension.
He learned not only to find an object
if he was presented with its written
namebutalso to write the name when
he was shownthe object. And notjust
objects: he learned adjectives and verbs
as well, with which he could both
comprehend and concoct written sen-
tences. Interestingly, even a little bit

of language seemed to open up new
ways of thinking for him. The boy
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who had been completely adrift could
concentrate. Chores he had performed
mechanically were suddenly imbued
with spontaneity and imagination. He
even seemedbetter able to imagine the
needs of others.

Thetriumphant note at the end of
‘Truffaut’s movie marks the point of
Itard’s First Report, presented in 1801,
whenVictor had madea certain amount
of frail early progress and seemed on
the verge of much more. Five years
later, Itard offered the Society of Ob-
servers of Manhis Second Report, and
it is markedly different. There had
been progress,true, but Itard had come

to appreciate the limits, rather than the
potential, of his young student’s mind.
‘Theboywasclearly capable of hearing
and producing the necessary sounds,
but he had shownthat he would never
learn to speak. His writing skills could
proceed only so far. And his progress
had beenobstructed by the debilitating
“crisis” of puberty, which drove the
boy into torments and distractionsthat
he was even less able to control or
understand than other boys his age.
Itard bled him to relieve his hormonal
storms and recommendedstopping the
experiment.

In 1811, when Victor was in his
early twenties, he was evicted from the
Institut. He went to live with his
caretaker, Mme. Guérin, in a small
housein the Impasse de Feuillantines,
a few blocks away. Hereceived a small
state pension, but he was otherwise
forgotten by the government and the
public, and even byItard, his former
champion. Itard was on the way to
being famous: in 1814, he received the
Medal of the Legion of Honor; in

1821, he was elected to the Academy
of Medicine. He continued to work at
the Institut, but he never walked over

to visit his onetime pupil. Victor died
in 1828. His obscurity in his later years
wasnotjust the result of the failure of
Itard’s experiment; the times had
changed. The questions of the En-
lightenment had lost their urgency.
When a new wild child was discov-
ered in the provinces someyearslater,
the provincial authorities notified the
governmentin Paris, and the Parisians
replied, “You keep him.”

ie the questions of the Enlighten-
mentwentunderground,they didn’t

go far. Just when we think we have
movedon to more modernperils in the
Age of Deconstruction, they recur.

APRIL13, 1992

When Noam Chomsky professes the
innate nature of language,citing the
inadequacy of the input the child re-
ceives from its encompassing world,
and when Catherine Snow responds
that she is sure the child must glean
most ofits language from its surround-
ings, they are donning Cartesian and
Lockean robes. Genie intruded into
that argument, andfell into a wonder-
landofancientrivalries. Her Hansens
and Kents werechildren of Pinel, her
Jean Butlers descendants of Itard.
Condillac attended, his ghost guiding
those who hopedthat education would
determine the remainder of Genie’s
life. Condillac is the patron, and Des-
cartes the hobgoblin,of social workers
everywhere.

Unlike most of the known wild
children, both Victor of Aveyron and

Genie of Temple City arrived to ex-
pectant audiences. Victor’s début was
timed roughly to the questions of Con-
dillac and precisely to the creation of
the Society of Observers of Man. In
1971, Genie had the services of a dif-
ferent advance team. As David Elkind,
one of her early observers, puts it,
“Chomsky was new then,and linguis-
tics was hot—there was a new theory
coming out every day.” Her arrival
was even moreprecisely timed to the
advent of one of those theories.
The study of language acquisition

in children turns on a single simple
idea—onethat I heard mostsuccinctly
expressed in the keynote speech at the
1989 Stanford Child Language Re-
search Forum. The address wasdeliv-
ered by Lila Gleitman, a professor of
psychology andlinguistics at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania. In herlate
fifties, with close-cropped dark-gray
hair and wearing an orange-patterned
frock and sneakers, she managed to
give the impression, as she leaned on
the lectern, of a truant leaning against
a gymnasium wall smokinga cigarette
instead of going to class, and being
too cool to care. “Can you hear me?”
she barked into the microphone, and
then snorted to herself, “Huh! Only
too well.” The snort,it turned out, was
a trademark—the nasal harrumph of
a prizefighter, equal parts cynicism and
deviant relish. On the movie screen
behind her appeared a slide ofthe front
page of a supermarkettabloid, with a
headline reading “MOM GIVES BIRTH
TO 2-YEAR-OLDBABY,”beneath which
wasthe subhead “CHILDWALKS, TALKS

IN 3 Days.”
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‘The audience laughed. The speaker
finished arranging her papers and
looked up. “As by now you probably
know, I’m Lila Gleitman,”she said.
“And basically what I want to talk
aboutis this.” She walked over andhit
the screen a sharp one with pointer.
“What took three days?”
What Took Three Days has been

Gleitman’s obsession for the last sev-
eral decades, during which she has
become, rather despite herself, an ar-
dent Chomskian. “People say, “That
Lila, she’s justthis crazyrationalist,”
Gleitman told me over lunch the day
after her speech. “‘She thinks every-
thing’s innate.’ But I started out as a
hard-core empiricist, honest! I designed
my studies to prove the empiricist
position, and I couldn’t ignore it when
they showed me to be wrong.”
One of the experiments she de-

signed was directly inspired by em-
piricism’s patron saint. “Locke said,
“Lookat blind people—there should be
some things theycan’t learn,” she
told me. “So we did the experiment.
Wethought, We'll see how experi-
ence guides language learning. But
what happened was that the blind
children learned things they shouldn’t
have been able to. They knew the
answersto things beyondtheir ability
to experience. That was very upset-
ting. Well, we were happy at this
victory of the human spirit but un-
happy at having wasted our time with
blind children. I figured the experi-
ment had failed—simple as that! I

 

went to my husband, Henry”—Henry G i
Gleitman was then the chairman Boat shoes are like boats.
PabieenSPayeholorya Deparment= The beauty lies in thedetails’
“and hesaid, ‘So how did the kid learn
the answer? I said, ‘Oh, that’s not
important,’ and I went to Cambridge

Ted Hood’s Little Harbor Yachts are legendary for their
attention to detail. Dovetail joiner work and custom stainless

to talk with Chomsky. He was very deck hardwarereflect the standardsofa very particular man.
interested. He said, ‘So how did the Whichonly makesit moregratifying to us thatTed has enjoyed
Limonene? “This waste the handsewn comfort of Sebago Docksides®for years.
little epiphany to me. I said, ‘Oh,
boy, I’m in trouble. Chomsky the
madrationalist and Henry Gleitman
the mad empiricist agree on this.’
So we went back, andthe only expla-
nation wecould find wasthatthe child
was being guided by syntactic rules
within the question—rules he already
understood. The syntax tells theSee? ©
To the linguists assembled in the SEBAGO

Stanford auditorium Gleitman had
said, “I’ve done everything I could America’s World-Class Footwear™
thinkofto kids to show thatthey were l= Sebago Docksides, offical footwear ofthe 1992 USSAILING TEAM.
responding to the world, and not to
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some inner quality. Westarted...
testing the effects of good and bad
mothers,but they didn’t have anyeffect.
So we ripped the ears off of kids—we
tested deaf kids. Then wetore their
eyes out. Still, you know what? The
little bastards learned language. The
humanchild has a massive resistance
to conditions, because he is going to

learn language no matter what. You
take away language, he invents one.
Weevendid a nice study of preemies.
‘They have the same experience in the
world as full-term children do, but
they’reat a different physiologicalstage.
It turns out that the age since concep-
tion is better as an indicator of lan-
guage performance than the age since
birth. Now, surely, observation of the

world is one source of evidence. You
can’t take all forms of perception away
from children. If you did, they would

be falling off ledges and mistaking
tigers for kitty cats, and pretty soon
there wouldn’t be any morechildren.
Butchildren aren’t learning language
from experience. They learn words
from experience. They bring the sen-
tence with them.”

In the innatism to which Gleitman
was a convert, the Three Days ques-

tion was not “How do
children learn language?”
but “How does language
flower out of the child?”
What happensin the mind
to permit that burgeoning
comprehension? Gleitman
had already founda piece
of the puzzle: she showed
that the Three Day clock
is set at conception. But
when does the clock run
down?Is there a set dead-
line to language learning?
This was the question to
which Genie’s arrival was
so explicitly timed. It burst
into prominence in 1967,
three years before her dis-
covery, with the publica-
tion of a book by the Har-
vard neuropsychologist Eric
Lennebergcalled “Biologi-
cal Foundations of Lan-
guage.” The book was in
some ways more revolu-
tionary than Chomsky’s
of a decade earlier—more
revolutionary for being
more concrete. Lenneberg
played Lenin to Chomsky’s
Marx,Itard to Chomsky’s

archives.newyorker.com/?i=1992-04-13#folio=080b
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Condillac. As Catherine Snow puts it,
“Chomsky’s brain,the linguist’s brain,
has nonerves in it; Lenneberg gaveit
a biologist’s brain, with a cortex and
lobes and axons and dendrites.”

Chapter 4 of “Biological Founda-
tions of Language”presented what has
since been called the critical-period
hypothesis. It suggested that the brain
is able to learn a primary language
during certain early period, and not
later on, and it proposed physiological
explanations of why this mightbe so.
Lenneberg’s innovation lay in those
explanations; the idea itself had been

around for a while. The Swiss psy-

chologist Jean Piaget had spenthislife
observing and investigating the stages
at which children develop certain ca-
pacities. According to Lenneberg, the
child’s ability to learn its mother tongue
effectively ends at the onset of sexu-
ality. If Chapter 4 were to be borne
out, it would have the effect of vindi-

cating Chomsky, for how could lan-
guagebe tied to our biological clock if
it weren't tied to our biology?

His concreteness notwithstanding,
Lenneberg was,like Chomsky,a theo-
retician. What was needed was a
clinician’s validation,but the clinician
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“This sounds serious—like something we
should go to Maine and work out.”
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would need something to work with:
a child who had exceeded Lenneberg’s
deadline—whohad passed twelve and
hit puberty—but wasstill embarking
on learning languageforthefirst time.
After 1967, there was a yearningin the
linguistic field for a proper young
arbiter—someone who could do for
Lenneberg and Chomsky what Victor
of Aveyron had been meantto do for
Condillac.

HE accounts in Susan Curtiss’s
dissertation of Genie’s progress

in the hospital during the spring of
1971 areall secondhand,gleaned from
videotapes andinterviews. Until after
the consultants’ conference, in May,
the U.C.L.A.graduate student and the
subject who would shape her career
had not even met. On June 4th, that

situation changed: Curtiss accompa-
nied Victoria Fromkin ona visitto the
hospital.

She foundthesetting itself daunt-
ing. “I was nevera person whothought
of being a nurse or doctor,” she told
me. “I’ve never been comfortable in
the children’s ward of a hospital. ’m
not good in hospitals. It’s not my
strong suit. I was also scared—or,at

any rate, nervous.” And
with reason. To an unac-

[~~ climated sensibility, Ge-
nie wasa true grotesque.
She was barefoot on the
morning Curtiss met her,
her tininess exaggerated
by a dress that was too
Jong, her movements jerky,
her teeth jagged and dis-
colored, her hair thin.

Curtiss describes her as
“pitiful and strange,” and
something else: pretty.
The scientist was en-
thralled by the softness of
the child’s manner, her
beautiful skin, the blush

| in her cheeks, “almost as
if an artist had painted
each one of them care-
fully and delicately,”and
her upturned nose, “finely
drawnlike that of a china
doll.” She soon learned
that Genie’s indiscriminate
spitting, scratching, nose-
blowing,food-filching be-
havior could be somewhat
less appealing. “It was
hard,” Curtiss said of the
early contacts. “She was
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very— She was—hmm—challenging.”
Thetiming of Curtiss’s arrival made

her mission doublydifficult. Genie had

notyet been trainedinto social accept-
ability, but in other ways she had
progressed unfortunately far from her
innocence of the autumn before. “In
terms of watching Genie learn lan-
guage,” Curtiss said, “I felt I was
arriving a little late.”

Hertardiness wasrelative. If Curtiss
had been at the hospital’s admissions
desk on the day Genie arrived, she
would have encountered a languaged
person, in the sense that all children
have some degree of language before
they begin making use of it. Genie
could not have acquired her meagre
store of wordsif she had notpreviously
mastered one of the most profound
early tasks of any language learner:
she had learned to separate meaning-
ful sounds from the general cacophony
surrounding her. In the words of Lila
Gleitmanin her addressto the Stanford
conference, Genie had “bootstrapped.”
“The child has no passwords,”

Gleitman said on that occasion. “He
doesn’t know he’s in the U.S. He
doesn’t know he’s learning English.

The New Yorker, Apr 13, 1992

His mom showshim this room’”—she
waveda hand outover the audience—
“and describes it. What does she say?
‘Bahbahbahbahbahbahbahbahbah.’
‘That’s what she says. She could have
said that the lady in back there is
wearing blue, but what she really said,
as far as the child knows, is ‘Bahbah-
bahbahbahbahbahbah.’ The question
is: How does he figure out what his
motheris saying about the room? O.K.?
That’s the story. That’s bootstrapping.”

WhatGleitman calls bootstrapping
is called other things by other linguists,
depending on their academic orienta-
tion. But the mystery is the same: How
does the child divide a stream of sound
into syllables and sentencesthat he can
begin to make sense of? It is easy to
understandthe child’s bafflement. One
has onlyto listen to an animated con-
versation in an unfamiliar language:
our ownlanguageis built of discrete
blocks, everyone else’s of quicksilver.
It seems as hard to grab a word out
of a foreign tongueasto clutcha fistful
of water from a pond. Yet the child,
for whomall tonguesare foreign, does
just that.

Scientists are not yet sure whether

79

the young listener first grabs pho-
nemes—that is, individual speech
sounds—or syllables, which can be
made up of one or more phonemes.
In normal conversation, nine hundred

phonemes race by each minute, and
there is attached to most of them no
meaning to indicate their significance.
Words have meaning, but their vari-
ations in length and form are count-
less, their boundaries indistinct. In
normalspeech, we break words up and
slur adjacent words together; some-
times we pause within words. Andif
words are devious, sentences are even
more so.

Here, as elsewhere, babies seem to

know morethan linguists can explain.
Babies are born with somefeeling for
or understandingof language on both
the phoneme andthe sentence level.
Amongthe hundreds of phonemesused
in the world’s known languages, only
forty are found in English. Newborns
in English-speaking families display
a preference for those forty, possibly
from having heard them in the womb.
Theyrespondto their mother’s native
tongue. As the child ages, that dis-
crimination becomes more pronounced;
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the child becomes more and more of
a specialist. An adult speaker of En-
glish cannotaccurately hear the pho-
nemespeculiar to Chinese or French,
muchless replicate them in speech,
without intensive training. Interest-
ingly, it appears that the newborn
doesn’t so much develop his predilec-
tion for his mother tongue aslet his
perception of “foreign” phonemes at-
rophy. A Chinese babyis born with a
developing bentfor his native “r-less
language, but he can hear and pro-
nounce “r”s, An American baby can
do the same forall the French vowel
sounds.
An equally astonishing ability ap-

plies to sentences. In the mid-nineteen-
eighties, Kathy Hirsh-Pasek, who stud-
ied at the knee of Lila Gleitman and
now teaches at Temple University,
wasfrustrated by one of the standard
constraints of linguistics research: most
testing is done verbally, and therefore
only children who already have lan-
guage are tested. What, she asked, did
the prelinguistic child know? She and
two colleagues devised methods to
measure the responses of very young
subjects. They played tape recordings
of sentences to nine-month-olds and
observed eye movements for telltale
indications of recognition. When the
sentence ended at the properplace, the
child acknowledgedit. When the sen-
tence ended improperly, the child did
not recognize it as language. The in-
correct sentence was received in the
same way as arbitrary noise. Hirsh-
Pasek has applied this method to
younger and younger children. She
professessurpriseat the furtherresults.
Infants of four and a half months can
tell correct from incorrect sentences,

and what’s more, they can do so for

sentences both in Polish and English.
Thetests suggest that the ability that
the nine-month-old has in its mother
tongue the infant may have in any
language. It has not yet let languish
the grammarsit will not use.
Though Genie had embarked on

language learning before Curtiss met
her, she hadn’t acquired enough to
make heravailable to the standardized
tests that determine children’s linguis-
tic competence. In the summerof 1971,
Curtiss and Fromkin faced the task
of inventing a completely new set of
linguistic examinations, appropriate to
her. They eventually devised twenty-
six of them. The administration of
those tests, along with a battery of
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psychological and neurological tests,
would within five years make Genie,
in David Rigler’s words, “perhaps one
of the most tested children in history.”

Fortunately, the linguistic-research
tradition allows for other, less rigid
methods. Curtiss began a diary on the
day she met Genie, recording every-
thing that Genie said and analyzing it
for signsof progress. Even here, Genie
wasstubbornly enigmatic. Mostof the
time, she said nothing; her vocaliza-

tions were usually whimpersor squeaks.
“She had been beaten for vocalizing,”
Curtiss explained to me. “So when she
spoke she wasvery tense, very breathy

and soft. She couldn’t be understood.
There was a lot of sound distortion, as
though she had cerebral palsy, but
there was no evidence of muscle or
nerve damage. Also, she had a high
fundamentalpitch. It was so high that
we couldn’t analyze it on the instru-
ments we use to acoustically analyze
human speech. And she was mono-
tonic—high monotone. Nopitch varia-
tion whatsoever.”

Realizing how fruitless any attempt
at formal research would be for the
moment, Curtiss settled in for a sum-

merof watching—getting to know the
child, and trying to gain her confi-
dence. She sat with the patients in the
Rehabilitation Center and, usually ac-
companied by Rigler or James Kent,
took Genie on excursions.

“I would go by andtake Genie for
walks, or take her out to fast-food

restaurants,” Kent recalled. “At first,

a nurse would go along with us. The
nurse and I were supposedto be like
surrogate parents, giving Genie the
feeling of a family structure. We would
hear some languagefrom heron these
trips, so Susan Curtiss started coming
along to hear what Genie said. Genie
was soon attached to Susie more than
to the nurse who was supposed to be
her surrogate mom.”

Theitineraries gradually expanded:
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they went to the zoo; they went for

waiks in Griffith Park. Especially, they
went shopping—anactivity Genie liked
so much that on the way to the shop-
ping center she would point to every
passing building andrepeat oneof her
new words,“Store?” Thelocal Safeway
and a Woolworth’s were Genie’s em-
poriums ofchoice, and there she dis-
played to Curtiss her disconcerting
brilliance at both offensive and charm-
ing behavior. She would attach herself
to strangers whom shefoundinterest-
ing, grabbing their arms, putting her
face directly in front of theirs and
staring into their eyes. Or she would
attach herself with equalfervorto their
possessions, from which Curtiss would

have to pry her loose.
Onepiece of merchandise she found

irresistible was beach pails. On an
outing in mid-June, Kent used Genie’s
fascination with them to demonstrate
a linguistic curiosity to Curtiss—a
problem of definitions. He pointed to
one plastic pail and asked Genie what
it was. “Pail,” she said. He pointed to
another, and shesaid “Bucket.” There
wasno discernible difference between
the two, but Genie was resolute in her
distinction. The pails were located in
a section of Woolworth’s that Genie
foundespecially enticing—anaisle of
bright-coloredplastic containers. Along
with pails and buckets she coveted
plastic necklaces,plastic purses,plastic
trash cans—anything made ofplastic.
WhenI asked David Rigler about

the preference, the explanation upset

him. “I think it was because of the
bright colors and the texture,” he said.
“Welearned that during herisolation
Genie had had some smallplastic toys.
She had hada plastic raincoat hanging
on the wallacross from her potty seat.”
He paused, and then rushed on. “You
visualize this house, and youpicture
this kid seated in this room, day after
day, with very limited stimulation. She’s
grasping for some kindof stimulation,
and the things she can see play a very
large role. There’s a plastic raincoat
on the opposite wall.” Rigler bowed
his head suddenly, as though dismiss-
ing something unbearable. “She liked
plastic,” he concluded.

For Genie,the excursions werevisits

to a magic kingdom. Her innocent
questing elicited extraordinary re-
sponses. A butcherat the Safeway saw
how fascinated she was by the shrink-
wrapped meat packages. He opened
the service window andheld outto her
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an unwrapped cut of steak, and she
fondled, smelled, and studied it. In
like fashion, over the months,he offered
for her inspection bones, chickens,
fish, and turkeys, all wordlessly, as
though he and she shareda tacit un-
derstanding. Occasionally, when Cur-
tiss reached the checkout counter the
cashier would producea toy or a trin-
ket, with the explanation that “the
man ahead of you sensed she wanted
this and boughtit for her.” Thegifts
were chosen with such uncannyaccu-
racy and weretendered in
suchsilence that Curtiss be-
came convinced that she
was witnessing a preter-
natural communication—an
explicit, unvoiced under-
standing—that her careful
notebook analysis was un-
equipped to explain.

“Genie was the most
powerful nonverbal communicator I’ve
ever come across,” Curtiss told me.

“The most extreme example of this
that comes to mind: Because of her
obsession, she would notice and covet
anythingplastic that anyone had. One
day, we were walking—I think we
were in Hollywood. I wouldact like
an idiot, sing operatically, to get her to
release someofthat tension she always
had. Wereached the corner of this
very busy intersection, and the light
turned red, and westopped. Suddenly,
I heard the sound—it’s a sound you
can’t mistake—ofa purse beingspilled.
A womanin car that had stopped at
the intersection was emptyingherpurse,
and shegot outof the car and ran over
andgaveit to Genie and then ran back
to the car. A plastic purse. Genie
hadn’t said a word.”

Genie’s more conventional commu-
nication was improving.Shestill spoke
in one-word snippets, but with an

enhanced vocabulary. She was catch-
ing on to the give-and-take of conver-
sation. She seemed, in fact, to have

gained roughly the level that Victor
had achieved at the Institut National
des Sourds-Muets: she was forming
social attachments and had picked up
enough crude language (though hers
was spoken, while Victor’s was writ-
ten) to express her needs. Great at-
tention had been paid all along, of
course, to even the smallest signs of
Genie’s psychological state. When
David Elkind met her, he noticed that

she retrieved an item from herdresser
drawer. “She had the idea of object
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permanence,” he told me. “That’s a
major cognitive step for a child. Does
something exist whenit is not present
to our senses? Children don’t get that
until after their first year.” He also
witnessed her attempts to bark like a
dog she had heard earlier in the day.
“That's a deferred imitation, and the
delay is mediated by mentalimagery,”
Elkind said. “So she was into her
preoperational period.”

“Preoperational period” is the ter-
minology of Piaget, the Swiss psy-

chologist who believed that
children havecritical peri-
ods not just in language
acquisition but in general
mental development. The
mind doesn’t expand only
by learning,he said. It un-
folds naturally from within,
going through predictable
stages as the child matures.

Preoperational thoughtis the second of
those stages. Piaget saw the growth of
language as tied to the growth of
thought, as thoughit were a branch on
the cognitive plant. Chomsky is in-
clined to see language learning and
cognitive developmentas independent
plants in a commongarden. It was
another dispute that Genie might shed
light on eventually, but in the mean-
time Curtiss’s evaluation of Genie’s
mental level concurred with the Piaget
scale. The fervent search for names of
things placed her at the beginning of
preoperational thinking.

By all measurements, then, Genie

was equipping herself to break out of
her emotional isolation, her egocen-

trism. There might well be an inter-
mediate step. Accordingto L. S. Vygot-
sky, a contemporary of Piaget’s who
applied the Master's theories to lan-
guage, the name-learningstageis fol-
lowed by a period in whichthe child
uses its new vocabulary to speak to
itself, to encode its inner ideas. Vy-
gotsky’s theory embellished Hey-
mann Steinthal’s old formulation:
perhaps, behind her inscrutability,
Genie was building self-awareness—
understanding herself as she was un-
derstood by others, for “that is the be-

ginningoflanguage.” Throughthe sum-
merand onintothefall, Susan Curtiss
jotted down Genie’s every utterance,
all her sporadic, inchoate talk, and
waited for the day when she might be-
gin to reveal herself.—Russ Rymer

(This is the first part ofa
two-part article.)
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ANNALS OF SCIENCE

N Novemberof 1970, a thirteen-
I year-old girl cameto live at Chil-

drens Hospital of Los Angeles.
Since the age of two, Genie (her sci-
entific pseudonym) had been kept
under restraints in a bedroom of a
modest house in the Los Angeles
suburb of Temple City. Her jailers
were her parents, called here by their
first names, Clark and Irene. Clark
committed suicide soon after Genie’s
discovery; Irene, who was nearly
blind and had engineered her daugh-
ter’s escape, was absolved in court
of responsibility for the girl’s im-
prisonment.

Havinglived for eleven of her thir-
teen years in virtual solitary confine-
ment, Genie was unable to talk when
she arrived at the hospital. She quickly
becameanobject of intense interest to
a hostof doctors andscientists, among
them Howard Hansen,the head of the
hospital’s Psychiatry Division;the divi-
sion’s chief psychologist, David Rigler,
whoproposedto direct a multifaceted
study of Genie, to be funded by the
National Institute of Mental Health;
James Kent, the doctor in charge of
her case; Jay Shurley, a psychiatrist
at the University of Oklahoma who
specialized in cases of extreme isola-
tion; and Susan Curtiss, a graduate
studentat the University of California
at Los Angeles, whose field was lan-
guage acquisition in children, and
whose doctoral dissertation on Genie
becamethe child’s definitive scientific
biography.

(Gye dissertation makes no
mention of the mostsignificant

event of Genie’s first summer of free-
dom. But it was documented by Jean
Butler, Genie’s teacher at Childrens
Hospital’s Rehabilitation Center, with
whom Genie had developed a strong
rapport. Butler’s account was written
in the form of a diary:

June 23, 1971—I signed the necessary
papers at the Hospitalin order to be a volun-
teer and take Genieonfield trips and to my
home.

“Home” was a two-story house a
block from the Wilshire Country Club,
on Cahuenga Boulevard—a housethat
seemed somewhat beyondthe meansof
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a schoolteacher with an income of
thirteen thousand dollars a year. But
Jean Butler was doingall right. She
had recently turned down an offer
amounting to almost a quarter of a
million dollars for twenty-five acres
she owned near the Leisure World
retirementvillage in Orange County.
She came from a wealthy Midwestern
family; she was unmarried, and she

supplemented her incomeoccasionally
by writing children’s books. Her house
had a guest bedroom downstairs, where

Genie could sleep.
Not long after she had signed the

papers, Butler called the hospital with
dire news: she was ill, and herillness

had been diagnosedas rubella. Genie
had been exposed, and though she
never came down with the disease she
was at that point presumed to be con-
tagious. Rubella is a havoc wreakerin
schools, but in the light of Genie’s past
there was no humane wayto isolate

 

Cea

her. Theobvioussolution wasto quar
antine her with her teacher, and on
July 7th she moved in.

“Tt was apparent that Genie was
happyto be in my home,” Butler wrote
in herjournal. But Butler herself was
less than happy to entertain house calls
from various members of what she
termed the Genie Team. Butler’s dis-
paragementof Genie’s other caretak-
ers had been evident ever since the
Mayconferenceat the hospital, where
scientists from around the country
had gathered to debate Genie’s future.
She found Susan Curtiss inept, David
Rigler self-important, James Kent over-
permissive, and all of them ambitious
and insensitive.

July 8—Student Susan Curtiss was in my
home recording speech and attempting to
amuse Genie. However,she followedthe child
and hovered over her most of the day. She
had a notebook handy and discussed Genie’s
speech andlack ofit andhereating habits in
a critical manner in front of her.... That

“How about a nice, big coffee-table book about women?”
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evening Dr. Rigler phoned andI told him
that the“help”he wasgiving mein the house
was not helping me.

James Kentmayhave annoyed Butler
the most. Among Genie’s abiding en-
thusiasms was a fondness for mastur-
bation. She was uninhibited by any
concept of modesty, and wasfrequently
an embarrassment in public. Butler
believed that Kent, unwilling to con-
strain a child whose life had been
disfigured by constraint, encouraged
her in her habit—an allegation that
Kent has denied.
The care and feeding that Genie

received in the hospital had spurred
her development, and not just in be-
havior. Among other physical trans-
formations, she began developing
breasts. Signs of her sexual maturity
were splendid news to Curtiss and
her faculty adviser, Victoria Fromkin.
To properly test the critical-period
hypothesis—the theoryof the neuropsy-
chologist Eric Lenneberg that a first
language can be learned only during
childhood—they neededto observe the
language-learning attempts of some-
onepast puberty. It was a heartrending
serendipity. David Rigler once showed
me calendars he had made to follow
Genie’s progress in conquering her
bed-wetting. Theyillustrated eloquently
the child’s awful dilemma. There amid
the dry days and the wet days were
marked the days she had her menses.
She wasgetting her period and being
toilet-trained, all at the same time.

“I expressed my fear to Dr. Kent
that Genie was being experimented
with too much and not being allowed
to relax,” Butler recounted in her
journal. “Hesaid this was necessary.”
Butler did not feel that she was alone
in her concerns:

July 13—Sue Omanskyof the Department
of Public Social Servicesvisited my home.. . .
[She] was extremelycritical of putting this
child ondisplay as a guinea pig andobjected
to the U.C.L.A. student hoveringand jotting
down everything said by the child. Miss
Omansky expressed her beliefthat these men
were using Genie to gain fame.

As the summerprogressed, the ten-

sions between Butler and thescientists
sometimes erupted into full-volume
arguments. Her house becamethefield
for a jurisdictional battle of Titans. Sue
Omansky, in her position with the
D.P.S.S., was Genie’s de-facto guard-
ian. Her departmenthadlittle interest
in making Genie accessible to research-
ers from Childrens Hospital; still, the
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PROSPECT PARK, HOLY WEEK

‘The mean swan hasreturnedto the pond;

the white ducks are back; the wild ducks are out
in the grass, bobbing between darktufts of ramp;
the drake’s green head gleamslike the jewel
from a cocktail ring. A pale jet stream
streaks the sky, a stretch mark on a mother’sbelly,
andthe late-afternoon sunis a bronze fruit
that glazes the pond withits bronze juice.
‘Theblack boys on mountain bikes, who pedalfast
as they can downthehill, have drunk thatjuice,
andthe flushed white men whojogin their college shirts
have drunkthatjuice, and thecyclist with dreadlocks
andshiny blacktights pedalshis silent racing bike
like that juice was sweet, And you can smell
sweatin yourhair and wetearth on the wind
thatstirs dried oak leaves and the sheer chartreuse
of the willow. Throughthe baretrees,
the old Quaker tombstonesflash in the sun
like a moundofpolished fingernails.
Thesquirrelssit up on their haunches,
andthe magnolia’s black branches
shock the air with their waxy, white blooms.
The meadowhasblossomed into
all the colors of sweatshirts,

andthefootball is back, soaring high
aboveall of us,the pit of that fruit.

twoinstitutions were boundtogether in
Genie’s name. They had been confer-
ring for months about howto get the
child out of the Rehabilitation Cen-
ter and into a private home. Now
the rubella had forced the issue. But-
ler applied to the D.P.S.S. to become
Genie’s foster parent, and Omansky
felt that the teacher’s home wassuit-
able for a permanent placement. But
her D.P.S.S. supervisors, after their
discussions with Childrens Hospital,
hadreservations. For one thing,it was
against hospitalpolicy to place patients
in the homesof people who worked at
the hospital. For another, it was felt
that Genie would be better off in a
home with a foster father as well as
a foster mother.

Butler had a handy solution to that
problem: she decided to ask her lover
to move in. He was Floyd Ruch, a
psychologist who had taught for thirty
years at the University of Southern

 

—Juta KasporF

California and had written a seminal
textbook, “Psychology and Life.” He
was well-to-do and well thought of,
but he was not unencumbered. Ruch
wasseparated from his wife and was
living alone, two blocks from Butler’s
house. In effect, though, he was al-
ready on the scene—enoughso to be
drawn into some of the quarrelling
between Butler and the Genie Team.
Butler’s journal recounts a disagree-
ment between her and David Rigler
that turned into a midnight shouting
match on the front walk, with Ruch

rising to break it up. (Rigler doesn’t
recall the incident. “Oh, something
like that might have happened,” he
told me. “We did argue about admin-
istrative stuff. But not shouting. And
not at midnight.”)

July 14—I asked Dr. Kent to have Miss
Cirtiss removed from my home, as she was
nohelp but completely untrained and inexpe-
rienced with children and had no awareness
ofsafety factors. Dr. Kentsaid it was neces
sary to have herhere and the needfor pho-
netic recording of speech attempts was more
important than herlack of ability in helping
with Genie. I pointedout that Genie did not
talk around Miss Curtiss.

A few daysafter that entry, at the
height of the conflict, came the episode
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of the puppy. Riglerre-
lates it this way: “At
one point,I visited Jean
Butler’s home and had
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a golden-retriever pup-
py with me, and Genie
must have seen the
puppythrough the win-
dow,because according
to Butler she got very
upset. Now,this puppy
wasonly ten or twelve
weeks old. It was just
a furball, and it wasn’t
up against the window,
it wasstill in the yard,
but Genie must have
been scaredofit.”

Butler’s version is
more vivid:
July 20—Dr. Rigler

phoned andsaid his wife
hadpicked up a puppy and
he wouldlike to bring it
overto show Genie.I asked
him to wait a few days. He
said he wasanxious.I then
said to please keep the dog
in his car andlet Genie peer
through the window... .

Atabout 8:00 p.m., Ge-
nie and I were folding
sheets and the task was
giving her great satisfac
tion. .. . Justthen Dr. Rig-
ler came.... He took her
handandled herto thefront
door, opened it, saying,
“Come with me, Genie, I
have something to show
you.” By this time Mrs.
Rigler had taken the dog
out of the car andplaced it
onthelawn. Fromthe porch
Genie saw the dog and ran
back in the house, slam-
mingthe doorviolently. She
got in my bed.... For a
while she watched the dog
throughthe front window.
‘The Riglers left and Genie
stayed in my bed for two
hours, frequently getting
up to go to the bathroom.
She said, “No dog,” and
“Scared.”She slept less than
two hours that night. At 2:30
she came in to me and took myhandandled
me to her bed. I sat by her for two hours
while she repeated “Scared.”

Genie’s aversion to dogs was fa-
mous even before the incident with
Rigler’s puppy; Rigler himself had
witnessed it during his earliest walks
around town with Genie. After one
canine confrontation, Rigler had com-
mented to Butler that he had never
seen such fear in any child. “The
thing Genie would do when she saw
a cat or dog, she would climb you like
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a pole,” he told me. “Or she would
desert you altogether. You'd look around
and she’d be headingfor the white line
in the centerof the road, because it was
equidistant from the yards on both
sides. And she was bright enough to
know that a dog behind a fence was
behinda fence,but a cat behind a fence
wasnotbehind a fenceatall.” Floyd
Ruch, in particular, spent some time
trying to get Genie over her alarm. He
watched episodesof “Lassie” with her,
and bought her a battery-operated toy

 
The artist tries to explain to a TV reporter why he declines

to take part in a talk show.

dog that barked and waggedits tail.
Only years later did he and Butler and
the Riglers learn just how deep Genie’s
fear ran, and why.
Through July and into August, the

haggling continued. Butler struggled
to control the intrusions of scientists
into her home and,at the sametime,

struggled to be numbered officially
among them. She requested a thirty-
eight-per-cent raise in pay, and she
also asked to be acknowledged along-
side the researchers in their scientific
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“Shane, come back!”

papers. Genie seemed to be the only
one growing more relaxed. Photo-
graphs of her taken at Butler’s house
show her animated, cheerful, com-
posed, content. She sits on a hassock
with one tanned, hospital-braceleted
wrist cradled in her other hand, and
looks up with such confidence, so
completely self-aware, that it is hard

to believe she is not a normalchild. In
a picture taken on the back porch, her
ponytails have gone sodden from play-
ing under the hose, and she tosses
toward the camera a grin of unbridled
delight. She also went to the beach,
whereshe learnedto sample, at least

to ankle depth, the terrifying entice-
ments of the Pacific Ocean.

Butler reviewed Genie’s progress
that summerin her diary: she claimed
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that Genie was wetting the bed less
often, with thirty dry nights out of
thirty-seven, and that her masturba-
tion had declinedas she gainedinterest
in other activities. Along with every-
thing else, Butler wrote, Genie was
talking: “The quality of her speech
improved andthe quantity increased at
least tenfold....1 was able to get
Genieto say ‘Yes’ appropriately. This
she had neverdonebefore. Also, I was
able to get Genie to verbalize when she
was angry, by saying the word ‘angry’
and making a hitting motion in the
air or hitting certain inanimate ob-
jects (such as a largeplastic inflatable
clown). This was her first verbaliza-
tion of her hostilities and anger.” In
a letter to Jay Shurley, who had stud-
ied Genie when she wasfirst rescued

and was nowback atthe University
of Oklahoma wondering about the
summer's events, Butler wrote:

You asked me about Genie’s speech
here, The last two weeks Floyd called
her “Mylittle yakker.” He often said,
“You're going to grow up and bea yakker
like Jeanie.” She talked one evening for
45 minutes after a trip to the pet shopto
get fourfish. During the day we talked
andeven arguedabout ¥ ofthe time. She
wasusing two- and three-wordsentences.
She used the negative appropriately, and
when I told her that she would have to
comeinside if she did not stop putting
water on theservice porch shesaid “No
comein.” . . . She often described an ob-
ject with two adjectives... “one black
kitty” . . . “four orange fish”, . . “bad or-
ange fish—noeat—bad fish,”the longest
expressed thought. I’ll tell you the saga
ofthe fish and their demise when you are
here.

Butler’s self-congratulatory as-
sessment of Genie’s mental state
was borne out by an evaluating
committee from the N.I.M.H. The
committee noted a “striking im-
provement”in Genie since her trans-
fer to Butler’s home. “Rather dra-
matic behavioral changes have
ensued,” its evaluation stated. “A
visit to the homeby twosite visitors
substantially confirmedthe positive
behavioral patterns and adjustment
within thatsetting.” The visitors
reported back to Bethesda that
Butler’s home “would be an excel-
lent placement”for Genie. In the
contentious milieu of Los Angeles,
however,the verdict was less sure.

August 6—Dr. Riglerinsisted on driv-
ing me home[from a meeting], which
he did. On the way home,he said that I
was not codperating as a “trainee” and
that he had never haddifficulty with stu-

dents before. I got very angry andtold him
that I certainly objected to beingtreated like a
student, a trainee, and an idiot. I told him
thatit was not necessaryto tell me why I was
using certain methodsof discipline with Ge-
nie. explained that he had had thelast eight
months to handle her and had done a very
poorjob. I explained that the problems she
presented were the product of his department
and I think I could at least be respected as an
experienced person.

August 9—Before the regular mail deliv-
ery I found in my mailbox a metered but
unpostmarked envelope containing a ten-page
letter from Dr. Rigler.

‘Theletter, copies of which had been
sent to Kent, Hansen, and Omansky,
was a painedrecapitulation of recent
history—an effort to set straight what
had been scrambled in all the acri-
mony. “Dear Jean, I am writing to
express my concerns aboutthe current
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situation,” it began, and proceeded to
defend the charter of the research from
Butler’s chargesofexploitation: “This
child is not for sale, but in our view
andin the view of funding agencies,
knowledgeobtained from studyofthis
uniquechild is important knowledgeto
be employed for humanitarian pur-
poses.” Rigler extolled the staff of the
Rehabilitation Center, which he de-
scribed as “one ofthe best institutions
ofits kind to be found anywhere,”but
he also endorsed Butler’s claims as a
potential foster mother: “In this re-
gard, I would offer my opinion that
Genie is receiving excellent and lov-
ing care within your home at the
present time.” Nevertheless, he be-
moaned whathe saw as Butler’s lack
of codperation, and he discouraged her
hopesofincreased compensation:“It is
not likely that any parent or foster
parentofa difficult-to-care-for child is
adequately compensated for the end-
less and extraordinary demandsplaced
upon them.”
On the morning of August 13th,

Sue Omanskyand her supervisor from
the D.P.S.S. arrived at Butler’s house.
They brought with them their depart-
men’s finaldecision on her application
to be Genie’s foster parent. It had been
rejected. Butler wrote in her journal:

For about twenty minutes Genie knew
something was wrong. She was very upset
whenI told her that she must go with Mr.
Wodowski and Miss Omansky back to Rehab.
She said, “No,no, no!”I told herI loved her
very muchbut she mustdo whatI sayand go
with them.

Just before Mr. Wodowski took out her
clothes he thanked meforall that I’ve done
for Genie. ...

Theyleft at about 10:30.

No sooner had Genie been taken
back to the Rehabilitation Center than
she was turned overto her new foster
parents. Apparently,the policy concern-
ing patients’ living with hospital em-
ployees was a flexible one: the foster
parents were David and Marilyn Rigler.
The sudden end of Genie’s short

summer on Cahuenga Boulevard marked
a turningpointof sorts for Jean Butler.
Herdefeat confirmed herin the struggle
against Rigler and the other members
of the Genie Team. She began a
relentless campaignto avenge the wrong
thatshe felt she and Genie hadsuffered,
firing off letters critical of the team’s
research to various scientists, and

muckraking throughthe grant propos-
als and symposium papers of team
membersfor the least sign of misfea-
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sance. Herfirst move wasto complain
to the D.P.S.S. about the apparent
reversal of its position, claiming that
the caseworkers had forsaken their
better judgment and capitulated to
pressure from thescientists to place the
girl in an environmentless hostile to
research, The charge had no effect on
Genie’s placement, and David Rigler
dismisses it as vitriol.

Notsurprisingly, thereis little co-
incidence between Butler’s version of
the summer’s events and Rigler’s. “She
was angry at being turned down,” he
told me one afternoon, as he and
Marilyn Rigler and satin his kitchen.
“She began accusing us of bizarre
behavior, but we found her behavior
bizarre. She was as destructive as she
knew how. She became the Wicked
Witch of the West from then on, as
far as we were concerned.”
When I asked him about Genie’s

new placement, he said, “We never
hadanyintention or plan to be Genie’s
foster parents. Howard Hansen had
discussed the idea with me. My wife
and I consulted our respective navels,
and each other’s navels, andretired to
our individual cornersto thinkthis out.
And we decided to take Genie if no
one else could. We told the Social
Services Departmentthatif they abso-
lutely couldn’t get anyone, we would
take herin for a limited period of time,
that being—oh, how long, Marilyn?”
Heturned to his wife.

“Oh,a year.”
“No, no. It was much shorter. I

think it was three months. And then
Genie arrived. I remember the date—
it was Friday, August 13th. And she
stayed with us for four years.”

I N Horatio Algeresque fashion, Genie
now arrived at the grandest of her

new accommodations. David and Mari-
lyn Rigler lived in Laughlin Park, an
exclusive enclave in the Los Feliz
district of Los Angeles. The neighbor-
hoodis a self-conscious exceptiontoits
surroundings—self-conscious enough
so that a gate has been erected at each
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ofits entrances. Within,thestreets are

hushed, their manorial houses hidden
behind massive boxwood hedges and
stuccoed walls. The Riglers’ house, at
least until Genie arrived, was an or-

derly sort of place. David and Marilyn
had three adolescent children, a cat,
and Tori, the golden-retriever puppy,
whom Genie had already met. Genie
was given a downstairs bedroom and
a bathroom of her own. There was a
large back yard where she could play,
and even some neighbors she could
visit: the Hansensalsolived in Laughlin
Park, several blocks away.
The presence of a new family

member occasioned immediate adjust-
ments.“For one thing, weprize books,”
Rigler told me. “Genie’s room was a
room in our house that had been a sort
of library. Two walls werefilled with
books and magazines. Genie was fas-
cinated by them, especially the Na-
tional Geographics, and she had her
favorite issues. She could also be de-
structive. I can’t bring myself to mark
passages in books. But if she liked a
page she might just tear it out.”
And she might just do other things

as well. Onher arrival at the house,
Genieran herfingers nervously around
the perimeter of each room, then def-
ecated in Rigler’s daughter’s wastebas-
ket. She urinated every ten minutes,
wherever she happened to be. That
habit eased almost immediately, but
others didn’t. She hid feces in her room
(she had also done this at the hospi-
tal—once, to Rigler’s great amuse-
ment, spraying them with deodorantto
mask the smell), appropriated posses-
sionsof the family’s other children, sat
at the table with her cheeks bulging,
waiting for her saliva to break down
the food that she hadstill not learned
to chew. That worked passably well
with the cereal and apple sauce she
was accustomed to eating, but as

Marilyn Rigler added tougherfoodsto
her diet the method entailed copious
spitting.
The Riglers spent the first several

days trying to get Genie to accept her
old nemesis, Tori. “We found that
Genie and the puppy couldn’t be in the
house at the sametime,” David Rigler
told me. “So weinstituted a program
where they could get to know each
other. We had them on opposite sides
ofthe sliding glass porch door. Then
when Genie had got usedto that, we
opened the glass and left the screen
closed, and then we openedthescreen.
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She eventually reached out when the
dog was turned the other way, and
touchedits tail, and from that time on

she wasfine.”
The success of fur-ball therapy re-

inforced a general optimism. Genie
wasat last settled in a home; she was

at last free of vituperative bureau-
cratic wrangling. The grant from the
N.I.M.H. had come through. Over
the next two years, it was to provide

a hundred thousand dollars through
Childrens Hospital for a wide rangeof
research efforts, including the lan-
guage studies of Susan Curtiss and
Victoria Fromkin. David Rigler, as

the principal investigator, was released
from his duties at Childrens Hospital
for almost half his time, with no re-
duction in pay, to attend to his work
with Genie. Underthe grant’s terms,
his wife—who, advantageously, was
working toward her graduate degree
in human development—would be paid
from five hundredto a thousand dol-
lars a month for her ministrations.
Los Angeles County would also fur-
nish the Riglers with foster-home
support, amounting to two hundred
and thirty dollars a month. (Eventu-
ally, it would rise to five hundred and
fifty-two dollars a month.) From now
on,the research could proceed unim-
peded, the only constraint on its pace
provided by Genie herself.

Susan Curtiss kept up atthe Riglers’
her almost daily visits, recording in
her notebooks as much of Genie’s
speech as she could catch. When, at
the beginning of September, she began
administering the first of a series of
linguistic tests that she and Fromkin
had devised, she found out quickly
how exhaustingly stubborn and rest-
less Genie could be. Even on the
child’s codperative days, when she
obeyed orders and participated in ac-
tivities, she never initiated anything,
and her participation was minimal.
She was, Curtiss decided, lazy. How
wasone to know whether sucha child
wasreally still at the one- and two-
wordsentencelevel or was just disin-
clined to use sentences of greater com-
plexity? Muchlater, when Genie began
using sentences of several words, she
would compress them into one or two
syllables, so that “Monday Curtiss
come” would end up sounding some-
thing like “Munkuh.” This behavior
earned her the nickname, amongthe
linguists, of the Great Abbreviator.
She would pronounce the uncondensed
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version only on firm request. Genie’s
capabilities, Curtiss decided, were
“masked by her behavior.”

Another masking behavior was so
ingrained as to be metabolic. Genie
was slow. Unless confronted with a
dog or someother alarming apparition,
she movedas though walking through
water. This behavior had been observ-
able from the beginning—ever since
she shuffled into the Social Services
office on the day of her discovery—but
it became moreevident as her compre-
hensionof verbal commands
increased. When she was
asked to do something, she
would often not move at all
until many minutes had
passed, and then would sud-
denly obey, as though the
request had just registered.
She had the same“latency of response”
with language tasks. There was no
sure way to know whetherthe child
could not answer a question or had
simply not answeredit yet.

Curtiss had taken to reading stories
to Genie, of which Genie remained
politely oblivious. Then, on Octo-
ber 13th, the oblivion broke. Curtiss
saw the girl’s facial expressions reflect-
ing the contentofthe tales. Genie had
always heard; now she waslistening.

She waslistening in general—tuning
in to talk not aimed at her. In a word,

she was learning to eavesdrop. As
Curtiss and the Riglers becamefriends,
Genie often seemed to be doing the
observing while the scientists did the

talking. Sometimes she would try to
obstruct the conversations between the
adults, but at other times she listened

in and occasionally even interrupted
with apropos comments.

Her new home wasa fertile envi-
ronment for such progress. In their
parlor the Riglers had a Steinway
concert grand. It was notoften played
by members of the household, but
Curtiss, usually just before dinnertime,
would giverecitals for her audience of
one. If Genie merely tolerated being
read to, she was a rapt concertgoer.
“Musicsentherinto a reverie,” Curtiss
told me. “She would be compelled to
stand there, and may even have hal-
lucinated. I don’t know where she
went. She may have been musing on
the past.” But Genie was transfixed
only if the music was classical, and
onlyif it was performedlive. Rigler’s
explanation for this goes back to the
years in the little room: during part of

 

Genie’s incarceration, a neighbor’schild
took piano lessons, and his practice
sessions,filtering in through the barely
opened window, were Genie’s matinées.
Whatever their source, Genie’s tastes
were adamant. If Curtiss’s repertoire
strayed too far into the popular, Genie
would pull her hands from the key-
board and replace the sheet music with
a piece she recognized as being more
highbrow.
On November 10th, Curtiss was

playing some nursery songs she had
discovered that Genie would
tolerate, and singing along.
Toher surprise, Genie clapped,
danced, andstampedherfeet
to the music when Curtiss
asked her to, and she sang,
changing pitch in a sem-
blance of tonal control she

had never previously demonstrated. A
week later, music provided the context

for another innovation—notin inflec-
tion this time but in volume. During
a drive to the hospital, Curtiss sang
Genie an improvised song abouttheir
destination. Genie joined in,repeating
“hospital”over and over, and once,in
defianceof her fear of vocalizing,belting
the word out. Some monthslater, she
defied that fear again,this timeletting
out a scream when David Riglertried
to remove some wax from her ear.
Theevent wentstraight into the note-
books. As far as the researchers know,

the scream washer first and her last.
But coming from a child whose explo-
sions were almost always underground
it was remarkable.

Advances in speaking came pack-
aged with behavioral leaps. The per-
son unofficially in charge of teaching
Genie how to act was Marilyn Rigler.
To show Genie how to chew, she
chewed with Genie’s hand held to her
jaw. In four months, Genie had learned
to move her own jaw in approximate
fashion, and the Rigler dinner table
recovered a semblance of normality,
disrupted only by Genie’s gesturing.
Instead of asking for what she wanted,
Genie would grab Marilyn’s face or
arm and then point or otherwise ges-
ture to indicate her need. Hergestures
were a kind of language, peculiar and
peculiarlyeffective. To express plea-
sure, she would moisten two fingers
in her mouth and rub them quickly
against Marilyn’s nose. But communi-
cation at dinnertime required conver-
sation of a more conventional sort,

and soon Genie was pressured into
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learningto state, not manually
indicate, her desires.

After Genie had had a while
to adjustto life at the Riglers’,
she wasenrolled in a nursery
school, and,later, in a public
school for the mentally re-
tarded. At home,she wasgiven
speech therapy and taught some
sign language—in part because
it seemed to suit her predilec-
tion for manual expression.
In general, though, she re-

mained extremely taciturn.
Curtiss and the Riglers saw
no evidence of the chattiness
or the long-string sentences
that Butler had reported. Her
lack of expressiveness was
nowhere more dramatically
demonstrated than in her tan-
trums, which she still con-
ducted in a straitjacket of si-
lent self-destruction. Marilyn
Rigler painted Genie’s finger-
nails, predicting, accurately,
that vanity would discourage
her from tearing at the walls
andfloor. Knowing how much
Genielovedto becalled pretty,
she told her that she was not
pretty when she scratched herself or
ripped at her face. Marilyn foundherself
in the strange position, for a parent
figure, of teaching a child how to have
a good king-hell-buster of a fit—how
to slam doors and stampher feet. She
would drag Genie out of the kitchen
so that she could do her stamping

outdoors.
Here,too, gesture gave wayto word.

In Genie’s iconography, a shaking
hand indicated frustration, while a
shaking finger signalled the immi-
nenceof a full-blown tantrum. Seeing
these storm warnings, Marilyn would
say to her, “You are upset, you are
having a rough time.” Soon she had
only to say “You are upset” for Genie
to assent, “Rough time.” Eventually,
“Rough time” became a verbal shak-
ing finger, a spontaneous phrase by
which Genie could broadcast distress.
Curtiss witnessed a further break-
through in emotional expression one
morning when she arrived to find
Genie crying. She had had a cough
and a cold and had complained that
her ear wasaching, and hadjust learned
from Marilyn the scary newsthat she
would have to go see a doctor. “I
noticed the striking changein this girl
who such a short time previously did
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not sob or shedtears,” Curtiss wrote

in her dissertation. In mid-June of
1972, Curtiss recorded an eventthat
approximately marked the first anni-
versary of her acquaintance with Ge-
nie. As with other accounts in Curtiss’s
dissertation, it is hard to tell who,

subject or scientist, was being more
changed by the experiment. “Today I
took Genieintothecity,” Curtiss wrote.
“We browsed through shops for about
an hour. We sang and marched and
carried on in our own nutty, special
wayas we walked. Genie seemedelated
anddelighted by everything I did. She
commented, ‘Genie happy.’ So was I.
Ourrelationship had developed into
something special.”

In September,the eightieth annual
convention of the American Psycho-
logical Association was held in Hono-
lulu, and several of Genie’s watchers
flew there to participate in a sympo-
sium chaired by David Rigler. In the
Mynah Room ofthe Hilton Hawaiian
Village, Howard Hansen delivered a
paper about Genie’searlylife in Temple
City, James Kent spoke of the eight
months she had spent in the hospital,
and Marilyn Rigler recountedthe tri-
als ofthe year just past, in an address
shetitled “Adventure: At Home with

 

“He was well on his climb to the top when they declawed him.”

Genie.” Then Victoria Fromkin re-
lated whatshe and Curtiss and Stephen
Krashen, another of Fromkin’s gradu-
ate students, had observed of Genie’s
language.
“By Novemberof 1971, a year after

she was admittedto the hospital, Genie’s
grammarresembled, in manyrespects,
that of a normal eighteen- to twenty-
month-old child,” Fromkin said, and
she delineated some ways in which
that situation had changed. In the
weeks before the convention, Genie
had finally shown that she knew the
difference between singular andplural
nouns; when Curtiss said “balloons”to
her, or “turtles” or “tails,” Genie now
respondedto the final “s” and pointed
to a picture of two balloonsor turtles
instead of a picture of one. Similarly,
she knew the difference between posi-
tive and negative sentences. She un-
derstood the meaning of some prepo-
sitions, so that when Marilyn asked
her where elephants are found she
replied, “In zoo.” She understood yes-

or-no questions, and she used posses-
sives ofa sort: she could say “Curtiss
chin” or “Marilyn bike.” (Onlyafter
another half year did she figure out
howto insert a verb, and say, “Miss
Fromkin have blue car.”) Her com-
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prehension and production had pro-
gressed from one-word to two-word
sentences, with an occasional three-

worder thrown in. “Now, two-word
utterances are very complex, when
you think of whatthis entails,” From-
kin told her Honolulu audience. “She
wasn’t just stringing together any
two words randomly; the two words
which she put together in her sen-
tences wereverystrictly controlled and
rule-governed. They were not random
strings.”

“Rule-governed”wascode,a hintto
the hip that Genie was in the process
ofpulling off a coup that would rock
the linguistic world. Fromkin had a
hard time toning down her excitement
at the prospect. The rough draft of her
speech betrays her expectations. “It is
clear that Genieis acquiring the rules
of English grammar,” she wrote, and
then amendedthatto read “someof the
rules.” On a later page, “Genie is
acquiring syntactic rules” was pen-
cilled over to read, more firmly, “has
acquired.” And on another page came
the declaration “Genieat this stage has
a grammar.”All three references were
deleted by the time Fromkin reached
Hawaii.

Thepossible significance of Genie’s
achievement was made clear in an-
other section deleted from the final
speech: “This summary of Genie’s
syntactic and phonological develo
ment indicates that language acquisi-
tion can occur after the age of five
and even after the onset of puberty.

Genie’s linguistic development thus
seems to contradict the conclusions of
somethat language acquisition occurs
duringthe period whencerebral domi-
nance, or lateralization, is develop-
ing.” Fromkin wenton to mention the
“some” by name. Genie was going to
debunk Eric Lenneberg: she was go-
ing to learn syntax, even if the pre-
vailing theory of the time said she
could not.

There was a certain justice in that.
Both Lenneberg and Noam Chomsky
had been invited to participate in the
research on Genie, and both had de-
clined—on the groundthat hercase,
which they saw as complicated by the
emotional trauma of herincarceration,
was too muddy for good science.
Fromkin and Curtiss strongly disagreed
with this argument. “Atfirst, Genie’s
natural state was non-talking, and that

state might have been reflection of
her emotionalstate,” Curtiss told me,
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getting (as she tends to do on the
subject) a bit emotional herself. “But
as she grew socially, and acquired the
ability to be happy and live life, it
becameclear that her problems with
language were notrelated to any dis-
tress or emotion. I don’t see how an
emotional profile could allow some
aspects of language to grow but not
others. There are a variety of views
of language acquisition. The one I
can best tell you about is my own,
though my view is shared by most
generative linguists. That view is that
emotion haslittle to do with it. Cer-
tainly Genie was an emotionally dis-
turbed child, but that wasn’t relevant

to my concerns.”
It is easy to see why Lenneberg,in

particular, might have overlooked the
merit of Curtiss’s argument. For him,
Genie presented a dismaltest case: at
best, she could provide a flawed en-
dorsement of his theory; at worst, a

ringing refutation. If Genie could not
learn language, her failure would be
attributed ambiguously—either to the
truthof the critical-period hypothesis
or to her emotional problems. If Genie
did learn language in spite of all that
had happenedto her, how muchstron-
ger the rebuttal!
And, for that brief time, learning

language was what she appeared to
be doing. In retrospect, the Septem-
ber, 1972, conference in Hawaii seems
the point at which the tide of optimism
was taken at the flood. If Francois
‘Truffaut had made “The Wild Child”

about Genie instead of about Victor
of Aveyron, this is where the story
would -have stopped and the credits
begun to roll.

 

iE mustbe said, in looking back, that
the prospects for Genie’s eventual

triumph were already beclouded that
summer. One piece of the orthodoxy
of language acquisition is the notion
that, no matter how slow or how fast
children learn language, they all go
through the same stages, in the same
order. After children get two-word
phrases, they are poised for an explo-
sion. It is as though they had been
pushing a sled up a hill, andall of a
sudden they were over the edge and
racing down the slope; their skills
accelerate as abruptly as that. Genie
had been using two-wordstrings even
before her stay at Jean Butler's, but
month after month passed and the
explosion never came. She continued
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to plod along at a slow, sled-pushing
pace.

Onething that normal children learn
quickly is how to form a negative
sentence. They begin by saying “No
havetoy,” and proceed directly to the
next stage, where they bury the nega-
tion within the sentence: “I not have
toy.” Thenthey figure out how to use
a supporting verb and say, “I do not
havea toy,” and the prodigies contract
the verb to “don’t.” Genie stayed stuck
at the “No have toy”stage
for almost three years, and
four years after she was talk-
ing in strings she was still
speaking in the abbreviated
non-grammarof a telegram.

Nor could she ask a real
question. Normal children are some-
times thought by their parents to be
much too adept at what linguists call
the WHinterrogatives. But any child
who says “Why?” at every turn is
doing what Genie could not. Since
February of 1972, she had been able
to understand all questions involving
“where,” “when,” “who,” “how,”
“why,”or “what.” But when she was
pushed to produce such a question
herself, she mouthed monsters: “Where
is may I have a penny?”or “I where
is graham cracker on top shelf?” One
of the obstacles to forming true ques-
tionslayclose to the core of Chomskian
theory. To make a WH question,
one must engage in what linguists
refer to as “movement”—thatis, de-
riving the word order of the sur-

face sentence (“When is the train
coming?”) from the word order of
the declarative sentence underneath
(“Thetrain is coming [soon ]”). Move-
mentwasa facility that Genie did not
have.

She also had a problem with pro-
nouns. Most were missing from her
lexicon entirely. “I” was her favorite,
and “you”and “me”wereinterchange-
able. Here the grammar reflected
Genie’s egocentrism—the lack of a
border between her person and her

world. She never figured out who she
was and who was somebody else.
“Mamalove you,” Genie would say,
pointing to herself.

“Genie was highly motivated to
interact socially and to use language in
that interaction,” Curtiss told me. “She
could be almost frantic aboutit. She
would stare at people’s mouthsas they
talked. She was very inventive, very
sensitive to whether she was commu-
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nicatingor not. For instance, she would
often try to describe what she had done
in phys-edclass at school. It’s hard to
do. It’s an area where tense markers
are needed, and where you have to
indicate who’s doing what to whom.
And an area where she couldn’t make
herself understood. She would draw
pictures, mime, use homonyms—try
anything to get you to understand. If
you thoughtyou did but it wasn’t what
she had in mind,she would try again.

She was very intense about
this.”
That Genie’s language

seemed motivated by her
social strivings contained a
pathetic irony, because she

was especially incompetent
at the array of interactions known as
automatic speech—the interactions
essential to social discourse. She could
not learn to say “Hello” in response
to “Hello,” could not grasp the mean-
ing of “Thank you.” She would come
when she wascalled, but, with rare
exceptions, could not summon anyone

herself. She complained of a boy who
was pestering her in school, but no
one was ever able to teach her how
to ask him to cutit out. She inhabited
a prison not unlike a stroke victim’s,

with more to say than she wasable to
say, and awareof herinability. Non-
verbally, however, she had no such

handicap. “Without a word,” Curtiss
wrote in her dissertation, “she can
make her desires, needs, or feelings
known,evento strangers.”

Faced with Genie’s failure, many
scientists have fallen back on the ex-
planation—putforwardby her father—
that she was retarded. Curtiss dis-
agrees. She noted to me that on some
of the tests she and Fromkin admin-
istered Genie scored higher than any-
one hadever scored. “On spatialtests,
Genie achieved a perfect adult score,”
she said. “She could imagine a figure
with pieces missing, and she could
look at something from oneperspective
and know how it would look from a
different perspective. She could draw
silhouettes. She could categorize. Some
people have said that categorizing is
the key to learning language—that
grammaris just organizing things into
smaller and smaller categories. Genie
could organize, but she couldn’t learn
grammar. Whatever she brought to
bear on categorizing wasn’t what she
had to bring to bear on grammar. I
would give her complex hierarchical
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models to copy, and she could do it
effortlessly andflawlessly. Genie could
apprehendthe most complex structure.
One time, we asked her to copy a
structure madeof a set of sticks. The
sticks were different colors, but we

didn’t think about that—we were in-
terested in the structure’s shape. When
Genie re-created the structure from
memory,she got not only the shape but
all the colors correct—every last stick—
even though that was notpart of the
task. She could doall these things that
are supposedto be related to grammati-
cal structures, but she couldn’t get
grammar.”

Genie’s specialty—her ability with
the spatial and the concrete—was re-
flected in her talk. Most children con-
centrate their conversation onactivities
andrelationships: what happened when,
what So-and-Sodid to So-and-So. Genie
concentrated instead on objects, me-
ticulously describing anddefining them
by color and shape, number andsize.
A normal child would rarely utter
amongits early several-word phrases
the ones that dominated Genie’s speech:
“big, rectangularpillow,” “very, very,
very dark-green box,” “tooth hard,”
“big, huge fish in the ocean.”

In the late nineteen-seventies, after

Curtiss finished her dissertation, she
subjected Genie to a broad range of
psychological tests that measured cog-
nitive skills other than language,
and she compared the results with
those from tests administered to Genie
byother scientists from the beginning.

“I found some interesting things,”
Curtiss recalled. “I found that for
every year that Genie had
been outofisolation she had
advanced a year in mental
age. Given a chanceto inter- N
act with her environment,

she was growing. This is the
strongest evidence that she
was not mentally retarded. You never
see a case of a mentally retarded
child in which the mental age in-
creases a year with every year. Also,
with retarded kids the lexicon is very
impoverished. They'll get a case cor-
rect but the semantics wrong. They’re
not sure of gender or number. Genie
was always correct on cognitive mat-
ters. She knew how many and of
what kind. Besides, being with Genie
wasn’t like being with a retarded per-
son.It waslike being with a disturbed
person. She was the most disturbed
person I'd ever met. But the lights
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were on. There was somebody home.”
At home with Genie in Laughlin

Park, the Riglers, too, felt that they
were dealingwith anintelligence. “This
was not a dumb kid—no way,” David
Rigler told me. “She had energy and
personality and incredible curiosity. She
most emphatically responded to ap-
proval and was dismayed by repri-
mand. She craved affection and she
gaveit. She had a wonderful sense of
humor.” Around the house, Genie
handled complex tasks: she ironed,
and sewed both by hand and with a
sewing machine. And she drew. Her
drawings seemedactually to be part of
her lexicon—a compensatory, self-
taught speech. When Genie wasfail-
ing to transmit some idea, she would

grab pencil andpaper, and sketch what
she could not describe. She sketched
more than objects: she could depict her
thoughts and desires. Curtiss remarked
onherability to convey with a few deft
strokes on paper the gestalt of a situ-
ation—the juxtaposition of people or
things central to one ofher tales. Her
perception of gestalts was uncanny.
Her mind had no trouble seeing the
organization behind a chaotic scene or
perceiving a whole from scattered
parts. It was on the gestalt tests that
Genie scored higher than anyone in
the literature. But her portrayal of her
complex comprehension was better
achieved through visual than verbal
means.

Throughout her emergence, Genie
grasped her everyday experiences by
relating them to images in magazines
and books. Whenfear of the Riglers’

pets was her greatest con-
cern, sheclipped photographs
of similar cats and dogs and
collected them, as though

they had the magical protec-
tive qualities of voodoodolls.
When she saw a helmeted

diver at Sea World, she did not calm
downuntil she had got Curtiss back to
the house and shownher a picture of
the selfsame monster in National Geo-
graphic, Curtiss’s early conjecture was
that Genie had been programmed by
a childhood that was almost devoid of
event or society and was dominated
instead by visual experience—anexpe-
rience as static as a postcard. For her,
the vision frozen in National Geo-
graphic may have been fully asalive
as the one that moved at Sea World.
Later, when investigations of Genie’s
brain unveiled the utter dominance of

her “spatial” right hemisphere over
her “linguistic”left, a more mechani-
cal cause suggested itself,

Genie’s progress was withal too slow
to reallybecalled steady, but progress
she made, through someidiosyncratic
landmarks. She learned to fantasize
verbally, and she learned to manipu-
late, and in March of 1974 she com-
bined the twoskills and learnedtotell
an outright lie. She came home from
school one day with a story about how
her teacher’s demands had made her
cry. It wasa fictional event, calculated
to gain sympathy from Marilyn. Her
use of language to relate past events
posed the question of whether she
would be able to put into wordsevents
that had happened before words were
part of her world. Wouldshe have any
memories from that time? And how
wouldthey be encoded? The answer—
part of it—cameall too horribly. “Fa-
ther hit big stick. Father is angry,”
Genie said one day. And on other
occasions, “Father hit Geniebig stick”
and “Father take piece woodhit. Cry.”
‘Thescientists were learning aboutthat
part of the child’s life they had not
known,andlearningit, moreover, from

the child. “We worked with her fear
of her father,” Rigler told me. “We
kept assuring Genie that her father
was dead and was not going to appear
and punish her. We had a problem
communicating to her the concept of
death. She was always afraid that he
would return. As she learned to talk
more, a stock phrase became ‘Father
hit.’ Hundredsof times. Thousandsof
times.”

Typically, one of her worst revela~
tions was wordless. One day she would
not come when she was called, and
Rigler found her in her room sitting
before a magazine, paralyzed with fright.
The magazine was open to a photo-
graph of a wolf. Genie wastoo terri-
fied to explain her weird behavior, so
whenthe Riglers had the opportunity
they questioned her mother. They recail
Irene’s explanation—that on the rare
occasions when Clark hadinteracted
with his daughter he had imitated a
dog, barking and growling at her.
Sometimes,Irene said, he would stand
in the hallway outside her closed bed-
room door and bark.
The psychologists and psychiatrists

familiar with Genie’s case remain
haunted by this image, and I have
asked several of them, “Why a dog?”
The nearest thing to an explanation
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was offered by Jay Shurley, who began
byadmittinghis bafflement. “All I can
think is that it had to do with Clark’s
appointing himself his daughter’s guard-
ian,” he said. “Remember, he was
going to protect Genie from the world,
andat the sametime he was punishing
her with his protection. And people are
often guarded by their dogs.” He
shrugged. “So he became a dog.”

SNE the November day in 1970
when Genie and her mother

walked into the Los Angeles County
welfare office, Irene had been a ghost
in her daughter’s life. She had never,
perhaps, been much more—a blind,
sad momentary presence from the world
beyondthedoor.After the two escaped
from their home, things had become
better, and worse. It was not by any
means merely an escape for Irene.If
that had been all she was after, she
could have escaped alone. But she
confronted her husband and abducted
her hostage daughter. If she had not
had herdaughter to take—hadnot had
the obligation ofsetting rightthatblight
on her life, worse even than the in-
justice of her own mistreatment—who
knows, Irene mightjust have stayed
at home.

Irene’s belated heroism paid harsh
dividendsin the short term.“Heck,the
first rattle out of the box there were
headlines in the L.A. papers, and she
was yankedinto court,” Jay Shurley
said. “Her husband committed suicide.
Thatwas thefirst week. And then she

lost control of the child.”
Dismissed by the court, Irene re-

turned to the house on Golden West
Avenue. She spent the nextfive years
travelling aroundgreater Los Angeles,
hauntingthe fringesof her daughter’s
celebrity. She visited Genie’s various
new homes and was introducedto her
new extended family. Amongthefirst
people she met was James Kent, when
she interrupted his initial session with
Genie at Childrens Hospital. He de-
scribed their introduction in his speech
at the Hawaii A.P.A. symposium. “In
the course of [Genie’s play with a
puppet], her mother and brother en-
tered the room. Sheignoredher brother’s
greeting, moved quicklyto her mother,
and, pushing her face within a few
inches of her mother’s, peered at her
without expression for a moment, then

returned to the puppet play... . As we
first observed it, Genie seemed less
interested in her mother than in many
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of the other hospital staff. She would
comply with her mother’s requests to
sit on her lap, but she remainedstiff
and aloof, and wasnoted at least once
to have an angry outburstof scratching
andspitting as soon as she could es-
cape. Genie’s mother seemed notto be
aware of this notable lack of warmth;

on the contrary, she remarked once
after such anepisode that Genie seemed
to ‘like me today.’ ”

Irene took to visiting the hospital
twice a week, and asthe visits went on

they improved. “Genie’s mother be-
came more spontaneous andappropri-
ate with Genie,” Kent reported, “and
Genie, as her relationship deepened
with others, became more responsive
and relaxed with her mother. Indeed,
she beganto look forwardto the mother’s
visits with obvious delight.”
The change wasnoaccident. Kent

credits theefforts of Vrinda Knapp,the
hospital’s chief psychiatric social worker,
who began visiting Irene at home.
Knapp’s counselling of Irene was part
of an attemptby the scientists to keep
mother and child together. “We con-
sidered it important for Genie to have
regular and frequent contact with her
mother,” Kenttold me. “This was her
only real link to her past, and wefelt
that it should be maintained.”
The first battle the scientists had

hadto fightin that regard was keeping
Ireneoutof jail. When she and Clark
were indicted on child-abuse charges,
Howard Hansenprevailed on a friend
of his, a lawyer named John Miner,
to attend the preliminary hearing on
behalf of Childrens Hospital and ar-
gue in defense of Irene. Miner had
recently retired as the head of the
division of the Los Angeles Dis-
trict Attorney’s office which handles
child-abuse cases. Since 1964, he had
also headed a Los Angeles County
committee on the battered-child syn-
drome, which drafted the legislation
that made child abuse a felony in
California. Miner’s involvement with
Geniepersisted after the disposition of
Irene’s case, and in April of 1972 he
filed an application with the Juvenile
Court to become Genie’s legal guard-
ian. An internal memoin the D.P.S.S.
noted his concern. “His interest is
motivated by his desire to safeguard
[{Genie’s] part of her father’s estate,”
it said. Minerexplainedto the regional
D.P.S.S. bureau director that it would
not be customary to become the guard-
ian of a child’s estate without also
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becoming the guardian of the child.
The estate left by Clark was hardly

sizable. In addition to the house on
Golden West Avenue, it included
about twenty thousanddollars, of which
a third wentto Irene and a third to
each of his children. The court con-
sidered two affidavits: one from Irene
consenting to the guardianship and
one from Genie’s “attending physi-
cian,” Howard Hansen. “In said doc-
tor’s opinion,” another Social Services
memosaid, “John Miner . . . would
be a suitable guardian of [Genie’s]
estate and person.” On May18th,the
guardianship wasassigned, and Miner
became the person legally charged
with protecting Genie’s interests—
insuring, for example, that she was not

exploited by the researchers at Childrens
Hospital.
The convenience ofit all did not at

first seem dangerous. Letting a patient
live with a doctor, a subject with a

scientist, was, of course, somewhat

unorthodox, but Genie’s case was an

unusualone. True, the men in control

of Genie all knew eachother, but at
least they all knew each other to be
reasonable and honorable men. And,
best ofall, the goals of research and
therapy were seemingly in concert;
why, then, should the boundary be-
tween them be sharply defined?
The first blurring of that boundary

may have occurred with John Miner's
presence at Irene’s hearing; the hos-
pital was,in effect, participating in a
criminal case involving the family of

one of its patients. By the time the
Genie Team made the decision to
rehabilitate Irene, the line was hardly
discernible. Vrinda Knapp was in-
structed to glean from her counselling
sessions with Irene a history of the
family, and to relay that information
to the scientists for their use. Manyof
the details in Hansen’s paper at the
A.P.A. convention, and much of what
later appeared in Curtiss’s dissertation,
had been revealed by Irene to her
therapist.

David and Marilyn Rigler some-
times drove Genie to Temple City on
weekends, and those trips, too, were

opportunities for observation. The Rig-
lers frequently filmed Genie in their
own home, eating, talking, playing;
they also took a camera along to Golden
West Avenueandfilmed her with her
mother.

David Rigler once showed me some
of that film. Genie is at the kitchen
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sink, beside her mother. Irene is
working at thesink, her hair permed,
her face a plain face, worn less with
age than with worry. Genie flutters
about her with a limby coquettishness,

checking the counters and the refrig-
erator, occasionally comingtorest,like
a butterfly alighting precariously, at
her mother’s side. In a fluty, urging
voice she asks for cereal, but her mother
says no, cereal isn’t for lunch—they
have chicken for lunch. As the camera
follows, she leads Genie to the stove
andlifts the lid on a largepot, so that
Genie can see the chicken, and for a
moment they are caught with their
faces too close to the camera,frozen in

grainy black and white. They are
smiling. The mother’s smile seems a
little tight, but the child’s is cheerful.
When Genie walks off to a corner of
the kitchen, the camera pansafter her,

and you can see her awkward hobble.
She asks for orange juice, and for
cereal again, and her high voiceis all
butlost in the roar throughthe kitchen
window ofthetraffic on Golden West
Avenue.

Irene’s house had been rearranged
and redecoratedsince the days of Genie’s
incarceration. “It looked very nice,”
Rigler told me,butothervisitors found

it depressing. Thepottychair,atleast,
had been taken out back and burned.
Although Irene had lived there for
more than a decade before her escape,

her new view of her own home was
thefirst she had everreally had. In the
summer of 1971, she had undergone
an operation to remove her cataracts,
and her failed eyesight was largely
restored. Hansen and Knapp had ar-
ranged for her surgery; like her psy-
chotherapy, it was provided free of
charge. But anyone who expectedgrati-
tude wasin for a disappointment.“Jim
Kent, in particular, went to bat for

doing things for Irene,” Shurley told
me. “I suppose Dr. Hansen did as
well. Both wereinterested in convert-
ing her into a friend, but they didn’t
succeed.”

It would have been a friendship
across a great gap,as difficult to bridge
as the chasm between Temple City
and Laughlin Park. “Irene was quite
looked downon,as the upperclass can
do toward the lower class,” Shurley
said. “It was a whole day’s journey on
public transportation for Irene to get
back and forth from Childrens Hospi-
tal. She felt bad that she didn’t have
the right clothing—didn’t have a dress
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to visit her daughter in the hospital.
Irene commented to me aboutthis
fancy hospital that her daughter was
in—how she could not have afforded
it if she had had to foot the bill.
Neither side had an appreciation of
whatlife was like for the other. Irene
was suspiciousof the Riglers’ intellec-
tualism. And I neverfelt that Rigler,

for his part, saw Irene as human, saw

Clark as human. Rigler, Hansen,
Kent—they came from environments
wherethey had alwayslived well. For
them,Irene waslike something the cat
draggedin, andthat was a problem for
them.”

In the unacknowledged class war,
the person with diplomatic immunity
was Jean Butler Ruch. She and Floyd
Ruch had married, andthe couple had
several homes and a yacht. “Never-
theless, I think Jean was more sensi-
tive to that socio-economicstuff than
Rigler was,” Shurley said. “She knew
how to keep her distance, respectfully,
and she didn’t use her wealth and
position to dominate the situation. She
gaveIrene advice, didn’t usurp, didn’t
invade.”
As Irene’s health improved and she

became accustomed to her life as a
widow, her affection for Jean Ruch
grew, and so, apparently, did her dis-
taste for the scientists who were study-
ing her daughter. One day, after her
eye operation, she was leaving the
Rehabilitation Center with Genie and
David Rigler. They were walking
slowly, to accommodate Genie’s char
acteristic shuffle, and,as Riglerrecalls,
“We got outside, and Irene looked at
her daughter and looked at me and
asked me, ‘What have you done to her
that she walks this way? ” Rigler was
taken aback. “I don’t think Genie’s
mother ever understood what her role
in Genie’s condition was,” he told me,
and henoted thatthis denial may have
been a testament to the success of
Irene’s therapy. “I think the mother,
after her counselling and rehabilita-
tion, had a task of her own—to resolve
this in her mind in a way that would
allow her to live with it,” he said.
“Irene saw our presence as a repri-
mand, an indictment—as a reminder.
And we weretoo busy congratulating
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ourselves on our benevolenceto notice
how much we were antagonizingher.”

S 1972 became 1973, and 1973
turned into 1974, David Rigler

must have beenwell pleased with Susan
Curtiss’s progress toward her doctor-
ate. Except for the linguistic work
pursued by her and Victoria From-
kin, precious little was coming out
of the ambitious experiment of which
he was the principal investigator.
During her years as a residentin the
Riglers’ house, Genie had gone from
being “the most promising case study
of the twentieth century” to being, in
Rigler’s words, “perhaps one of the
most tested children in history.” She
had not, however, turned into much of

an oracle.
“At onepoint,” Rigler told me, “I

did a diagram ofall the people from
aroundthe nation who were involved
with researching and helping Genie,
and it was a huge circle,” and he
spread his armsas wide as they would
go. Theresearchers had produced reams
ofdata. But the data piled up uncollated
and unprocessed, the sheer volume an

impediment to the drawing of any
significant conclusions. A handful of
papers had ensued, most of them re-
capitulations of Genie’s horrific child-
hood, and none of them of much more
abiding import than the paper David
and Marilyn Rigler submitted to the
‘Twentieth International Congress of
Psychology, in Tokyo, in August of
1972. The paper wastitled “Attenua-
tion of Severe Phobia in a Historic
Case of Extreme Psychosocial Dep-
rivation.” It detailed how, by the
use of such devices as a sliding glass
door, Genie had been introduced to
Tori.
The N.I.M.H. found the lack of

progresstroubling. In series ofsite
visits, its grant overseers expressed
their concernsto Rigler. Worried that
the data were being collected in hap-
hazard fashion, they suggested new
tests to fill in gaps, and asked that

others be readministered. In the fall of
1973, Rigler was given an extension
and additional money for “developing
an adequate research plan” and ana-
lyzing the research he had already
done. A yearlater, with the extension
running out, the N.I.M.H.deliberated
on his application for a further two
hundred and twenty-six thousand
dollars to support the research for three
more years.
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Genie’s progress was also being
watched, from a greater remove and

with a much more jaundiced eye, by
Jean Butler Ruch, who gleaned re-
ports of Genie’s health and behavior
from anyavailable source. Convinced
that Genie was not doing as well as
advertised, she lobbied aggressively
against Rigler, Hansen, and Curtiss
with anyone in the scientific commu-
nity who would listen.
Whydid Rigler contend that Genie

wasacting appropriately in social situ-
ations, whensheclearlywas not, Ruch
asked in her letter campaign. Why
was Marilyn claimingcreditfor train-
ing Genieto set the table (by reward-
ing her with ten pennies each time),
when Genie had already been a zeal-
ous table setter during her summer
with Ruch, and before? Why, Ruch
asked, did the Riglers say that Genie
had arrived at their house unable to
dress or clean herself, when the nurses
had trained her to do all that at the
Rehabilitation Center? Why were Rig-
ler and Curtiss crowing that Genie
was making three-word utterances by
the end of her third year in Laughlin
Park, whenin the summerof 1971 she
hadbeenable to say “Foybig black car
go ride” when she wanted Floyd Ruch
to take her outto, for instance, the pet

store, and “Bad orange fish—no eat—
bad fish” in explaining why she had
tossed her newpet goldfish outinto the
yard?Jean Ruchinsisted that the Riglers
had reset the chronology of Genie’s
progress to concealthe fact that Genie
had declinedin their care. “This sounds
terribly self-serving,” she wrote to one

scientist, “but no one who saw her
after her stay with us reports her ever
as vibrant and active or acting and
lookingso ‘near normal’as she wasin
our home.”

Ruch charged that Rigler had in-
flated his original grant application
with “imaginary consultants”—listing
as collaborators eminentscientists who
had donelittle more than poke their

heads in while passing through. When
I spoke to Rigler about this particular
charge, he frankly admitted that he
could not recall meeting one of the
psychologists he hadlisted in the grant
application as having spent two days
with Genie; however,thelistingof all
these consultants could justas easily be
ascribed to optimistic self-deception as
to fraud. Ruch also accused Rigler of
callous behavior toward Irene; he had,
she said, insisted that Irene visit her
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daughter in fast-food restaurants and
other such places rather than at the

Rigler home, and he had refused to
abet those meetings with any financial
assistance, even though Irene was
running through her inheritance and
was sewingand selling dolls to make
ends meet. “Consideringthat Rigler et
al. went all over the USA, Hawaii,
and Japan on Genie Funds,to not give
a portion oftheir State foster-care food
allotment to the mother was [viewed
as] unforgivable by all who knew her
financial problems,” Ruch wrote. In
her files she catalogued this particu-
Jar item under the heading “Mother’s
Need vs. Rigler’s Greed.” The files
were voluminous, running, by Ruch’s
count, to six thousand documentpages.
“She used the Freedom of Information
Act to go to N.I.M.H.and getall the
records of my research,” Rigler told
me. “Andthen she got furious when
they notified me that she had been
given the documents.”
Through the error of an inexperi-

enced clerk, Ruch was sent a seven-
page paperthat should not have been
released to her—the grants committee’s
appraisal of Rigler’s application for a
new three-year grant. “The rule is
that under the Freedom of Informa-
tion Act you may buy only documents
about projects which have been ap-
proved,” Ruch gloated to onescientist.
She characterized the committee’s ap-
praisal as “scathing.”
The N.I.M.H. grants committee

met to decide on its recommendations
in September of 1974. A two-daysite
visit to Los Angeles had convinced the
committee that “verylittle progress has
been made” and that “the research
goals projected probably will not be
realized.” Its report continued:

The Committeefeels that the proposed re-
search plan is deficientin its own right and
inappropriate for the special needs and cir-
cumstancesof this unique case study... . The
failure during the past year to implementthe
recommendations madeby the Committee for
which funds were madeavailable .. . is dis-
quieting. The Committee feels that this ap-
plication is clearlylacking inscientific merit,
and, therefore, unanimously recommends dis~
approval, requesting that its comments be con~
veyedto Dr. Rigler.

Onthe bright side, the committee

expressed its opinion that the research
had posed “nosubstantial risks to the
individual who is the object of this
proposal,” and observedthat “the thera~
peutic benefits to the subject have been
and continueto be considerable.” The
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well-being of the “subject” was none-
theless a worry:

The Committeeis concerned about Genie’s
future welfare and how the consequences of
disapproval will directly affect Genie. The
Riglers have indicated that without support
fortheir research project, they would prob-
ably haveto terminate their foster relation-
ship with Genie andleave herfuture care to
the State of California. The Committee ap-
preciates that Genie is properly a ward of
California, not of N.I.M.H., and feels that
the appropriation of research funds for Genie’s
maintenance outside of a research context
wouldnotbein herbest interestor that of the
Federal Government.

“There were some good reasons
and somebadreasonsforrejecting the
grant,” David Rigler told me. “But,
essentially, they didn’t understand. The
study wasn’t like most scientific stud-
ies. There were no controls. It’s a
study of a single case, and those are
rare. They’re anecdotal. They can’t be
done in the way of normal science.
The people on the N.I.M.H. staff are
involved with grants. I used to work
with them, and I know what that

means. There was pressure on me to
be much more scientific in my ap-
proach. Measurements,that’s what they
wanted, Notthat I didn’t want to make
measurements,but I didn’t wantto do
so in ways that would be intrusive to
the well-being of the kid. I was never
able to satisfy people on the committee
that I was doing this in the best way
for science and for the child.”
On June 4, 1975, Rigler addressed

a letter to an administrator at Childrens
Hospital summarizing Genie’s progress
overthe past four anda half years. She
was capable of some autonomy, he
said, but she still needed substantial
supervision, She could care for her
hygiene andeven prepare simple meals.
Herself-destructive tantrums wereless
frequent. Rigler described Genie’s
performance on “a very large number
of standardized and custom-designed
tests, many of them [administered]
repetitively over time,” and addedthat,
“the tests notwithstanding, Genie re-
mains in somesense an enigma.” She
was still an emotionally disturbed child,
hesaid, but there was hope. “At age 18,
Genie has not stopped her process of
achievement in any sphere,” Rigler
wrote, noting that she had “clearly
established powerful emotional ties to
both the foster mother and to her
biological mother.” He concluded by
saying, “As you know, we are contem-
plating relinquishing Genie’s foster care;
however, we have a continuing wish
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to be of service to her in a new place-
ment.”

Before the month wasout, Genie’s
bags were packed. She went home to
Irene—to the house on Golden West
Avenue in Temple City, where she
hadspent the bulk of a painful child-
hood and almost every weekend of the
previous six months.

“After we gave her up, we were
worried how the mother would take
care of her,” Rigler told me. “We have
some money. Wecan afford babysitters
andhelp. [rene was impoverished. So
that first summer we made arrange-
ments for Genie to go to summer
school and, when that wasover,to day

camp. But the mother asked her ‘Do
you want to go to day camp?” and
Genie said no. So she didn’t go. She
stayed home,andbefore long the mother
wascalling for help. Notto us, but to
the protective services.”

So Genie was moved again, in the
fall of 1975, entering the first of five
new foster homes. Now she was be-
yondthedirect care of both her mother
andthe scientists; John Miner’s legal
guardianship, too, had ended, on the
day she turned eighteen.

Thatshe was in crisis was evident
from her behavior. She seemed to be
intentionallyregressing. She closed up,
depriving the world of whatever she
thought it wanted. A barometer of her
happiness had always been her bath-
room habits. Herlifelong bowel prob-
Jems had wanedat Jean Butler’s house
and returned when she movedto the
Riglers’, only to improve again as she
settled in. Now they resumed, force-
fully, and the consequence showedjust
how full circle her life had come.
During her childhood, a chronic con-
stipation had been Genie’s physical
protest. At one point, Clark hadtried
to remedy his daughter’s obstinacy by
forcing her to downanentire bottle of
castor oil. The overdose had landed
herin a physician’soffice. That battle,
as it turns out, was premonitory.

Accordingto Rigler, “the lady run-
ning one of the foster homes was
rather bizarre.” He recalled visiting
the home “from time to time,” and
counselling Genie in her regular out-
patient visits to Childrens Hospital.
“The woman was very rigid, and
Genie had a powerfully strong will,”
he said. “Ultimately, the collision
occurred over the issue of hertoilet
behavior. What happenedin this home
was that she becameconstipated, and
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this got to the point where it was very
painful. The womantried to extract
fecal material with an ice-creamstick.
There was no injury. But she was
traumatized.”

Genie’s reaction to the trauma, as

the scientists interpreted it, was to up
the ante. If the world would goto that
extremeto invade her sovereignty over
her body, she would deprive it of
something else—somethingit had de-
sired from her and rewarded herfor.
For five months, she didn’t speak.
“Genie wanted to have somecontrol
over her life, and she never did,”
Curtiss told me. “She never had any
control whatsoever over what hap-
penedto her. Theonly wayfor her to
control her life was to withhold feces
or withhold speech, and so she did. It
wasn’t an attempt to quit communicat-
ing that made her quit speaking. She
had had this terrible—a coupleof ter-
rible experiences. She had a fear of
vomiting, and she had vomited a couple
of times and been punishedforit. And
then—oh, this story is so terrible I
can’ttell you all of it—she wasin one
of her foster homes, and it was an
abusive home, and theytold her that

if she vomited once more she would
not ever get to see her mother again.
She didn’t know what she had done
wrong, but she was afraid that if she
opened her mouth she would vomit.
But even during herelective mutism
she wanted to communicate with cer-
tain people, and one of them was me,
and, thank God, she’d been taught

some sign language. She signed furi-
ouslyto me, about how muchsheloved
her mother and missed her—about
everything. You could see her wanting
to eat, but she would refuse to open her
mouth.It was very labored eating. She
would—” Curtiss twisted her face
sidewise and looked up, like a fish
eying a morsel of food on the surface
of the water. “And then she would
open quickly and gulp it. After not
eating, and living with that abusive
foster family, she ended up in the
hospital.”

Curtiss’s notes from Genie’s tenure
in foster homesdisplay thegirl’s long-
ing.“I want live back Marilyn house,”
Genie said in November of 1975. In
August of 1977, it was “Think about
Mamalove Genie.” These notes were
intended as records not of Genie’s
emotions but of her languageability,
for Curtiss’s pursuit of Genie wasstill
in the nameoflinguistics. In 1977, she
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and Fromkin received a grant from the
National Science Foundation, so they
were able to continue their work irre-
spective of Rigler’s fortunes with the

N.I.M.H. They were now the only
scientists funded to work with Genie.
“Noneofthe other research had panned
out,” Curtiss says.

OR Curtiss, it was panning out on
two fronts. She continued hertest-

ing of Genie, andat the sametime she
was compiling her doctoral thesis—
summing up the Rigler years, sorting
outall the things that Genie had learned
to do from all that she had not. “She
had very quickly developed a vocabu-
lary, and puther vocabularyin strings
to express complex ideas,” Curtiss told
me. “She was a very communicative
person. But, despite trying, she never
mastered the rules of grammar, never
could use the little pieces—the word
endings, for instance. She had a clear
semantic ability but could not learn
syntax. There was a tremendous un-
evenness, or scatter, in what she was

able to do.”

archives.newyorker.com/?i=1992-04-20#folio=042

That scatter had been one of the
initial curiosities of Genie’s case; now

the years of research had seasoned it
into significance. “Oneofthe interest-
ingfindings is that Genie’s linguistic
system did notdevelopall of a piece,”
Curtiss told me. “So grammarcould be
seenasdistinct from the non-grammatical
aspects of language, and also from
other mental faculties. The hallmark
of cognitive development in normal
childrenis its multiplicity. Everything
is going on at once. It’s difficult to tell
by observing the average child that
acquiring language is a cognitive task
separate from others, and full of dis-
crete pieces. But we saw with Genie
that these things could sprout in-
dependently, by means of different
mechanisms.”
When Curtiss says “mechanisms,”

she is not being abstract or metaphori-
cal, She means not only psychological
but physical mechanisms—structures
in the brain. As Curtiss chased her
quarry deeper into her dissertation, she
chased it more and more in Eric
Lenneberg’s direction; her last chapter
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was on neurolinguistics, and delved
into the biological basis of Genie’s
languageskills. Genie’s inabilities bore
out Lenneberg’s theory, at least con-
ditionally. She demonstrated thatafter
puberty one could notlearn language
simply by being exposed to it. Her
scatter was especially confirming. It
divided the “learned” skills, such as
vocabulary, from those said to be in-
nate, such as syntax. Furthermore,
the syntactic abilities, which both
Chomsky and Lenneberg had predicted
would be biologically determined, had
indeed been constrained by Genie’s
biology—thwarted by her develop-
ment.

It was a mischievous revelation.
Thoughit appearedto affirm Chomsky,
it could also be read as refuting him.
If someparts of language were innate
and others were provided by the en-
vironment, why would Genie’s child-
hood hell have deprived herof only the
innate parts? How could a child who
lacked language because she had been
shut away from her mother be proof
of the contention that our mothers
don’t teach us language? Why should
she be unable to gain precisely the
syntax that Chomsky said she was born
with? The problem wasnotpeculiar to
Genie’s case. It was constitutional, an
aspect of Chomskian thought that
seemed, on the surface, paradoxical: if
syntax is “innate,” why must it be
“acquired”at all?
The answer might lie in Genie’s

brain; perhaps she was not grasping
grammar because she was using the
wrong equipment. As earlyas the fall
of 1971, Curtiss, Fromkin, and Stephen
Krashen had begun doing neurolin-
guistic tests in the hope offinding out
exactly whatpart of Genie’s brain they
had beentalking to all those months,

whatpart of Genie’s brain had been
talking back. The equipment search
would have alarmed those early lin-
guists who thoughtthat seeking a bio-
logical center for somethingasineffable
as language wasasfutile a misadven-
ture as looking for a center of the soul.
Nevertheless, modern neurology has
found concrete mechanismsfor other
incorporeal things—or,at least, found
where those mechanismsreside. The
ability to watch a baseball’s flight and
know whereit will land inhabits the
brain’s right parietal lobe, above and
behind the ear. Getting a joke, under-
standing a metaphor, and realizing
that something is inappropriate to say
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in a conversationarealso talents of the
right hemisphere. The right brain lis-
tens to music. Both hemispheres know
the meanings of words. Mathematics,
logic, and language—at least, the gram-
matical part of it—have a preference
for the left hemisphere.
From the misfortunes of brain-

damaged people,it is clear that lan-
guagetasks are dispersed within their
left-hemispheric home. Someone whose
brain is injured above the left ear in
a region called Wernicke’s area may
still be able to speak correctly, even
glibly, but often there will be no dis-
cernible idea behind the voluble word
strings. If the injury is forwardof that,
in Broca’s area,the victim will struggle
painfully toward expressing his thought,
unable to form sentences. From the
earliest observations of Genie, it ap-
peared that her brain function was
biased: the tasks she performed well
wereall right-braintasks; the tasks she

failed wereall left-brain. Genie’s re-
sponse to tasks requiring an equal
collaboration between hemispheres was
frustrated and hesitant, with none of

the quick confidenceshe displayed when
thinking “right.”

‘The dominance of one hemisphere
or one lobe in any given task is never
total. Both sides of the brain work on
every task, but their collaborations

are lopsided. How the tasks are di-
vided depends on the individual. In
the fine points of brain layout, we are
each different from our neighbors.
Genie’s deviation, however, was ex-

treme, and Curtiss wanted to know

why.
Her opportunity was provided by

another aspect of brain physiology.
Each side of the brain controls the
opposite side of the body. Unfortu-
nately for neurolinguists, you cannot
whisper to the left brain through the
right ear without the right brain’s
overhearing you, because each ear is
wired to both sides of the brain. The
connectionto the opposite side is stron-
ger, however, andin onecircumstance
it has a near monopoly: when a sound
is presentedto the left ear at the same
time that a different and competing
sound is presented to the right ear,
each ear reports almost exclusively to
the opposite side of the brain. This
oddity makes possible whatis called
the dichotic listening test. By playing
different things simultaneously into each
of Genie’s ears, Curtiss was able to
speak directly to each hemisphere of
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her brain, and measure each hemi-
sphere’s response.
“What matters is the material the

ear hears,” Curtiss told me. “Lan-
guage is handled better by the right
ear, and environmental or musical
sounds by the left ear. We played
environmental sounds to Genie and
checked her response. Each ear alone
performedperfectly; both ears with the
same sounds were O.K.; but when the
two ears competed the left ear per-
formed better. That’s normal—but the
degree of the asymmetry wasnot. Then
we fed her words the same way.” The
results bore out long-standing suspi-
cions. Genie’s brain was processing
language just as it did environmental
sounds—onthe right. The right brain
was handling work usually done across
theaisle. The real surprise lay in the
degree of the imbalance. Normally,
the dominance of one side over the
other showsup in thedichotic listening
test only as a subtle preference—noth-
ing too pronounced. With Genie, it
was pronounced.

Seeking to provide herself with a
second opinion, Curtiss took Genie to
the Brain Research Institute, on the
U.C.L.A. campus. “Weattached elec-
trodes to her skull to read her brain
waves as we showed her pictures or
read her sentences,” Curtiss told me.
“First, we showed her faces. Her
response pattern was parallel to the
environmental-sounds test—that is,

the right hemisphere showed a great-
er response than the left. Normal.
Then we played sentences.” The re-
sults, as before, were radi-
cal. Genie’s performance was
as lopsided as that of chil-
dren whoseleft hemispheres
have been surgically removed.
She didn’t seem to be using
herleft brain for language at
all. Whenit cametoits cen-
tral function, her left brain
appeared to be functionally dead.
“Why should this be so?” Curtiss

asked, in a paper on language and
cognition published in Working Papers
in Cognitive Linguistics in 1981. She
continued, “Genie’s case suggests the
possibility that normal cerebral orga-
nization may depend on language
developmentoccurringat the appropri-
ate time.” To the question “Whymust
we acquire what’s innate?” Genie was
suggesting an answer. Eric Lenneberg
had claimed that the brain organized
language learning. Now it seemed likely
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that some stimulus was needed to
organize the brain. Curtiss had run her
finger down the string of Genie’s
experience until she encountered the
fabled, elusive knot—the tie between

language and humanity. If Genie was
any indication,we are physically formed
by the influence of language. An es-
sential part of our personal physical
development is conferred on us by
others, and comes in at the ear. The

organization of our brain is as geneti-
cally ordained and as automatic as
breathing, but, like breathing, it is

initiated by the slap of a midwife, and
the midwife is grammar.
A slapis all that’s needed. “It seems

to take a phenomenally small amount
of inputto trigger this special process,”
Helen Neville told me. Neville is a
neuroscientist with the Salk Institute,
in La Jolla. In Curtiss’s 1981 paper,
she cites experiments by Neville to
corroborate her observations of Genie.
In 1977 and 1978, Neville carried out
experiments on deaf children who used
American Sign Language. Suchchil-
dren have provided the armamentarium
of modernlinguistics with one of its
most potent weapons. Their usefulness
lies in their history. Even today, deaf-
ness in children is often misdiagnosed
as retardation, and the children lan-
guish in misdirected programs. The
best-intentioned families may feel that
their deaf children would be better off
learning to read the speaking world’s
lips rather than the hand signs of an
insular culture. Thus, the deaf may
have contact with A.S.L., their first

bona-fide language, at two
or at five or atfifteen years
of age. Theirplight has pro-
vided linguistics with a thou-
sand Genies, and,far better,
with Genies who have not
been psychologically abused

08 but only linguistically de-
prived. Neville found that

the deaf who learned A.S.L. during
childhood had left brains lateralized
for language as well as for othertasks,
but those who were deprived of sign
languagein their early years did not.
Their brains were unformed. The mid-
wife had not spanked the baby. “Re-
lating Neville’s data to Genie’s case
suggests that language development
may be the crucial factor in hemi-
spheric specialization,” Curtiss wrote.
“When [language] develops,it deter-
mines what else the language hemi-
sphere will be specialized for. In its
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absence,it prevents the language hemi-
sphere from specializingfor any higher
cortical functions.” The insight prom-
ised to redefine somebasic intertwined
ideas: What does it mean to say that
something is a language? Languageis
a logic system so organically tuned to
the mechanism of the human brain
that it actually triggers the brain’s
growth. What are human beings?
Beings whose brain development is
responsive to and dependent on the
receipt at the proper time of even a
small sample of language.

In the light of all this, then, what
was Genie?

(Gans: best attempt to grapple
with this question remains her

doctoral thesis. It is the most signifi-
cantpublished result of all the research
on Genie—significant enough to be
cited in virtually every current Ameri-
can textbook on basic linguistics, soci-
ology, or psychology. In addition (some-
thing rarefora scientific thesis), it was
picked up for publication as a book.
“Genie: A Psycholinguistic Study of a
Modern-Day ‘Wild Child’ ” was pub-
lished by Academic Press, in mid-
1977. Besides sporting hard covers,it
differed from the dissertation in hav-
ing a dedication page, which read “To
Genie,” and a frontispiece, which was
a pencil drawing of a smiling person
with curly hair and big ears holding
a small figurein its left arm. Curtiss’s
caption for this drawingread, in part:

Early in 1977, filled with loneliness and
longing, Genie drew this picture. At first she
drewonly the picture of her mother and then
labeledit “I miss Mama.”She then suddenly
beganto draw more. The momentshefinished
she took my hand, placedit next to what she
had just drawn, motioning me to write, and
said “Baby Genie.” Thenshe pointed under
her drawing andsaid, “Mama hand.”I dic-
tated allthe letters, Satisfied, she sat back and
stared at the picture. There she was, a baby in
her mother’s arms. She had created her own
reality.

Irene’s response to Curtiss’s disser-
tation was apparently instantaneous.
She disliked it even before she had
opened it. “WhenI sawthetitle of the
book, I felt hurt,” she wrote. “My

daughter. . . classified as a ‘wild child.’ ”
Her rebuttal was handwritten on lined
loose-leaf paper and was addressed
“To Sam”—R. Samuel Paz,a lawyer
in Alhambra. It became Exhibit B in
the long season that was about to
ensue. Exhibit A wasthe dissertation
itself.
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Irene was especially incensed at
Curtiss’s opening chapter, which re-
counted Irene’s life with Clark and the
dreadful tribulations of their children.
Irene’s letter (in it, shecalls her daugh-
ter by her real name, which I have
replaced) quibbled with much of that
description. She wrote:

I wasnot frequently beaten. 2 times in the
Jast year.

Hedid try1 time to kill me...
Genie was neverforgotten and I did the

best I couldin taking care of her...
It depended on the weather to whatshe

worewhile sitting on thepotty chair. She was
able to move her arms, legs, bend forward
andto the sides.

[Curtiss] writes as though Genie stayed
all the time onthepottychair.

Genie was never forgotten.
Genie was able to move her arms when

she had her sleeping bag on. It was not a
straitjacket. It was an oversize infant’s crib
with wire screen aroundsides. There was a
wire screen top but I neverusedit... .

Genie did hear speech.
Ourhomeis very small... .
She could hearthetraffic noise from street.
Sheheard the neighbors next door coming

andgoing...
Sheheard airplanes, birds, neighbors,traffic

noises.
Genie was not forgotten.
Herfather did not beat her.
Thepaddle wasnotleft in Genie’s room.
Herfather did talk to her.
Once in a while he did bark at her to

distract her making noise without opening
door.
He neverbarkedat herface to face,
Hetalkedto her.
Hedid notscratch her. . . . He did not beat

Genie.
Hedid notstand outside of her room and

bark and growl at her... .
“here wasa chest of drawers, a chair, a

foldingbed, 2 large trunks, windowshades,
andcurtains. Oversize babybed. Pottychair.

Irene’s official complaint was not
about inaccuracies. It was, rather, the

opposite—thatdepictions as detailed as
those related by Curtiss, and by other
scientists in various papers andspeeches,
could only have been pilfered from
Irene’s own privileged conversations
with her therapist, Vrinda Knapp,and
with Knapp’s supervisor, Howard
Hansen. In October, 1979, Irenefiled
suit in Superior Court against Hansen,
Knapp, David Rigler, James Kent,
Susan Curtiss, and Childrens Hospital,
accusing them of multiple infrac-
tions of patient-therapist and patient-
physician confidentiality. The de-
fendants had, the suit claimed, “ex-
posed, revealed, and published to the
public... personal, confidential, and
intimate details of the years of im-
prisonment,suffering,isolation, abuse,
and torture” suffered by Irene and  
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Genie. That wasn’t all, or even the
worst. The fourth of five causes of
action in the suit accused thescientists
of subjecting Genie to “extreme, un-
reasonable, and outrageous intensive
testing, experimentation, and observa-
tion” under “conditions of duress and
servitude”—in short, of performing un-
ethical human experimentation. The
remainingcauseofaction faulted John
Miner, Genie’s guardian from 1972
to 1975, for not protecting her from
harm.Irene asked for both compensa-
tory and punitive damages.
“The suit wasright out

of the blue,” Rigler says.
“One Sundaymorning, we
got a call from a friend
whosaid, ‘Did you know
your name is in the pa-
per? So we got the L.A.
Times, and that’s how we learned we
were being sued. And it had Genie’s
real name, and we’d beensocarefulall
those years to keep that away from the
public.”
The debacle had been brewing. In

1975, when Miner lost guardianship,
Irene took receiptof the guardianship
papers chronicling Genie’s career, and
a full awareness dawnedonherofjust
what her daughter had been living
through. And in 1978 she had hadto
defend Genie’s estate against a claim
filed by Miner and David Rigler; Rigler
wasrequesting compensation for therapy
given to Genie in the first six months
of 1975, after the N.I.M.H.grant had
run out and before Genie had left the

Rigler home. Irene’s lawyers objected
that Rigler had no documentation of
the therapy sessions and only an inex-
act memoryof them, and that he had
not presented Miner with an itemized
bill. The judge agreedthat Rigler had
benefitted from “substantial sums”paid
out by the N.I.M.H., and from the
foster-home subsidy from the county,
but he praised the Riglers’ role in
Genie’s rehabilitation. Noting that the
forty-five-hundred-dollar claim would
“virtually exhaust the estate,” he
awarded the petitioners thirty-one
hundred dollars, including six hun-
dred dollars to cover legal fees.

Nevertheless, the biggest provoca-
tion for Irene remained Curtiss’s
book, according to Samuel Paz, who
along with another attorney, Louise

Monaco, represented Irene in her
suit against the scientists. Paz was
well prepared for the issues in the
case, scientific as well as legal. As an
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undergraduate at U.C.L.A., he had
majored in psychology and had trod
some of the sameintellectual hallways
as Victoria Fromkin and Susan Cur-
tiss. “At one point, I went through

Curtiss’s book andtallied up the ex-
perimenting that was done,” he told
me. “Theintensity and frequency of
sessions was high. There were other
research papers, too, and if you look
through them you will get a good
idea of what Genie had to endure. She
wasona testing regimen,at one point,

of sixty or seventy hours
| a week. The response

when we asked the re-
searchers about this was
thatit was fun—that Genie
thought of mostof this as
a game.” Thecase pro-
vided plenty of other fuel

for outrage. In one early deposition,
Howard Hansenstated that the records
of Irene’s psychotherapy, which con-
tained information so sensitive that
they were not allowed out of the psy-
chiatric ward, werelost entirely, gone

withouta trace.
However amply inspired, the suit

was remarkably adventurous, coming
from a woman who was described
even by her lawyers as a timid indi-
vidual. David Rigler remembers the
moment when the mystery was made
clear to him, the hidden hand re-
vealed. “When I gave mydeposition,
Trene’s lawyer had a copyof Curtiss’s
dissertation marked up, with passages
underlined that were supposedlyslan-
derousofIrene,”hetold me. “I asked
if I could see the book, and he handed
it to me, and the front coverfell open,

and the name written inside was Jean
Butler Ruch.”

In the eight years that Jean Ruch
had been Rigler’s antagonist within
the scientific community, he had had
no suspicion of her growing associa-
tion with Irene. By Ruch’s account,

that association had suffered a hiatus
of four years, after Irene called her
one afternoon to cancel a meeting,

saying that Rigler had forbidden her
to see Ruch under penalty of losing
visitation rights with her daughter.
Whenthe guardianship was no longer
controlled by John Miner, the mother
and the schoolteacher were emboldened
to find in their common antipathies the
grounds for an alliance.

“Ruch stayed in the shadows, but
she was constantly chiding Irene—
putting a bug in her ear that the
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scientists were overreaching,” Paz told
me. “Her involvement seemed to be
the catalyst. My ownassessmentis that
Irene wasvery passive, that she would
never have done this on her own.
Whenshe called me, I felt that I
wasn’treallytalking with her but with
Mrs. Ruch. She wouldn’t sound like
herself, she wouldbe very assertive. ‘I
want to do this? or ‘I know what’s
going on! I didn’t get the feeling that
I was dealing only with Irene.”

In length as well as rancor, the
court case proved epic: the process of
discovery, deposition, hearing, and judg-
mentstretched outoverfive years. The
longer it dragged on, the stronger
grew the suspicion on the part of
Irene’s lawyers that they were contest-
ing marshy ground. The sameendless
recitation of test procedures andtest
results which had given rise to the
charges of human experimentation made
a mockeryof the notion that Curtiss
had intended herdissertation as a pot-
boiler—had exploited Genie’s sad past
for the sake of profit. Early in the
proceedings, Curtiss hadoffered a com-
promise. Paz and Monaco recom-
mended to Irene that she accept it.
“We got to the point of settling the
case in what I thought were the just
interests of Genie,” Paz said. “Curtiss
had proposed putting into Genie’s trust
fund moneythat came from profits on
her dissertation or anyother scientific
work based on Genie. But Irene was
prodded by Jean Ruchto declinethat
offer. Ruch thought that it was unsat-

isfactory—that Irene should receive a
lot of money. But the privacyissues
relatedto Irenejust weren’tthatstrong.
She had become public figure.”

Faced with Irene’s intransigence,

Paz and Monaco withdrew from the
case. It was to be decided in cham-
bers, and Irene wentbefore the judge
representingherself. It was now 1984,
and the principal characters were
subtly (or not so subtly) changed from
those who had been there atthe start.
Floyd Ruch had died, leaving Jean a
widow. Susan Curtiss, now Dr. Curtiss,

had married and hadgiven birth to her
first child. Paz had becomethe presi-
dent of the Los Angeles A.C.L.U.
Owingto “economicexigencies,” Chil-
drens Hospital had undergone some-
thing of a reorganization: James Kent
had moved to Children’s Institute
International, a child-abuse treatment

center, and David Rigler, whose po-
sition had been eliminated, had opened
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a small private practice in Northern
California.

‘The complaint was essentially dis-
missed—or,rather, upheld, in a Tom
Sawyerish bit of jurisprudence. The
things that Curtiss had wanted to do
with Genie she was nowinstructed to
do by the Court. She agreed to direct
a program for Genie of linguistic,
neurolinguistic, and neuropsychological
evaluation and language instruction.
Childrens Hospital was enjoined to
give Genie yearly physical and psychi-
atric evaluations. To fulfill such obli-
gations, Curtiss and the other defen-

dants had full access to and use of
Genie’s records, and were granted the
use of Genie’s family history in scien-
tific publications and speeches as long
as they observed certain modest propri-
eties and donatedany incometo Genie’s
trust fund. As first step in that di-
rection, Curtiss relinquished $8,383.79,
her royalties to date. No otherfinancial
penalties were imposed.

Irene’s anger overrode the settle-
ment’s condition that she not deprive
the scientists of access to her daughter.
She hid Genie away. Genie currently
lives in a homefor retarded adults, and

visits her mother on one weekend each
month. With the exception of Jay
Shurley, none of the scientists have
seen her. They do not know where she
is, nor, except for rumors, have they

heard how sheis doing. In 1987, Irene
sold the house on Golden West Av-
enue. She left—for the scientists, at
least—no forwarding address.

IN& long ago, I paid a visit to
David and Marilyn Rigler in

their new home, a pretty, two-story
frame house on the Northern Califor-
nia coast. The house was smaller than
their previous one, but it didn’t need
to accommodate the life they had led
in Laughlin Park: the children were
grown, the Steinway was sold, and
Tori’s ashes were spread beyond a
windbreak of eucalyptus in a field
across the road. Genie remained only
in a voluminouscollection of reports,
films, drawings, and photographs
squirrelled away in the back of the
Riglers’ garage.
When I asked David Rigler about

the claim he had brought against Genie’s
estate in 1978, he looked uncomfort-
able and forlorn.

“J didn’t do that for the money,” he
said. “I never had funds in mind when
I took Genie in.” His memory of the  
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claim was both fragmented and ada-
mant. It had been Miner’s idea, and

nothis, he said. He had never seen any
money from it. He didn’t know if
Miner had received the money. And
anyway they had intended to put any
money they received into a trust fund
for Genie.
We were sitting in his office, a

downstairs room so strewn with pa-
pers, books, old tape recorders, and
film projectors that it seemed more the
reliquary of a career than a place
where one mightstill be carried on.
‘There wasa cloth-covered couch and
a gray metal desk, and on the wall,

amid the diplomas and citations, a
print that seemed an odd choice to
grace the office of a therapist. It was
the optical illusion by M. C. Escher of
an endless circular stairway going
nowhere.

Rigler wasin his late sixties, burly,
gray-haired, and marked byan air of
gentle domesticity and an expression of
earnest and distracted kindliness. He
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described his feeling about the telling
of Genie’s story as “discomfort” and,
later, as “dread.” But to the degree that
he was notreticent he was often con-
fessional. Though he wastoo jealous
of his documents cacheto let me peruse
it, he made repeated trips to the mys-
terious garage to drag out paper after
video after drawing.

“Understand,” he said. “No one
ever came to meandsaid, ‘Dave, you
should be doing X, Y, and Z’—except
for Jay Shurley, who came in with a
philosophical point of view. From his
work with isolation cases, he said,
“You’ve got to let up on the pressure
gradually, as though you had someone
with the bends and you werebringing
them to the surface. Let her come out
a little at a time.’ That had an impact
on me. It was a useful notion. I don’t
think Shurley ever understood how
much tried to use his ideas.”

Rigler stared at his hands awhile.
“But it’s one thing to come up with
theories, and another to figure out
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what to do at breakfast,” he said.
“Someonehad to meet the demandsof
research, and someone had to meet

Genie’s therapeutic needs, and I had
both roles. And I was always aware
thatit wastricky mixingthe two. I had
a lot of ambivalence aboutit, at times.

But in terms of the way we treated
Genie—the things we did—I think we
did about as gooda job as anyonecould
have done. As far as the complexities
of the case went, I wish they hadn’t

beenthere. In my hopes, I was blind
to the complexities. They inhibited me
from working right. There was no
wayof getting informed consent here,
which has become a byword in human
research, Genie never gave any indi-
cation that the filmingor otheractivi-
ties were an imposition. If she had, we
would have cut them out. Occasion-
ally, we would get signs that she was
stressed by the testing. Butit’s just like
children’s anxiety when they go to
school for the first time: when they
come home,they’re very proudof them-
selves. Genie had a sense of triumph
at doing manythingsforthefirst time.
People don’t grow whenthey're wrapped
in cotton wool. They grow when they
confront the world. The negative in-
terpretations of the case are oversim-
plified, from my point of view. My
own position—if I can psychoanalyze
myself—wasnotone of expectation but
of hope. The sky was not high enough
for my hopes, but my expectations
were down to earth. One easy out
would have been for me to say early
on that I would be muchless involved.
If I'd known whatthe outcome would
be, I wouldn’t have touched it—the
outcome in general, and for me.”

Other members of the Genie Team
feel as bruised as Rigler does. They
have imposed what amounts to a gag
order on themselves and speak of the
case reluctantly. As a result, a promi-

nentpiece ofscience has been forced
into the shadows. Nevertheless, the

research on Genie has provedits util-
ity. “Genie was oneofthefirst times
scientists hadused a case of an atypical
child to understand the typical,” Curtiss
told me one evening recently, as we sat

talking at her kitchen table. “During
the Genie research, a lot of other
projects of that sort started.” Curtiss’s
house was a modest clapboard bunga-
low a few blocks from the Santa Monica
Freeway, in the vast Los Angeles
flatland. The soupconof yard outside
would not have accommodated a vol-
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leyball game. Her husband, John, had
lured their two young daughters away
to leave us aloneto talk, and the drone

of a television sitcom and an occasional
fit of giggles escaped from the living
room.

Curtiss is currently studying chil-
dren who have haddiseased or dam-
aged halves of their brains removed.
What Genie sufferedfunctionally, they
have suffered physically. “I want to
know to what extent hemispherec-
tomied children can acquire gram-
mar,” Curtiss said. “The question is,
how well can the right hemisphere do
in supporting grammarfunctions? Is
the left hemisphere essential?”

I recalled that this was a woman
whohadsaid of her younger self that
hospitals were not her strong point—
a woman of whom Jean Butler had
said that she did not respond well to
children. But watching her with her
daughters and with her hemispherec-
tomied subjects, I saw that children
draw an easy, playful kindness from
her. Curtiss is, in any case, a person
of unsuspected softnesses. She had told
me firmly when wefirst met that she
would talk only about science—that
her personal history with Genie was
out of bounds. But at the end of that
interview, and of each thereafter, she

violated her ownrestriction and, with-

out prompting, spoke movingly of her
feelings for the child she had investi-

gated. “I developed a needfor her,”
Curtiss would say. “I missed her when
she wasn’t in my life.”
Over a meal and dessert, and now

over uncleared dishes, Curtiss and I
had concludedourfinal hour of syntax
and semantics, critical periods and
hemispherectomies. As I folded up a
notebook and put away a pencil, she
veered againoutof the confident realm
of research and into that forbidden
personal room. There wasdesolation
in her voice. “I would pay a lot of
moneyto see her,” she said. “I would
do a lot. I haven’t heard from her in
years. And I’ve heard only tworeports.
The last one was that she was speak-
ing very little, that she was with-
drawn, depressed. Genie was very
lovable. She wasbeautiful. When John
and I first met, I would tell him about

her, and he would say, ‘Stop! Stop!
You're building this person up so much
that if I meet her Dll be disillusioned.

Noone canbe that wonderful.’ Then
he met her, and when weleft he said,
“My God! Why didn’t you tell me?”
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Curtiss’s older daughter pirouetted
into the kitchen to showus her sun-
glasses. The earpieces were gone, and
the lenses, perched on her nose, were
heart-shaped. She leaned into her
mother, and Curtiss put an arm around
her shoulder, but her mind was else-
where,andthelittle girl skittered back

to the living room.
“Whatis it that language can do for

a person?” Curtiss asked. “It allows us
to cognize, to think, andthat’s impor-

tant to me, because I’m that type of
person. It also allows us to share
ourselves with others—our ideas and
thoughts. And that provides a huge
part of what I consider to be human
in my existence. Genie learned how to
encode concepts through words. She
used languageasa tool: she could label
things, ideas, emotions. It afforded her
a completely new way to interact with
her world. If I had to choosethe pieces
of language that would serve me best
in being human, they would be the
parts Genie had. It was from her we
learnedof her past. She told us of her
feelings. She shared her heart and
mind. From thatperspective, who cares
about grammar? Acquiring those parts
of language didn’t cure her. She’s
unbearably disturbed. But it allowed
her to share herself with others. For
years after I was not permitted to see
her again, I would wonder about what
I would say to her if I saw her. Not
just how would I react—I know I
would give her a hug—but what I
would say. She is the most powerful,
most inspiring person I’ve ever met.
Pdgive up myjob, I'd changecareers,
to see her again. I worked with her,
and I knewherasa friend. And, of
the two, the important thing was get-
ting to know her. I wouldgive up the
rest to know her again.”

FTERthe death of her husband,
in 1982, Jean Butler Ruch con-

tinuedto live in a beach house they had
bought in Santa Monica. On visits
there with her mother, Genie would
stand inside the sliding glass doors,
her hands held up before her in her
persisting bunny posture, and watch

the waves that had onceso frightened
and delighted her. Ruch’s letter writ-
ing continued; the campaign cul-
minated in her plans to write a book
with Jay Shurley, setting the record
straight. (“I was bent on revelation,”
Shurley says. “She was bent on re-
venge.”) The project was cut short in
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1986 by a stroke—theresult of vascu-
litis, which Ruch had suffered since
childhood. It left her aphasic, unable
to speak coherently; believers in fate
might have found her final torment a
tragic irony. In 1989, a further stroke
killed her.

Onelate-spring day, I went to see
Shurley. His study is an aluminum-
sided sun porch tacked on to the back
of his home in OklahomaCity. Through
the open doorway leading to the back
yard I could hearthe tinkling of wind
chimes, and the constant chirping of
finches in the silver maples.

Shurley had unearthed for my ben-
efit two cartonsfilled with manila fold-
ers and set them on his desk. They
were his Geniefiles. As he talked with
me during the next several days, he
would dip into the boxes for letters,
symposium papers, the scribbled logs
of phone conversations he had had with
Rigler, Ruch, Kent, and Hansen al-
most twenty years before. There was a
file marked “Sleep Spindles” in one of
the boxes, but by and large whathe had
preserved in his cardboard repository
was not the science of Genie but the
experience. The questionthat tormented
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him lay somewhere beyond the data.
“Here,” Shurley said, reaching into

acarton. Thefiles werelabelled “Genie
Emerges” and “Jean’s Input” and
“Genie Book”(in the outline of which
Genie’s life was divided into Genesis
and Exodus). He pulled out one la-
belled “Photos.”

Thefirst picture he handed me was
of a nondescript house, seen from across
a street througha picketof royal palms.
Pages of a newspaper blow across a
yard through the cold gray shade of
a lemontree. A second photograph was
of the same house, but it was taken

from the drive, where Irene stands in
a plaid skirt and holds a cloth purse
tight against her smooth yellow cardi-
gan, as thoughexpecting a sudden chill.
It is the day, soon after her acquittal,
when the house was first opened for
inspection by curious strangers.

“Trene hadall the instincts of moth-
erhood, to my mind,” Shurley said.
“And she was verythwarted, and she
was very weak. Only after a long
period of befriending by Jean Ruch
was Ireneableto stand up and reassert
herself. I remember some years ago,
when she wasliving in almost abject
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poverty, one of the big networks—
maybe overseas—came along and
offered her ten thousanddollarsfor the
story, and putall these documentsin

front of her, and she told them firmly
‘No.’ I wasthere at the time—atleast,

I was in Los Angeles and talking with
her—andI was amazedat the strength
of her fear, or the strength of her

conviction.”
Shurley set the pictures of the house

aside and drew a rectangle on a piece
of notebook paper. He divided it up
into smaller rectangles. “Here is the
room they said was a shrineto Clark’s
mother,” he said. “It was the master
bedroom,andit was almost completely
filled with the bed. It wasn’t very
large. Here’s the living room, and
there was a chair here, and thetele-

vision, which didn’t work. Clark slept
in the chair most of the time. He slept
there, and here is the pallet where his
son slept, on the floor.” He drew a
square in the corner for Genie’s room.
“She had a windowhere, and another
around the corner, over here. The
dresser was here, between them, and

here is where she slept.” He drew a
small rectangle andlabelled it “CRIB.”
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“Andhere is the potty chair,” he said.
“Sometimesit was over here.” Shurley
looked up and then back, and drew a

yard around Genie’s house, with a
driveway and a lemontree.
The next several photographs were

taken on that samewinter day, but they
were taken inside, in Genie’s room.

The room was dim. Here were the
closet doors—three plywoodpanels with
chromepull handles. The dresser was
pine and had four drawers. And here
werethe two windows, the upper half
of each covered by a shade. Yellowish
half-curtains draped the lower halves,
their fabric thin andpatterned with red
flowers. One window’s curtain had
been pulled back and wasfastened to
the wall with packagingtape. “Genie’s
room was not sensory deprivation so
much as sensory monotony,” Shurley
said. “Monotony. You know,variety
is notthespiceoflife;it’s the very stuff
of life. To the developmentof a de-
fensible, adaptable ego, monotony is
deadly. In that little room, a person
would project internal images, not absorb

outside ones, and would become con-
fused about what was real and what
was imagined—would lose the ability
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to differentiate between dream and
waking.Socially isolated children usu-
ally have psychotic parents who treat
them as animals. There is no encour-
agement of any humancloseness. It is
typical for them to be locked in a
closet—it isn’t rare. There was a boy
here in OklahomaCity recently who
was four years old, and his parents
were keeping him penned with the
dogs in back of the house. He walked
on all fours. Genie remains by a good
bit the kingpin of these cases. She has
the record. Thoughit’s not a record
that anyone would envy.”
The next photograph had been taken

half a year later. It was summer, and
Genie wassitting on a floor, laughing
and alert. A note on the back of the
photographread,“This photo was taken
about three days after she cameto stay
with me (she has hospital p.j.s on).”
The note is in Jean Ruch’s hand.
“The ability of that little girl to elicit
emotionon thepart of the observer was
fantastic,” Shurley said. “You had to
witnessit. Just hearing about it would
be orders of magnitude from the actual
experience. Jean and Floyd Ruch,they
were almost obsessed with this child.
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Jeanreally did latch on to Genie in the
early days, and it was reciprocated.
Jean, of course, had never had a child
of her own. Rigler had three andfelt
that experience was on his side. But
after I got to know Jean I didn’t see
anything to suggest that she wouldn’t
be a good foster parent. She was the
teacher, and had developed a very
positive relationship with Genie within
a couple of weeks. I never found the
Riglers to be that warm or empathetic
with her. At their house, it was as

though Genie were being studied in a
cold frame rather than in a hothouse.
I understand someof Rigler’s feelings
about Jean Ruch. She had a very
interesting paradoxical streak: she could
be extraordinarily kind andsensitive to
children—and she was, as teacher to
somevery disabled andsick children—
and then she was capable of doing
malicious and, I’ll say, sadistic things,
notto the children butto those who she
felt were in disagreement with her
about howthe children should betreated.
Butto several of us, it seemed a pity
that Genie could not be with someone
like Ruch, who would bondto her as a
person and notas scientific case. Be-
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sides, I tend to go with the child. If
the child says, ‘I like this person,’
there’s something real there that a
child can latch on to. To adults there
may be things that don’t seem right,
that cause concern. But the child’s
instinct is usually right on the issue
that’s most important.”
There were a few other photo-

graphsfrom the summerof 1971: Genie
at an art gallery, stepping into a patch
of bright sun in a smart maroon dress
with a white collar and big white
pockets; Genie in a swimsuit at the
beach, concentrating with apparent
delight as a receding wave washes
aroundherfeet, and holding her hand
up in the O.K.sign, the tip of the
forefinger joinedto the tip of the thumb.
The last two photographs were of

someoneelse, or so I thought: a large,
bumbling womanwith a facial expres-
sion of cowlike incomprehension. In
one picture, the womansits in a car

pretending to drive, her eyes at half
mast, her front teeth protruding in a
drawn grin, a starburst reflection of

palm tops floating in the windshield
glass. In the second, the woman is
indoors. She is about to cut a birthday
cake with white frosting. Her eyes
focuspoorly on the cake. Herdark hair
has been hacked off raggedly at the top
of her forehead, giving her the aspect
of an asylum inmate. Something about
her dress is sad and reminiscent:it is
shapeless and has red flowers. Her
right hand grips the cake knife, and
her left hand is held in front of her,

forefinger touching thumb.
Shurley watched grimly as my recog-

nition dawned. “Her twenty-seventh
birthdayparty,” he said. “I
wasthere, and then I saw her
again when she was twenty-
nine, andshestill looked mis-
erable. She looked to melike
achronicallyinstitutionalized
person. It was heartbreaking.”
A note by Shurley on the back
of the photograph read, “Ge-
nie is very stooped and rarely makes eye
contact. This photo wasat her happiest,
other than when momentarily greeting
her mother and mean hourearlier.”
As I turned the photograph back

over, my association with the dress

came clear to me. “Irene sewed it,”
Shurley told me. “She’d been a master
seamstress before her eyesight went.”
The dress, its thin weight and floral
pattern, reminded me of the curtains
in the little room.
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“What do you make of her expres-
sion?” I asked Shurley.
“What do I make of it?” he said.

“She looks demented.” He paused, and.
then spoke intensely, as though he were
at the center of something. “The way
I think of Genie, she wasthis isolated
person,incarceratedforall those years,

and then she emergedandlived in a
more reasonable world for a while,
andrespondedto this world, and then
the door was shut and she withdrew
again and her soul wassick.” Without
looking away from myface, he pointed
to the photograph of the womanin the
car. “This is soul sickness,” he said.
“There is no medical explanation for
her decline into what appears to be
organic, biological dementia.”

For a while, Shurley seemed disin-

clined to speak, and welistened to the
finches in the yard. Then hesaid, “At

the time that Genie came to light, I
wentback to try to find, anywhere I
could, any kind of directions. Anything
that said, ‘In case of tornado do this,
in case of earthquake do this, and in
case of an experiment in nature do
this.’ I found it nowhere. There’s
nothing of the sort. But from my
experience the research with Genie
could not have been handled worse.
The process wentoff track from the
day it was conceived. It went, after a
little while, a hundred and eighty
degrees from the direction it ought to
have taken. There is a fundamental
issue here that nobody has grasped.
The key issue—I believe now, very
strongly, in terms of my own experi-
ences with isolation in many different
contexts—is not the acute effects of the

isolation. It is the problem of
reéntry into the matrix from
which the child has been
isolated. Isolation places one’s
ownreadiness to react in a
kindofcoldstorage. Imag-
ine using a muscle that has
been in a cast, or a sling.
Once you take the encum-

brance off, the muscle has to retrain

itself, It’s suffering from atrophy, from
disuse. Rehabilitation involves figuring
out how you allow the strength back
without rupturing anything.

“We're born helpless. We are born
into the world with no boundary be-
tween self and not-self. We spend the
first twenty years of ourlife establish-
ing that boundary. Children who are
so abused, deprived, are losing that
battle by the age of three or four. I felt
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that Genie was one of those—alittle
girl with no sense of herself as a
separate, inviolable entity. I wanted
Genie to come into the world as a core
ego, capableoftrust and mistrust. Proper
reéntry is a key ingredientin treatment
andin research.A proper reéntry is not
one preémpted by scientific exploita-
tion gone wild.
“A child needs more than approval.

She needs a senseof security, safety—
the absolute convictionthat she is worth-
while. Well, Genie grew up ina house
where the father didn’t like
himself and the motherdidn’t
like herself and no oneliked
Genie. And later she was a
celebrity. All these people
looking at this extremely
primitive child—this larval
child. In this six-year-old
body, a thirteen-year-old girl. Talk
about a weird kid: Genie was a weird
kid. And that’s how she was treated by
everyone—as a weird kid: ‘What do
you do with a poor, weird kid like
that? Genie was viewed as a child
views feces—first as a treasure, then as

shit, in Anglo-Saxon terms. And, re-
ally, what did Genie,taken apart, have
to offer the world? Except for her
unique early-life development, not
much. Not much.

“Genie’s problem wasseen too much
as a pedagogical one, not an emotional
one. Wetried to teach her language.
Well, I don’t know. There’s a prob-
Jem. In Linnaeus’classification, Homo
sapiens is known as cultura, not as
lingua. Our advancements take place
in relationship. In order for an infant
to learn anything—andthis takes you
back to Victor, the Wild Boy of
Aveyron—there hasto be a relation-
ship in which the child gets enough
nurturance to proceed. Affective at-
tachmentplays the primary role. It is
not an intellectual process. Intellect
rides on the backof affective bonding.
Andaffection’s not easy to come by.
Human beings have a uniquetalent
not only for cruelty butfor indifference.
Compassion wasnotreferred to by the
Enlightenment philosophers as the
essential or defining characteristic of
humankind.It’s somethingin our nature
that must be taught.”

Shurley waved a handdismissively.
“Thisis old stuff,” he said. “I resolved
thatif I lived long enough I would do
a case study that would show how
things should be approachedin cases
like this. These experiments comealong.
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Victor in 1800. Kaspar Hauser in the
eighteen-twenties, I believe. Genie in
1970. Noneof the wild children have
been handled well. All of them were
handled the way Genie was. She could
have been handled well. She would
have been a disappointment in some
ways, but the outcome would have
been happier. Genie arrived at the
hospital, and withinthe first couple of
months she became hungry. She came
out of an environment that was un-
friendly but consistent. Now she was

in a new environment, with

noise and other kids. A hos-
pital is an overstimulating
place. The problem was how
to get her out of it and into
a home. But she went from
one hometo another. More
noise. She went from famine

to feast. Her response was not to take
that feast. She was overwhelmed. This
is part of the emergencething. She was
enormouslystarved, but the starvation
was so chronic, so long-lasting, that
she didn’t trust her world to give her
what she wanted. She wasafraid that
part of what she would be given would
be toxic to her. As it turns out, she was

right. These were not bad people.
They just didn’t allow this child to
develop along normallines. The course
of research defeated the treatment,

which defeated the research. Thesci-
ence would have fared better if the
humanaspect had been put first. We
probably would have learned a lot
more, and what we learned would

have been transferrable to other cases.
The only generalization you can get
from this is as a bad example—an
example of how notto do it.
“What I saw happen with Genie

wasa pretty crass form ofexploitation.
I hadto realize that I was a part of
it, and swear to refrain. It turned out

that Genie, who hadbeen soterribly
abused, was exploited all over again.
She was exploited extrafamilially just
as she was exploited intrafamilially—
just by a different cast of characters, of
which I’m sorry to say I was one. As
far as Genie is concerned,it’s a fated
case. You have a second chance in a
situation like that—a chanceto rescue
the child. But you don’t get a third
chance, and that’s the situation now.
Wecan’t do the experiment over. We
can’t go back. Andthat’s the bitter-
ness.” —Russ RyMER

(This is the second part of a
two-part article.)
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